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Summary 
 
TU-Delft and CIRTEN analyzed possible designs and fuel compositions for the GCFR 
within the GCFR Specific Targeted Research Project (STREP) sponsored by the 
European Commission via its 6th Framework Programme (FP6).  
 
Chapter 1 compares the probabilistic burnup code MONTEBURNS used by CIRTEN 
and the deterministic burnup code BURN1D used by TU-Delft. The mass of relevant 
heavy metals during irradiation in a GCFR is compared. In addition, the k-eff, the fuel 
temperature coefficient, and the void coefficient, are compared. It is confirmed that the 
codes and the cross-section data deliver similar results. Both institutes can be confident 
that future research within the STREP using the benchmarked codes and cross-section 
sets will result in consistent results that can be evaluated on an equal basis.  
 
The Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) is regarded as the primary candidate for a future 
sustainable nuclear power system. In chapter 2 a general core layout is presented for a 
2400 MWth GCFR. Two fuel elements are discussed: a TRISO-based coated particle, 
and the innovative hollow sphere concept. Sustainability calls for recycling of all minor 
actinides in the core and a breeding ratio close to unity. A fuel cycle is designed 
allowing operation over a long period, requiring refuelling with U-238 only. The 
evolution of nuclides in the GCFR core was calculated using the BURN1-D and 
BURN3-D computer scripts at TU-Delft. Calculations were done for multiple irradiation 
cycles including reprocessing. It turns out to be possible to design a fuel and GCFR 
core with a breeding ratio around unity, with recycling of all MA from one cycle to the 
other. The burnup reactivity swing is small, which contributes to the safe operation of 
the reactor. After several fuel batches, an equilibrium core composition is reached. MA 
loading in the core remains limited, and the fuel temperature coefficient is always 
negative. 
 
In the scope of the GCFR-STREP investigations were performed by TU-Delft to 
estimate the potential for burning extra Minor Actinides (MA, mostly Np, Am, Cm) in the 
Gas Cooled Fast Reactor, and specifically in the 600 MWth GFR-600 'efficient design’. 
The rationale for these investigations is twofold. 1) For the Generation IV GCFR a 
closed fuel cycle, with integral recycling of all actinides, is envisaged, leading to a fuel 
composition with an elevated MA content. 2) Although the GCFR objective of self-
breeding precludes a role as a transmutation reactor, adding some MA to the fuel can 
reduce existing stockpiles, while the newly bred material is mainly plutonium, thus 
reducing MA stockpiles. 
 
TU-Delft focused on homogeneous fuel concepts, where an equal fraction of MA is 
mixed into all fuel (i.e. there are no special 'target' assemblies with elevated MA 
content). All investigations were performed for the GFR-600, although some 
parameters of the fuel design were allowed to vary somewhat. In chapter 3, the effects 
of adding extra MA on reactor and fuel cycle performance are reported, the effects of 
multiple recycling with extra MA mixed into the fuel, and the minor actinide consumption 
for a given target value of the k-eff. Results indicate that addition of MA to the fuel has 
a beneficial effect on the fuel cycle performance, extending the burnup interval up to 
10% FIMA in 2500 days. Reactor safety parameters are somewhat deteriorated 
compared to the 'reference' UPuC-fuel with 16% Pu, but are thought to remain within 
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acceptable limits. If the reactor is refuelled with natural or depleted uranium and a small 
amount (5%) of MA, a closed fuel cycle can be obtained. Gas release from fissions and 
α-decay has been analysed. The gas release is shown to be considerably higher for the 
MA fuel, but the repercussions on fuel design are hard to quantify at the current stage 
of design. 
 
The activity of CIRTEN on actinide recycling is reported in chapter 4. A geometrical 
model of GCFR core with fuel plates in “efficient” CERCER has been modelled, and 
reference calculations have been performed using the standard fuel composition 
supplied by CEA (84% of natural uranium and 16% of PWR-plutonium without minor 
actinides). The following variations were investigated and reported. 1) Burnup 
calculation with a fuel composition constituted by 80% of Depleted Uranium and 20% of 
plutonium + minor actinides from a PWR. 2) Multiple recycling in GCFR where the 
spent fuel is reprocessed and the fission products are substituted by depleted uranium 
only. 3) Modelling of two other GCFR cores (pebble-bed core and annular fuel 
assembly core respectively) to compare the performance for actinide burning of these 
concepts with the plate-type core. 4) Preliminary design of a dedicated MA burner 
assembly. 
 
The Generation IV Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) is intended to have a closed fuel 
cycle: during irradiation enough fissile material is produced to allow refuelling of the 
same reactor, adding only fertile material. This is the well-known 'zero Breeding Gain' 
objective. In chapter 5 a theoretical framework is derived to track compositional 
changes of the fuel during irradiation, cool down and reprocessing, in order to calculate 
the reactivity of the new fuel compared to the original fuel material. Using first order 
perturbation theory, the effect of variations of the initial fuel composition on the 
reprocessed material and breeding gain, can be calculated. The theory is applied to the 
fuel cycle of a 600 MWth GCFR. The result is that the change of material composition 
during cool down has a non-negligible effect on the breeding gain. A truly closed fuel 
cycle can be obtained if the reprocessing efficiency is high enough (<1% loss). If this 
high efficiency cannot be obtained, adding a small amount of minor actinides (Np, Am, 
Cm) to the new fuel results in a zero breeding gain. Perturbation theory provides a 
powerful tool to estimate the effects of changing fuel cycle parameters. 
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Chapter 1

TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup
benchmark

W.F.G. van Rooijen and G.J. van Gendt
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

based on input provided by CIRTEN in report “GCFR-STREP Work Package 1.1 Results
of reference calculation - Task 4” [1-1]

CIRTEN and the TU-Delft are analyzing possible designs and fuel compositions for the
GCFR within the GCFR Specific Targeted Research Project (STREP) sponsored by the Euro-
pean Commission via its 6th Framework Programme (FP6). Thisreport details the comparison
of the probabilistic burnup code MONTEBURNS used by CIRTEN and the deterministic bur-
nup code BURN1D used by TU-Delft. The mass of relevant heavy metals during irradiation in
a GCFR is compared. In addition, the k-effective, the fuel temperature coefficient, and the void
coefficient, are compared. It is confirmed that the codes and the cross-section data deliver similar
results. Both institutes can be confident that future research within the STREP using the bench-
marked codes and cross-section sets will result in consistent results, that can be evaluated on
an equal basis. The present chapter is partly based on one of the appendices of an M.Sc.-thesis
written on the subject of actinide multi-recycling in GFR-600 [1-2].

1.1 TU Delft - CIRTEN Benchmark

Goal of the benchmark exercise of CIRTEN and TU-Delft was to compare results of the prob-
abilistic burnup code MONTEBURNS used by CIRTEN and the deterministic burnup code
BURN1D used by TU-Delft. It is confirmed that the codes and thecross-section data deliver
similar results. In this section, the MONTEBURNS and BURN1Dburnup codes are presented
in broad lines. The reactor geometry and spatial discretization used in the calculations is pre-
sented. In the section following this one, the results of thebenchmark are presented, possible
causes of differences identified, and final conclusions are presented.
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

 

Figure 1.1 - Program flow of MONTEBURNS burnup code.

MONTEBURNS program description1

The primary way in which MCNP and ORIGEN2 interact through MONTEBURNS is that
MCNP provides one-group microscopic cross-sections and fluxes to ORIGEN2 for burnup cal-
culations. The basic program flow is illustrated in figure 1.1

After ORIGEN2 and MCNP have been run, results for each burn step are written into output
files, and the isotopic compositions obtained from ORIGEN2 are used to generate a new MCNP
input file for the next burn step. This MCNP input file containsthe adjusted composition and
density of each material being analyzed.

To increase the accuracy of the burnup calculation, a ”predictor” step is used in which ORI-
GEN2 is run halfway through the designated burn step. One-group cross-sections are then cal-
culated at the midpoint of the burn step by MCNP. This assumesthat the nuclide densities of the
system at the midpoint are a reasonable approximation of thenuclides over the entire burn step
(actually it is important only that the neutron flux density and spectrum be representative of the
entire burnup step). The user must be aware of this assumption and consequently ensure that
burn intervals are not too long. After the predictor step is executed, ORIGEN2 is re-executed
with the new one-group cross-sections. Futhermore, MONTEBURNS allows for the modelling
of the axial reflectors. However, it doesn’t take into account the temperature profile, assuming
instead a uniform temperature distribution. A detailed description of the capabilities of MON-
TEBURNS can be found in [1-3].

1as provided by CIRTEN
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1.1. TU Delft - CIRTEN Benchmark

BURN1D program description and flow chart

The PERL script called BURN1D is used to couple several SCALE4.4 [1-4] modules together
to calculate the equivalent one-group cross-sections, criticality and flux distribution in a (volume
of a) reactor. BURN1D is also capable of calculating severalreactor parameters, like void and
temperature feedback effects. The depletion code ORIGEN-S has been used to calculatethe
change of nuclide densities during burnup and decay using updated fast reactor depletion data
libraries [1-5]. For the transport calculations, an AMPX master library is used with a 175-group
VITAMIN-J energy structure for fast reactor applications.BURN1D uses the 1D XSDRNPM
transport code to calculate the flux profile, taking into account only the radial dimension of the
cylindrical reactor core. The finite height is modeled usinga buckling correction. Thus, only the
radial reflector of the GCFR can be accounted for, and not the two axial reflectors at the top and
bottom of the reactor core. Similarly, temperature dependence in the axial direction cannot be
modelled. A program flow diagram of BURN1D is given in figure 1.2.

The GCFR is split into three separate zones of approximatelythe same volume and equal
number of sub-assemblies (S/A’s). As mentioned, both homogenized and non-homogenized
cross sections are prepared for each material zone of the reactor (thus four different zones: 3 fuel
zones, 1 reflector zone). The homogenized cross sections areused to do a transport calculation
over the entire reactor to determine k-effective and the flux profile. Subsequently the depletion
of the nuclide densities in the reactor core is calculated with ORIGEN-S.

Cross-section processing takes into consideration the temperature and the geometry of the
components of the unit cell, as well as the nuclide densities. BURN1D uses the energy spectrum
obtained from the full core transport equation to collapse the cross sections of the nuclides on the
AMPX-tape to one group and substitutes the resulting 1-group cross sections into the ORIGEN-
S data library. Hence, the cross sections are always tailor made for the unit-cell and reactor
composition and layout. Before being able to do the depletion calculation, the flux must be
normalized so that the total power of the reactor equals 600 MWth. The normalization is done in
the ’cell-weighted’ part of the flow chart in a procedure called ’flux to power’. Macroscopic zone
weighted cross-sections are used. Constant power per zone is used for depletion calculation. The
power per zone is taken together with the average isotopic cross-sections per zone and is used as
input for the depletion code ORIGEN-S to calculate new initial densities.

Parameters of GCFR and input for SCALE 4.4 system

The following parameters are given as input prior to runningthe burnup script:

• design parameters of the GCFR

• atomic densities of the fuel, cladding, coolant and reflector

• geometry of the unit cells and the geometry of the reactor zones

• temperature of the fuel

3



1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Reprocessing, update
of material compo-
sitions

Cell geometry
descriptions

Criticality calculation
for whole core, 1D or
3D, for flux profile
andkeff

Depletion calculation
Update of material
compositions

period reached?
Target irradiation

Cross section prepa-
ration for depletion
calculation

Core geometry
description
Reprocessing options

172 group AMPX
cross sections

Cell calculation for
each cell description,
reflector, etc.

?
No

Yes

Cross sections

New fuel batch

Materials description

Flux profile

Cross sections

Transmutation data

found on AMPX
for nuclides not

Cool down
calculation

Figure 1.2 - Program flow for the BURN1D burnup code based on severel functional modules
of the the SCALE4.4 code system [1-4].

• burnup steps

• reactor type

Design parameters of the ’efficient’ GFR-600 design are given in table 1.1 (as provided by
CEA within the STREP in report [1-6]).
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1.1. TU Delft - CIRTEN Benchmark

Reactor core parameters

Unit power 600 MWth Height 1.95 m

Average power density 103 MW/m3 Diameter 1.95 m

He average pressure 70 barRatio fuel/struct/cool 35%/10%/55%

Fuel element type PlateRefl. material Zr3Si2
Subassembly design, fuel composition

Plates per S/A 21 Vol. % SiC 30%

Fuel plates per rhom. 7 Vol% fuel 70%

Fuel S/A in core 112 Pu content 16%

Specific power 40 W/g HM UPuC density 13.6 g/cm3

Core volume 5.8 m3 SiC density 3.16 g/cm3

Fuel mass 16 tonne Fuel porosity 15% - 12%

Temperatures

Tcore in 480◦C Max fuel temp. <1200◦C

Tcore out 850◦C Max clad temp. 1000◦C

Fuel temp. 990◦C Coolant temp. 665◦C

Clad temp. 665◦C Reflector temp. 565◦C

Table 1.1 - Core parameters for the irradiation studies of GFR-600.

Material Information Processor (MIP)

The MIP of the SCALE 5.0 [1-7] system is used to calculate the initial atomic densities, which
are consequently used as starting-point for the burnup program (see table 1.2). The initial densi-
ties need to be calculated only once. The output of each burnup step includes the new atomic den-
sities. The MIP uses basic information such as the volume ratios of fuel, cladding and coolant,
as well as the isotopic vectors of different elements. If the isotopic vector is not specified, the
standard composition of the element is used.

The MIP allows for the calculation of the atomic densities other than ‘standard composi-
tions‘. For example, the MIP can calculate the densities when uranium, depleted uranium, or
5% minor actinides are included in the initial fuel composition. The isotopic vector of the plu-
tonium fuel can also be specified.

Unit cell

As mentioned above, the configuration of the unit cell is determined by the type of lattice spec-
ified by the user. We used the configuration SYMMSLABCELL, a symmetric array of slabs,
for the fuel zones. Given the volume ratio of fuel/ cladding/ coolant (35%/ 10% / 55%), the
dimensions for the unit cell as given in table 1.3 are specified in the code. It should be noted

5



1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Isotope Atomic density Isotope Atomic density

(atom/ barn * cm) (atom/ barn * cm)
234U 1.0e-20 241Am 2.16874E-4
235U 1.16314e-4 242mAm 1.0e-20
236U 1.0e-20 243Am 1.0e-20
238U 1.62915e-2 242Cm 1.0e-20
237Np 1.0e-20 243Cm 1.0e-20
238Np 1.0e-20 244Cm 1.0e-20
239Np 1.0e-20 245Cm 1.0e-20
238Pu 8.36249E-5 246Cm 1.0e-20
239Pu 1.73952E-3 247Cm 1.0e-20
240Pu 8.01625E-4 248Cm 1.0e-20
241Pu 2.29402E-4 249Bk 1.0e-20
242Pu 2.22353E-4 249Cf 1.0e-20

Table 1.2 - As indicated above, the atomic densities of the following 25 actinides were given
as an input to the burnup code. When these isotopes are specified in the code, COUPLE
produces the corrected cross-sections as an input library to ORIGEN-S before making the
nuclide depletion calculation.

that the unit cell dimensions used in BURN1D are not identical to the geometry given in [1-6].
However, it is important to have the correct volume fractions of all materials in the core to obtain
the correct spectrum in the unit cell calculations. This is especially important because the unit
cell spectrum is eventually used to collapse the multi-group cross sections to one group for the
depletion calculations with ORIGEN-S. Therefore, the structural materials (wrapper, mechani-
cal restraint etc) are added to the cladding thickness. The inter-assembly helium is added to the
coolant channels. Since we are dealing with a fast reactor, the effect of slightly changing the unit
cell geometry on resonance self-shielding is negligible.

Abbreviation Dimension (cm)

Outside diameter of the fuel fuelod 0.471

Sum of the thickness of the fuel, gap and clad cladod 0.6066

Centre-to-centre spacing between fuel lumps pitch 1.348

Table 1.3 - Unit-cell dimensions for BURN1D code

6



1.2. Results of the benchmark calculation

Geometry of reactor zones

Three fuel zones and one reflector zone were specified in the BURN1D code. In table 1.4 the
distribution of the fissile assemblies over the zones is given and a specification of the radii of
these zones.

Fissile S/A’s Fissile volume (m3) Total Volume (m3) Radius (m)

Zone 1 37 0.6713 1.921 0.56

Zone 2 38 0.6894 1.973 0.7973

Zone 3 37 0.6713 1.921 0.9743

Zone 4 234a - 12.1 1.7124

aReflector zone. This number includes the six reflector S/A’s in the 7th ring of the core. Of course, all reflector
S/A’s of the 8th - 11th ring have been taken into consideration

Table 1.4 - Subassemblies per zone

Reactor type

For all nuclides not included in the spectrum calculation, it is necessary to indicate the type of
reactor for the burnup calculation. In our case, we used the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) option. Indication of the type of reactor influencesthe fission yields used in the
ORIGEN-S calculation. ORIGEN-S in standard form can only treat five fissioning isotopes with
individual fission yields. The reactor type can be used to substitute fission yields for fissioning
nuclides without explicit yields.

Burnup steps

The total burnup of 1323 days was split into 10 steps for TU-Delft. CIRTEN used 12 burnup
steps. In all cases, the irradiation periods equal 20-100 days. In BURN1D, the ’outer’ time step
as indicated in table 1.5 is divided into 100 ’inner’ steps inORIGEN-S to increase accuracy.

1.2 Results of the benchmark calculation

In this section, the following results are compared:

• the k-effective of the GCFR

• the nuclide masses

• the void coefficient (VC)

• the fuel temperature coefficient (FTC)

7



1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Cycle TU-Delft CIRTEN

1 23 21

2 128 126

3 317 315

4 443 441

5 569 462

6 758 567

7 884 756

8 1010 882

9 1199 903

10 1325 1008

11 1197

12 1323

Table 1.5 - The fuel composition has been evaluated on the following burnup steps (days).
Subsequently, atomic densities were compared during decay: after 1 year of cooling, and
after 6 years of cooling

These results have been presented to the GCFR STREP in December 2005 in Knutsford,
United Kingdom. As stated in the introduction, the comparison should give CIRTEN, TU-
Delft and the STREP members confidence that the MONTEBURNS and BURN1D codes give
consistent results for the irradiation and transmutation studies.

The benchmark shows that the value of k-effective is very close to one, decreasing slowly
during the burnup. In addition, it is shown that the quantityof 239Pu increases during the burnup.
This is expected, as the reactor is designed to have a breeding gain of zero. It appears that this
fuel cycle needs to be optimized in order to obtain a real actinides destruction. Possible future
research will be presented in the last part of this section.

K-effective

As can be seen in figure 1.3, the k-effective of the GCFR core during burnup is very close to
one for almost the entire burnup. At the end of the burnup, thek-effective dips below one.
Observations that can be made:

• CIRTEN consistently has a higher k-effective than TU-Delft. An explanation is that
CIRTEN models the axial reflector with the MONTEBURNS code system, due to its 3D
capabilities.

• By increasing the fissile enrichment of plutonium, the k-effective would be larger than one
during the entire irradiation period. However, this will negatively affect the breeding gain
in the GCFR.

8



1.2. Results of the benchmark calculation

• The k-effective can also be increased by increasing the fuel inventory. In the research pre-
sented in later chapters of this Deliverable, the theoretical density of the fuel is increased
slightly above 85%. This is sufficient to prevent the subcriticality of the GCFR.

• As observed by CIRTEN, the increase in Minor Actinides (MA’s) and 240Pu causes a
decrease of k-effective since both240Pu and Minor Actinides (except242mAm, 243Cm and
245Cm) have a fission to capture ratio lower or only slightly higher than unity.
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Figure 1.3 - Graph of k-effective versus time for BURN1D and MONTEBURNS. Although
error-bars are not supplied for the MONTEBURNS results, it is concluded that the k-effective
of the 3-D MONTEBURNS calculation is somewhat higher than the 1-D BURN1D calcula-
tion.

Nuclide mass comparison

The absolute and relative differences of the masses of HM isotopes have been calculated. Fifteen
actinides were compared in this benchmark calculation. Thebenchmark mass comparison first
examines the isotopic composition of uranium and plutoniumduring and after irradiation. Sub-
sequently, the heavier Minor Actinides are examined. When the mass comparison of different
isotopes is analyzed, it is obvious that the absolute difference in the mass of238U is greatest.
This is to be expected, as238U is the isotope that is present in the greatest quantity. Theabsolute
difference of TRU isotopes is shown in figure 1.4. In figures 1.5 and1.6 the differences between
TU-Delft and CIRTEN results for238U and two plutonium isotopes (239 and 240) are given.
The buildup of239Pu and240Pu is very similar. A total of 60 kg of fissile239Pu was bred during
burnup. In addition, 60% of the plutonium at the end of burnupis 239Pu.
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark
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Figure 1.4 - The difference of calculated nuclide masses between TU-Delft and CIRTEN for the
most abundant isotopes.
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Figure 1.5 - When one looks at the graph comparing the mass of238U during burnup, it is seen
that the burnup codes come to a similar result. The discrepancy between the TU-Delft and
CIRTEN results at 1000 and 1300 days is due to the limited number of significant digits (3)
CIRTEN provided.

Comparison of relative differences

The relative differences of plutonium, curium and americium isotopes are plotted. The relative
difference is defined as:
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1.2. Results of the benchmark calculation

Comparison Plutonium Istopes - Pu239 and Pu240
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Figure 1.6 - Comparison of239Pu and240Pu during irradiation.

Initial Pu mass 2490 kg

Final Pu mass 2520 kg

Change Pu mass + 30 kg

Initial 239Pu mass 1400 kg

Final 239Pu mass 1460 kg

Change239Pu + 60 kg

Table 1.6 - Total Pu and239Pu mass at beginning and end of burnup

∆m =
mTU−Del f t − mCIRT EN

mTU−Del f t
[%] (1.1)

Thus, a negative relative difference indicates that the simulation of TU-Delft has a lower
estimate of the mass of the relevant isotope as compared to CIRTEN. In the figures 1.7 to 1.10
the results are presented.

As can be seen in figures 1.9 and 1.10, the relative differences of the Curium and Americium
isotopes are quite high. A cause may be the fact that data for cross-sections of these isotopes are
less certain than for uranium and plutonium isotopes. Thus abigger difference is to be expected.
In addition, it is most likely that CIRTEN and TU-Delft are using somewhat different half-lives
for radioactive decay of these isotopes. The half-lives TU-Delft has used for these actindes
during burnup and decay calculations are mentioned in table1.7.
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark
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Figure 1.7 - The above plot shows the small relative difference in the depletion of238U. The
maximum relative difference of 0.6% is due to the three significant digits that wereprinted
in the CIRTEN output.
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Figure 1.8 - The plot of the relative difference of239Pu and240Pu. Again the differences between
TU-Delft and CIRTEN calculations are small.

The fraction of (n,γ) capture reactions that produces a product nuclide in an excited (metastable)
nuclear state has also been taken from the library of TU-Delft. This isomeric fraction illustrates
the probability of a transition of241Am to 242mAm: 15%. A small difference of the isomeric
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1.2. Results of the benchmark calculation

Nuclide Half-life

(seconds)
241Am 1.37E+10
242mAm 4.45E+09
243Am 2.32E+11
242Cm 1.41E+07
243Cm 9.47E+08
244Cm 5.71E+08
245Cm 2.68E+11
246Cm 1.49E+11

Table 1.7 - Half-life of Am and Cm isotopes

fraction between TU-Delft and CIRTEN could explain the difference of the242mAm isotope
observed in figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9 - Relative differences of americium isotopes.

For completeness, the total table with the relative mass differences for all 15 actinide isotopes
under consideration is given in table 1.9. The ultimate burnup in FIMA is given for the three
material zones of the reactor in table 1.8
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark
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Figure 1.10 - Relative differences of Cm isotopes. The difference in decay constants is most
obviously when looking at242Cm with T1/2 = 163 days. It is seen to increase substantially
during the cooling down of the irradiated fuel.

Zone 1 6.67%

Zone 2 5.13%

Zone 3 4.10%

Total 5.3%

Table 1.8 - Average FIMA after the irradiation in GFR-600 perzone.
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1.2. Results of the benchmark calculation

Relative difference (%) 
 

 U-235 U-238 Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 Pu-242 

21 -0.31% -0.22% -0.27% -0.52% -0.13% -0.40% -0.30% 

126 -0.31% 0.01% -0.31% 0.06% -0.13% -0.83% -0.07% 

315 -0.40% -0.17% -0.35% 0.22% 0.19% -2.31% -0.18% 

441 -0.47% -0.03% -0.33% 0.01% 0.30% -2.79% -0.07% 

567 -0.44% 0.10% -0.39% -0.22% 0.41% -3.66% 0.00% 

756 -0.42% -0.08% -0.58% 0.34% 0.70% -4.48% -0.24% 

882 -0.35% 0.07% -0.66% -0.02% 0.79% -5.42% -0.20% 

1008 -0.33% -0.59% -0.74% 0.26% 0.87% -6.15% -0.19% 

1197 -0.26% 0.07% -0.93% -0.07% 1.13% -6.51% 0.12% 

1323 -0.13% -0.59% -1.00% 0.11% 1.19% -7.48% 0.12% 

1 y -0.23% -0.59% -1.45% 0.24% 1.19% -7.37% 0.12% 

6 y -0.22% -0.59% -1.66% 0.22% 1.20% -7.09% 0.12%  

 

 Am-241 Am-242m Am-243 Cm-242 Cm-243 Cm-244 Cm-245 Cm-246 

21 0.33% 23.92% -0.71% -11.26% -7.04% -28.79% -45.12% 24.80% 

126 0.42% 18.27% -7.48% -19.92% -25.36% -47.71% -90.59% -7.89% 

315 0.97% 17.99% -7.54% -20.77% -28.22% -49.05% -96.02% -12.35% 

441 1.02% 17.85% -7.17% -20.96% -29.17% -48.97% -98.35% -13.77% 

567 1.21% 18.02% -6.80% -21.44% -29.90% -48.57% -98.84% -14.52% 

756 1.39% 18.12% -5.90% -21.34% -30.68% -48.30% -99.97% -15.71% 

882 1.40% 18.05% -4.93% -20.76% -30.98% -47.12% -100.31% -16.19% 

1008 1.69% 18.09% -4.51% -21.19% -31.29% -46.34% -100.21% -16.40% 

1197 1.77% 18.13% -3.70% -21.27% -31.72% -45.38% -100.34% -17.18% 

1323 1.57% 18.12% -3.06% -21.08% -32.01% -44.84% -100.30% -17.23% 

1 y 0.10% 18.15% -3.06% -20.85% -31.43% -44.82% -100.31% -17.26% 

6 y -2.99% 17.94% -3.12% 21.93% -31.12% -44.74% -100.40% -17.33% 

 

Table 1.9 - The relative mass differences for all isotopes under consideration in the benchmark.
Comparison TU-Delft/ CIRTEN results for specified points in the irradiation history. All
times (left hand columns) are days, except where indicated.
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Isotope Zone 1 (kg) Zone 2 (kg) Zone 3 (kg)
235U 15.75 19.075 20.79
238U 3955 4165 4130
237Np 1.484 1.225 0.9555
239Np 0.7665 0.6125 0.469
238Pu 15.715 17.395 17.85
239Pu 486.5 497 483
240Pu 235.55 236.95 227.15
241Pu 43.75 46.2 46.2
242Pu 56 58.8 57.75
241Am 9.835 11.2 11.83
243Am 6.02 5.04 3.99
242Cm 0.581 0.504 0.42
244Cm 1.2985 0.826 0.5075

Total per zone 4828 5059 5000

Table 1.10 - Masses of the most abundant isotopes at the end ofthe irradiation interval in GFR-
600, per reactor zone.
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1.3. Safety parameters: Void Coefficent and Fuel Temperature Coefficient

1.3 Safety parameters: Void Coefficent and Fuel Temperature Co-
efficient

The safety parameters of the benchmark are compared below.

Void Coefficient (VC)

During voiding, the coolant is lost and helium pressure decreases from a nominal pressure of
70 bar to 1 bar. Losing moderation makes the neutron spectrumharder. Recall that the void
coefficient is defined as:

VC =
1

k(70 bar)
k(1 bar)− k(70 bar)

∆p
(1.2)

and that it is expressed in pcm/ bar. As can be seen in figure 1.11, the void coefficient is
positive and increases during burnup. Voiding of the moderator at the end of burnup will cause
a greater reactivity excursion.

Void Coefficient - results RID (pcm / bar)
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Figure 1.11 - VC result for TU-Delft

As can be seen in figure 1.12, the probabilistic MONTEBURNS code calculates a fluctu-
ating VC during burnup. It is unclear whether this is due to poor statistics of the Monte Carlo
calculations, or due to (lack of) error propagation, or due to round-off errors (subtraction of 2
almost identical values). However, the average value for VCof CIRTEN and TU-Delft seem to
have the same general magnitude and trend.
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Void Coefficient - Change to 1% nominal pressure
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Figure 1.12 - Comparison of VC TU-Delft and CIRTEN

Fuel Temperature Coefficient (FTC)

As defined earlier, the fuel temperature coefficient (FTC) is the change in the reactivity of the
reactor after a fuel temperature excursion. In this case, the temperature excursion was equal to
100 K. The Fuel Temperature Coeffient is given by:

FTC =
1

k(T0)
k(T0 + 100K) − k(T0)

∆T
(1.3)

and expressed in pcm/ K.

As discussed, since the Doppler effect is a fast feedback mechanism, and taking into consid-
eration the shorter prompt neutron lifetime of a fast core when compared to thermal cores, the
negative sign of the Doppler coefficient is extremely important. Prompt negative feedback with
rising temperatures is a boundary condition for a safe fast reactor design.

Possible explanations of the increasing trend of the FTC:

• The mass of238U is decreasing. This results in less resonance absorption in 238U.

• The neutron spectrum becomes harder due to the build-up of fission products, as fission
products are stronger thermal neutron absorbers. A harder spectrum results in a smaller
Doppler coefficient, by the same effect of decreasing the flux in the resonance regions of
238U.
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1.4. Conclusions

Fuel Temperature Coefficient - Delft - pcm
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Figure 1.13 - FTC result of TU-Delft

1.4 Conclusions

The presented benchmark exercise was instructive for participating parties to familiarize every-
body with the GFR-600 design and the specific design choices for this Generation IV GCFR.
The benchmark was especially fruitful for TU-Delft as it provided an indication the in-house de-
veloped code BURN1D, specifically developed for the GCFR-STREP, was capable of achieving
an accuracy comparable to a tried-and-tested code package such as MONTEBURNS.

Summarizing in short:

• Criticality during irradiation is very similar for TU-Delft and CIRTEN, i.e. reactor com-
position and geometry were implemented consistently

• Nuclide densities during and after irradiation are very much comparable for TU-Delft and
CIRTEN, especially for the most abundant isotopes. Differences, where they arise, can be
explained by the use of different cross sections in the ORIGEN calculations

• The magnitude and trend of the safety parameters (void coefficient and fuel Doppler feed-
back coefficient) are very similar for TU-Delft and CIRTEN
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1. TU Delft - CIRTEN burnup benchmark

Fuel Temperature Coefficient - Comparison
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Figure 1.14 - Comparison between FTC results TU-Delft and CIRTEN. The results of CIRTEN
show a dynamic change of the FTC. Once again, this is due to theprobabilistic nature of
MONTEBURNS. The average FTC of CIRTEN seems more negative than TU-Delft FTC.

• Based on this benchmark, both TU-Delft and CIRTEN can branchoff into their separate
directions within the actinide transmutation task of the STREP, while consistency of the
results is guaranteed from the results of the benchmark presented here.
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Chapter 2

Fuel design and core layout for a Gas
Cooled Fast Reactor

W.F.G. van Rooijen, J.L. Kloosterman, T.H.J.J. van der Hagen and H. van Dam
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

The Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) is regarded as the primarycandidate for a future sus-
tainable nuclear power system. In this chapter a general core layout is presented for a 2400
MWth GCFR. Two fuel elements are discussed: a TRISO-based coated particle, and the inno-
vative hollow sphere concept. Sustainability calls for recycling of all minor actinides in the core
and a breeding gain close to unity. A fuel cycle is designed allowing operation over a long period,
requiring refueling with U-238 only. The evolution of nuclides in the GCFR core is calculated
using the SCALE system (1-D and 3-D). Calculations were doneover multiple irradiation cycles
including reprocessing. The result is that it is possible todesign a fuel and GCFR core with a
breeding ratio around unity, with recycling of all MA from cycle to cycle. The burnup reactivity
swing is small, improving safety. After several fuel batches an equilibrium core is reached. MA
loading in the core remains limited, and the Fuel Temperature Coefficient is always negative.

2.1 Historic background and renewed interest

The Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) is one of the six Generation IV nuclear reactor concepts
that is attracting an increasing amount of attention worldwide. Within this framework we inves-
tigated a GCFR core layout and fuel design, focusing on high temperature operation with coated
particle fuel and sustainability. The GCFR concept was already investigated in the 1960s and
70s in the U.S., Japan, the former Soviet-Union and Europe. Early GCFR designs were based
on the pin-type Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), with a gaseous coolant replacing
the liquid metal. One of the principal interests was the reduction of parasitic absorption and
moderation by the coolant, resulting in a harder neutron spectrum, improving the breeding gain.
All designs used a gas coolant under high pressure (5 - 12 MPa), and a Prestressed Concrete
Reactor Vessel (PCRV).
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2. Fuel design and core layout for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

General Atomics (US) [2-1, 2-2] presented a detailed designfor a GCFR with helium coolant
and pin-type fuel with stainless steel cladding. The core consists of a driver fuel zone containing
highly enriched fissile material with radial and axial blankets. Mochizuki et al. [2-3] prepared a
design for a GCFR with fuel pins with stainless steel cladding and helium coolant. This design
also has a driver core and blankets. In the former Soviet Union a GCFR was developed using
dissociative cooling [2-1, 2-4, 2-5]: a liquid (N2O4) dissociates in the core and recombines to
N2O4 in the cold leg, releasing heat. Special Cr-based dispersion fuel pins were developed for
use with the corrosive coolant [2-6]. In Europe an international association (Gas Breeder Reactor
Association, GBRA) prepared four designs for a GCFR, aptly named GBR-1 to -4 [2-7, 2-8].
These designs featured both helium and CO2 coolant, and pin-type fuel as well as coated particle
fuel. The GBR-2 and -3 reactors had elevated outlet temperatures (700◦C for GBR-2, 650◦C for
GBR-3) for improved system efficiency. To accommodate these temperatures coated particlefuel
was required. GBR-2 used helium, GBR-3 used CO2 gas. Several problems, a.o. fabrication
problems of the required ceramic parts, led to the development of GBR-4, which was a less
ambitious design with pin-type fuel, stainless steel cladding, helium coolant and conventional
coolant exit temperature. The temperature reduction allowed the use of steel in the core, while
the loss in efficiency was offset by a larger power output of the core. All GBR designs featured
a U/Pu driver core and uranium blankets.

The main advantages of the GCFR were thought to be reduced parasitic absorption by the
coolant, better chemical compatibility between coolant and cladding, and the impossibility of
violent chemical reactions between the coolant and air and water under accidental conditions
(e.g. sodium reacts violently with both air and water). Fueleconomy called for a high power
density. This, together with the absence of thermal inertiain the core, required a Decay Heat Re-
moval (DHR) strategy with many active backup pumps and pressure holders to ensure adequate
cooling under accidental conditions. The worst accident for a GCFR is a depressurization, when
all coolant is lost from the primary system. Even with activesafety systems the safety case of
GCFRs remained problematic, especially for depressurization accidents [2-9]. It seems that the
problematic DHR behavior, and the lack of market demand for the GCFR led to an abandonment
of the GCFR concept from the early 80s on.

Nowadays the economic and societal circumstances are changing: fear of depletion of fossil
fuel is replaced by a growing concern about CO2 pollution, and a replacement for fossil fuels
is required. The reserves of uranium are larger and the consumption rate lower than predicted,
allowing a shift from breeder reactors with a high breeding gain and short doubling time to
a design focusing on sustainability, with the goal of a self-sustaining core, i.e. a core which
breeds just enough new fissile material that refueling with afertile material only is sufficient.
Within the Generation IV framework [2-10] the design choices for GCFR differ from the previ-
ous GCFR concepts, with the main focus now being on sustainability, and as such the GCFR is
the first nuclear reactor concept to explicitly select sustainability as a primary design goal. The
GCFR concept contributes to sustainable development in several ways: by reducing stockpiles
of depleted uranium, by optimizing fuel efficiency, and by transmutation of transuranic (TRU)
material. The GCFR can produce electricity at high efficiency, or can be used for CO2-free
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2.2. Fuel for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

hydrogen production.
This chapter addresses some basic design choices pertaining to fuel compound, fuel form

and reprocessing in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. In sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 the fuel elements and
fuel assemblies are presented. The overall core design is given in section 2.8. The calculation
scheme is presented in section 2.9, followed by the results in sections 2.10 and 2.11.

2.2 Fuel for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

Depending on the type and operating conditions of a nuclear reactor, the nuclear fuel can occur
in various geometrical shapes and various chemical compounds. In table 2.1 an overview is
given of some basic properties of candidate fuel compounds for the Generation IV Gas Cooled
Fast Reactor.

UPuO2 UPuC UPuN

Density [g/cm3] 11.0 13.6 14.3

HM Density [g/cm3] 9.7 12.9 13.5

Tmelt [◦C] 2775 2480 2780

Thermal conductivity [W/mK] 2.9 19.6 19.8

PUREX compatible yes no yes

Table 2.1 - Property data for the candidate fuel compounds for Generation IV GCFR. Oxide
is the current reference fuel compound for thermal and fast reactors. For Generation IV
reactors, carbide or nitride fuel is preferred because of the high density of Heavy Metal, and
high thermal conductivity.

Oxide fuel (UPuO2) is currently the standard fuel compound for all nuclear power reac-
tors, both thermal and fast systems. Carbide and nitride fuel have a much higher density of
Heavy Metal (HM, nitride almost 40% higher than oxide), and much higher thermal conduc-
tivity. However, carbide fuel is not compatible with PUREX reprocessing, not compatible with
water and pyrophorus [2-11]. Nitride fuel is not used because of the14C production through
the 14N −−→ [(n, p)] −−→ 14C reaction. This problem is solved if the nitrogen is enriched in 15N,
which has a natural abundance of 0.37%. For these reasons, carbide and nitride fuel are not used
commonly.

For the Gas Cooled Fast Reactor, there are 3 basic fuel forms to choose from:

1. Pins

2. Plates (matrix fuel)

3. Fuel particles (particles may or may not be embedded in a matrix)

Pin-type fuel with metallic cladding is the standard fuel form for power reactors. The fuel
is in the form of pellets. Gaseous and volatile fission products may escape from the fuel pellets,
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2. Fuel design and core layout for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

and are trapped in a fission gas plenum in the pin. Because fission products can escape easily
from the pellets, pin-clad pellet fuel is only considered asa backup solution for Generation IV
reactors.

Plate fuel is commonly used in research reactors. The fuel isusually a matrix type fuel. The
fuel matrix can be an alloy of U and/or Pu metal, embedded in a metallic matrix (METMET).
Other possibilities are a ceramic fuel compound embedded ina metallic matrix (CERMET), or
a ceramic fuel compound embedded in a ceramic matrix (CERCER). For example, the HOR
at Delft University had Highly Enriched Uranium fuel elements with an Al-U alloy surrounded
with Al (METMET), and nowadays uses U3Si2 in an Al matrix (CERMET) [2-12]. Matrix fuels
can reach high burnup, and fission products remain trapped inthe matrix.

Particle fuel is commonly used in thermal, high temperaturegas cooled reactors. Fission
products can be released from the fuel, but remain trapped within the particle. The particles
themselves can be surrounded by a matrix to make larger fuel elements (pebbles or compacts).
For Generation IV reactors matrix or particle fuel are the preferred fuel form.

2.3 Reprocessing strategies

For Generation IV a closed nuclear fuel cycle is envisaged, which requires reprocessing of the
spent nuclear fuel. Reprocessing is necessary for several reasons:

• Fission products are parasitic absorbers, deteriorating for instance safety performance of
the reactor

• In a nuclear reactor, all atoms of the reactor materials (cladding, fuel, moderator, coolant)
are interacting with neutrons. This interaction causes damage in the materials, for instance
due to inelastic scattering, where energy is transferred from the neutron to an atom in
a structural material. The atom can be removed from the lattice site it occupies in the
crystal, damaging the crystal structure. As a result degradation of materials occurs during
irradiation. If for instance the properties of the fuel become too degraded, safe operation
of the reactor may not be possible. Thus at some point the fuel(and other materials in the
reactor) have to be replaced.

• Gaseous and volatile fission products need to be removed fromthe fuel.

Several chemical processes exist to perform reprocessing.Only one of these processes, the
PUREX (Plutonium UraniumReduction andEXtraction) process, is available on an industrial
scale. In the PUREX process [2-11, 2-13], the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is dissolved in HNO3,
after which first the uranium is extracted, and subsequentlythe plutonium. All other chemical
elements remain in the solution, and are prepared for final storage. PUREX does not allow
a closed nuclear fuel cycle, because neptunium, americium and curium are not recycled, but
instead remain in the solution with all fission products. PUREX is compatible with oxide and
nitride fuel.
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2.4. Design choices for the GCFR

In the scope of Generation IV and the closed fuel cycle the most interesting technology is
pyrochemical processing with electrorefining. In this process, the SNF is dissolved in a chlo-
ride salt at high temperature. Electrolysis provides a separation between actinides and fission
products. Actinides are not separated individually in thisprocess [2-13, 2-14, 2-15]. Another
pyrochemical process is AIROX (AtomicsInternationalReductionOXidation), where the SNF
is reacted with oxygen, and due to the volume increase from UO2 to U3O8 the SNF is pulver-
ized. By heating, gaseous (Kr, Xe) and volatile fission products (Cs, Rb, Te, I) are removed, all
other constituents remain in the fuel. The U3O8 powder is reduced to UO2 to make new pellets
[2-13, 2-16, 2-17]. The resulting fuel contains both actinides and fission products. Reprocessing
where all actinides are recycled indiscriminately is commonly referred tointegral recycling.

2.4 Design choices for the GCFR

The goal of sustainability is achieved through several design choices. The GCFR uses a closed
fuel cycle in which all transuranics (TRU) are recycled, requiring refueling with U-238 or some
other fertile material only. Cometto [2-18] has shown that such a fuel cycle scenario improves
the utilization of uranium by a factor of 160 compared to a strategy using only thermal LWR
systems. Hoffman and Stacey [2-19] show that depleted uranium (the tails of the enrichment
process) will become the dominant contribution to the overall radiotoxicity of all materials dis-
charged to the repository from today’s nuclear fuel cycle (timescale 105 years). By converting
U-238 to Pu-239 and subsequent fission, one is left with fission products, most of which have
a much shorter half-life than the radioisotopes in the U-238decay-chain, thereby reducing the
long-term footprint of today’s use of nuclear energy. For the GCFR a reprocesssing strategy is
envisaged with separation of the spent fuel into a stream of fission products and a stream of all
actinides. Only the fission products, which have a relatively short half-life, are discharged from
the fuel cycle into the repository. Proliferation resistance is increased because there is no sepa-
ration of Pu in reprocessing. Fertile blankets are avoided enhancing the proliferation resistance
of the GCFR fuel.

The coolant is helium at an inlet temperature of 450◦C, a mixed outlet temperature of 850◦C,
and a pressure between 7 and 10 MPa. Higher system pressure improves economy, but worsens
the effects of a depressurization accident. Direct cycle electricity production at high efficiency
is the primary target with high temperature heat applications such as thermochemical hydrogen
production as a secondary target. The thermal power of the GCFR has not yet been determined
but research focuses on a small unit with a thermal output of 600 MWth and a large scale system
with an output of 2400 MWth [2-10]. The power density of the system is determined by safety
constraints, in particular decay heat removal in case of depressurization accidents, economic fac-
tors (minimization of fuel inventory, compactness of primary system) and sustainability (min-
imization of fuel needs for long term deployment). Safety calls for low power density, while
the other factors improve with higher power density. The tentative range set by the Generation
IV International Forum in [2-10] is a power density between 50 and 100 MW/m3, requiring a
minimal coolant fraction in the core of 40%. GCFR power density is lower than in LWR/PWR
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2. Fuel design and core layout for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

reactors and much lower than in conventional LMFBRs (300 - 400 MW/m3). However, it is
much higher than other gas cooled reactors, such as HTR or PBMR (3 - 10 MW/m3). The total
amount of Pu in the fuel cycle is limited to 15 tonne Pu per GWe [2-10].

2.5 Fuel and core design

The temperatures in the GCFR core require a fully ceramic core. To obtain an adequate breeding
behavior without the use of fertile blankets, the fissile enrichment should be rather low. This
leads to a constraint on the minimum volume fraction of fuel in the core to obtain a critical
system. Together with the required minimum volume fractionof coolant, the tentative volume
fractions in the GCFR core are: 40 - 50% coolant, 10% structural materials, 25% fuel and 25%
other materials, such as matrix material or cladding. The specific power (power per unit mass of
fissile material) is kept low due to the combination of low volumetric power density and large
fuel volume fraction. Some typical numbers are: HTR 1.2 kW/g fissile, PWR 1 kW/g fissile,
GCFR 0.1 - 0.3 kW/g fissile.

There are basically 3 possibilities for the GCFR basic core type:

• Coated Particle fuel, with or without a binding matrix

• Pin-type fuel with ceramic cladding

• Dispersion fuels based on ceramics (small particles of UPuCor UPuN embedded in SiC,
TiC or TiN or a comparable material)

The fuel volume fraction in the core of a GCFR is relatively low compared to an LMFBR.
To get an adequate density of heavy metal in the core, carbideor nitride fuels are used. For the
research presented in this chapter nitride fuel has been used, because of ease of reprocessing
and superior thermal behavior. To avoid C-14 production through the N-14 (n,p) C-14 reaction,
enrichment to 99.9% N-15 is required (natural abundance 0.37%). The economic feasibility of
such enrichment is still a matter of debate [2-20].

TRISO coated particle (CP) fuel has been used very successfully in thermal High Temper-
ature Reactors (HTRs), and it is currently the reference fuel form for operating HTRs (HTTR,
HTR-10) and HTRs under study (PBMR, GT-MHR, GTHTR, NGNP). Itwas decided to use
TRISO coated particle fuel as the basis for the GCFR fuel design presented in this chapter, al-
though a redesign of the TRISO particle is necessary to adaptthe HTR-type fuel particle for
GCFR application. Two redesigned coated fuel particles arepresented in this chapter: a small
particle (diam. typ. 1 mm) similar to TRISO CPs, and a hollow fuel sphere (HS: Hollow
Sphere), an innovative design featuring a hollow shell of fuel surrounded by cladding, with a
typical diameter of 3 cm.
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Figure 2.1 - Left side: microscopic image of a TRISO particle, reproduced from Bailly et al.
[2-11]. Starting from the edge of the kernel are visible, thebuffer layer, Inner Pyrolytic
Carbon layer, the light colored SiC sealing layer and the Outer Pyrolytic Carbon layer. Right
side: a bottle with HTTR TRISO particles. Photograph by the author.

2.6 Fuel design

A TRISO CP is made of a spherical fuel kernel (typical diameter 500 µm), surrounded by a
buffer of porous graphite, a layer of pyrolytic carbon (IPyC, Inner Pyrolytic Carbon), a dense
SiC sealing layer, and an outer layer of pyrolytic carbon (OPyC). The buffer provides voidage to
accommodate kernel swelling and fission gas release during irradiation, and protects the cladding
layers from recoiling fission fragments. An illustration ofTRISO particles is given in figure 2.1.

The SiC layer is the main fission product release barrier and acts as a pressure vessel. The
stress induced by a pressure difference∆P over a thin shell of radiusR and thicknessδ can be
approximated ifδ ≪ R (thin shell approximation):

σxx = σyy =
R
2δ
· ∆P (2.1)

This stressσxx should not exceed the maximum stressσmax of the shell material to avoid
failure. An estimate of the pressure in the buffer Pbuf can be made using the ideal gas law as a
first approximation:

Pbuf =
FIMA · n0 · z · k · Tbuf

Vbuf
(2.2)

in which FIMA stands forFissions per Initial Metal Atom, n0 is the number of heavy metal
atoms in the fuel kernel at Beginning of Cycle (BOC),z is the number of gas atoms released
into the buffer per fissioned metal atom,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andTbuf andVbuf are the
temperature and open volume of the buffer layer, respectively. Note thatVbuf is a decreasing
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Reactor HTTR HTR-10 HTR-N GCFR

Design FIMA 3% 8% 80% -
Kernel radiusrk [µm] 300 249 120 350 - 380
Buffer thicknesstb [µm] 60 95 95 100 - 70
IPyC thicknesstIPyC [µm] 30 42 40 n/a
SiC thicknesstSiC [µm] 25 37 35 50
OPyC thicknesstOPyC [µm] 45 42 40 n/a
Total radiusrt [µm] 460 465 330 500
Relative buffer volumeVbuf/Vtextkernel 0.73 1.63 4.75 0.66 - 1.13

Table 2.2 - Geometry of contemporary TRISO designs.

function of burnup. The pressure difference over the cladding layer should not exceed the limits
of the sealing layer. It can be readily inferred from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) that a CP with a small
buffer and a thin sealing layer cannot be used to high burnups.

The IPyC and OPyC layers contract under irradiation, thereby partly relieving the stress on
the SiC layer induced by the increasing pressure of fission gasses and kernel swelling during
irradiation. The contraction rate of the pyrolytic carbon layers is roughly proportional to the
average neutron energy. In a fast neutron spectrum, the layers will contract too quickly and
debond from the SiC layer, which leads to failure of the entire particle. Therefore, the IPyc
and OPyC layer are removed from the design and the material ofthe sealing layer is replaced
by ZrC, which is more easily soluble than SiC, and chemicallymore stable at high temperature
[2-21]. The Zr nuclei are more massive than Si nuclei, so damage (atom displacement) induced
by collisions with high energy neutrons will be less severe.A large volume fraction of fuel is
required in the particle for GCFR application.

All these considerations together lead to a revised design of the TRISO particle. The GCFR
coated fuel particle has a large fuel kernel, a small buffer of porous graphite and one thin seal-
ing layer of ZrC. Some typical figures for contemporary HTR TRISO design and an envisaged
GCFR particle are given in table 2.2. The ratio of buffer volume to kernel volume of the particles
reflects the burnup targets. Values presented in the table are taken from Verfondern [2-22] for
HTTR, Tang [2-23] for HTR-10 and from the HTR-N burnup benchmark analysis [2-24]. The
GCFR Coated Particle has a small buffer and relatively thin sealing layer (no IPyC/OPyC avail-
able to support the sealing layer), so the maximum burnup will be limited to several percent.
The temperature limits for the coated particles are the sameas for HTR TRISOs, i.e. maximum
operating temperature 1200◦C and fission product retention up to 1600◦C.

In pebble bed reactors many TRISOs are combined with graphite to make large fuel pebbles.
This configuration leads to a temperature difference∆Tp between the center and the surface of
the pebble proportional to the power produced:

∆Tp =
Qp

8πλr f z
(2.3)
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Fuel
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Figure 2.2 - A cross sectional view of the Hollow Sphere fuel element. The entire central void
is available to accommodate fuel swelling and fission gas release.

with Qp the power produced by the pebble (uniform power distribution within the pebble is
assumed),λ the heat conductivity of the graphite mixture, andr f z the radius of the fuel zone. For
graphite pebbles in HTRs,∆Tp can reach values of 300◦C. The GCFR requires a larger power
density, and thus largerQp than an HTR, and this, together with the required maximum coolant
temperatures, leads to an unacceptably high centerline temperature of the fuel element.

Application of a fuel compact of a different design is also problematic: The Random Close
Packing (RCP) of spheres is roughly 63%, and the volume fraction of fuel inside a coated particle
is (rk/rt)3, with rk the radius of the fuel kernel andrt the radius of the entire TRISO particle.
To make a fuel compact with coated particles and a matrix thatsatisfies the requirement of
containing more than 45% of fuel by volume requires a coated particle with a very large kernel
and almost no buffer and cladding. When using coated particle fuel, direct cooling, i.e. a bed of
particles with the coolant flowing in between the particles,seems to be the most viable solution.
An extra advantage is that the temperature differences between the fuel and the coolant remain
small.

The amount of voidage available in a coated particle is determined by the porosity of the
buffer layer, which is usually about 50% for TRISO CPs. Removing all material in the buffer
layer creates more empty space to accommodate kernel swelling and fission gas storage. This
observation has led to the design of an innovative fuel particle: the hollow fuel sphere (HS:
Hollow Sphere). The HS is a hollow shell of fuel material withceramic cladding around it (Fig.
2.2). It is comparable to the fuel element proposed by Sekimoto for GCFR applications [2-25].

Recoiling fission fragments will penetrate the cladding, but this should be no problem as
long as the cladding thickness is much larger than the penetration depth of the fission fragments
(typically severalµm). An HS could be manufactured by pressing a mixture of fuel powder
with a gelating agent to form hollow hemispheres. Two hemispheres are attached to each other
and then sintered to form a full sphere, onto which a thick ceramic cladding layer is deposited.
The sintering step takes place at high temperature. The amount of gas within the void should
be controlled during sintering. Doing so, the HS will be under compressive stress at room
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2. Fuel design and core layout for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

temperature (gas contracted), while at operating temperature the overpressure inside the void
remains limited. In a hollow fuel sphere the inner void is completely empty, providing more
voidage than a TRISO CP with the same volume fraction of fuel and cladding. An HS with the
same volume fractions of fuel and cladding as a TRISO CP has more space to store FPs and
contains less moderating material, reducing parasitic absorption and yielding a harder neutron
spectrum.

Both fuel elements presented in this chapter offer many parameters that can be tuned to
optimize the fuel design. For instance the volume fractionsof fuel, buffer and cladding can be
varied.

2.7 Pressure drop over packed beds of spheres

In our design the fuel elements are cooled directly by helium. The coolant flow through the
packed bed causes a pressure drop∆Ppb, which drop should not exceed some 2% of the system
pressure in order to limit the required pumping power [2-26]. It is necessary to find an expression
to estimate the largest allowable height of the packed bed offuel spheres.∆Ppb can be estimated
using the Ergun-relation [2-27]:

∆Ppb

L
= 150

(1− ǫ)2

ǫ3

µ f

d2
p

u + 1.75
1− ǫ
ǫ3

ρ f

dp
u2 (2.4)

in which L is the bed height,ǫ is the porosity of the bed,µ f is the viscosity of the fluid,dp

is the diameter of the spherical particles,u is the superficial fluid velocity, andρ f is the density
of the fluid. The superficial velocity is proportional to the mass flow rate ˙m:

ṁ = ρ f Au (2.5)

in which A is the cross-sectional flow area. The mass flow rate required to remove the
heat from a packed bed of power producing spheres is proportional to the volume of the bed
multiplied by the average power density of the bedQ̄:

ṁ =
Q̄LA
cp∆T

(2.6)

in which ∆T is the temperature rise over the bed of spheres andcp is the isobaric heat
capacity of the fluid. It is assumed that the pressure drop over the bed is small compared to the
system pressure, so thatcp can be taken as a constant. Combining the previous equationsleads
to a revised expression for the Ergun-relation:

∆p = 150
(1− ǫ)2

ǫ3

µ f

ρ f d2
p

Q̄L2

∆Tcp
+ 1.75

1− ǫ

ǫ3
1
ρ f dp

Q̄2L3

∆T 2c2
p

(2.7)

This alternative version of the Ergun-relation can be used to estimate the pressure drop over
a bed of power producing spheres with a given volumetric power density using a given coolant
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at given temperature and pressure. For a core withQ̄ = 50 MW/m3, L = 7.5 cm,ǫ = 0.37,∆T =
400◦C, Tout = 850◦C and a particle diameter of 1 mm the equation gives∆Ppb = 0.04 bar, while
for a particle diameter of 3 cm and a bed height of 50 cm the equation gives 0.15 bar.

2.8 Overall core layout

Using the results of the previous sections a core design can be made:

• with ∆T fixed, the pressure drop increases with increasing power density, favoring a low
power density (with the additional advantage of reduced pumping power and decay heat
removal by natural circulation)

• the relatively low volume fraction of fuel in the spherical fuel elements with the constraint
of a low fissile enrichment favors a large core to reduce leakage

It was decided to prepare a core layout for a GCFR with 2400 MW thermal output, an
average power density of 50 MW/m3, a heighthc of 3 m and a radiusrc of 2.25 m, with stainless
steel reflectors. The fuel is made of U-238 and recycled LWR Pu. The Pu vector is taken from
the HTR-N burnup benchmark [2-24] and given by:

Pu238/ 239/ 240/ 241/ 242= 1 / 62 / 24 / 8 / 5%

There are 3 enrichment zones in the core, chosen to give a reasonably flat power profile at
startup. The specific power (W/g fissile) is rather low for the GCFR, leading to long irradiation
periods. For the simulations presented here, one cycle takes 1900 days, resulting in a burnup
of some 4-5% FIMA, depending on initial fuel loading. The temperature of inlet and outlet are
450◦C and 850◦C, respectively, and the system pressure is 7 MPa. UsingQ̄ = 50 MW/m3 and
using the properties of heliumρ f , µ f at an average temperature of 650◦C andcp = 5.2 J/g/K
[2-26], the pressure drop can be calculated for a given geometry of the fuel bed and the fuel
particles. For CPs with a diameter of 1 mm the maximum allowable bed height is only several
cm, for HSs with a diameter of 3 cm the maximum bed height is just several tens of centimeters.

The maximum allowable bed height for both types of fuel spheres precludes the use of a
pebble bed configuration as used in PBMR or THTR. Instead an approach with annular cylinders
is taken: the fuel spheres are located in annular cylinders,with the coolant flowing radially
through the beds of fuel spheres.

2.8.1 Core with Coated Particle fuel

For CPs a fuel cylinder is made up of two perforated concentric annuli, with the CPs sandwiched
in between the perforated annuli (Fig. 2.3).

The height of the cylinder ishc, while the particle bed thickness is around 2.5 cm. The
overall diameter of such a fuel cylinder would be some 10 to 15cm. The coolant enters the
cylinder at the bottom, and exits at the top. The coolant flowsinward to keep a compressive
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Figure 2.3 - Annular fuel cylinder. The coolant enters at thebottom, flows inward through
the packed bed of fuel particles (grey area) and exits at the top. The inward flow assures a
compressive stress on the inner cylinder. The fuel bed is conical.

stress on the perforated cylinders. All parts are ceramics.The highest fluid velocities will occur
at the outlet and inlet. The maximum allowable fluid velocitydetermines the minimum area of
inlet and outlet, and this also puts a maximum on the volume fraction that the fuel beds can
occupy in the cylinder. The fuel beds occupy 75% of the cylinder volume. The fuel cylinders are
arranged in a hexagonal lattice in the core. The overall corevolume fraction of coolant equals
57%, the volume fraction of fuel spheres is 43%, and the fuel volume fraction (rk/rt)3

∗ 0.43.
If annular hexagons are used instead of annular cylinders, the overall coolant volume fraction
decreases and the fuel fraction may increase. The presentedfuel cylinder concept is comparable
to that presented by Chermanne in [2-7]. With a lowerhc the volume of the fuel cylinder is
reduced, allowing for a larger fraction of CPs with the same power density, or a larger power
density with the same fraction of CPs. An example of a GCFR core with low hc and high power
density is presented by Konomura in [2-28].

2.8.2 Core with Hollow Fuel Spheres

The HS concept allows a larger bed height. The reactor core isdivided in 3 concentric rings of
fuel spheres, with the coolant entering between the beds. The coolant then flows through the
beds, and exits the reactor (Fig. 2.4). The height of the bedsin axial direction ishc, in radial
direction it is about 50 cm. Again the highest fluid velocities occur at the inlet and exit. The
maximum coolant velocity determines the minimum dimensions of the non-fuel areas, and thus
the overall maximum volume fraction of HSs is limited.
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Figure 2.4 - An illustration of the core with hollow fuel spheres. From the inside out the white,
light and dark grey areas are the three fuel beds, each with a different initial enrichment. The
outer light gray area is the radial reflector. Top and bottom reflectors are not shown. The
empty spaces are for the coolant flow. The coolant flow is indicated by the arrows.

2.9 Calculations

1-D calculations were done to roughl estimate reactor parameters (keff, fuel vector evolution)
and to make a fuel design. 3-D calculations were done to give more accurate results for keff

and fuel evolution, and to have the possibility of includingaxial reflectors and a more realistic
temperature profile. Simulations where done using various modules of the SCALE 4.4a code
system [2-29], interconnected by a Perl script and some in-house Fortran codes. A JEF-2.2 172
group AMPX library was used for cross-section processing [2-30]. For the CPs the simulation
assumes a hexagonal lattice of fuel particles. Each CP is surrounded by coolant, such that the
volume fractions of fuel, cladding and coolant in the unit cell correspond to the core average
values. This lattice does not correspond to the actual (stochastic) lattice, but the errors will be
small as the mean free path of a neutron in the GCFR is large compared to the size of a unit cell.
For the HS fuel the reactor is subdivided into fueled and non-fueled regions. In the fueled parts
the fuel is simulated as a hexagonal lattice of fuel spheres.The volume fractions in the unit cell
are the average values of the fuel bed (i.e. 37% coolant).

The calculational path is illustrated in figure 2.5. 1-D calculations: For each individual
fuel region CSAS1X (BONAMI -NITAWL - XSDRNPM) is used to determine cell-weighted
cross sections and an extra XSDRNPM calculation is done to obtain the zone weighted (i.e.
non-homogenized) cross sections. The homogenized cross-sections are then used in a 1-D XS-
DRNPM calculation over the entire reactor, with an axial buckling to account for the finite height
of the reactor. keff and the flux profile in the entire reactor are determined. The power profile is
calculated from the flux profile and the mixture cross sections, including the reflectors (energy
release from inelastic scattering is taken into account). The power profile and zone weighted
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Figure 2.5 - The calculational path for an irradiation calculation. The cross sections obtained
from the cell calculation are used to determinekeff of the whole core, and the space and energy
dependent flux profile in the core. This flux profile is then usedto calculate the depletion of
all materials in the reactor. This inner iteration is repeated until the target irradiation period
is fully calculated. Then cool down and reprocessing are calculated. A new fuel description
is prepared, and subsequently a new irradiation calculation is started.

cross sections are used to calculate the fuel depletion (COUPLE - ORIGEN-S) in each fuel re-
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gion. Because of the 1-D calculation only concentric fuel zones can be used, and there is no
axial dependence of the fuel depletion.

3-D calculations: CSASIX (BONAMI - NITAWL - XSDRNPM - ICE) isused to obtain ho-
mogenized cross sections for each mixture defined in the reactor. Non-fuel mixtures are treated
as well. An extra XSDRNPM calculation is used to obtain non-homogenized cross sections
for each mixture containing fuel. KENOV is used to determinekeff and the flux profile of the
entire reactor. The power profile is calculated using the fluxprofile and mixture cross sections.
The power profile and non-homogenized cross sections are used to calculate the fuel depletion
(COUPLE - ORIGEN-S). The simulations done for this chapter are essentially R-Z type calcu-
lations, but a full 3-D geometry can be simulated.

The Fuel Temperature Coefficient (FTC) was calculated by performing a spectrum calcu-
lation atT0 + ∆T0, followed by a determination of keff(T0 + ∆T0). The FTC is calculated as
proposed by De Kruijff [2-31]:

FTC =
k(T0 + ∆T0) − k(T0)

k(T0)
·

1
∆T0

(2.8)

and expressed in pcm/◦C, with∆T0 = 100◦C for 1-D calculations. For the 3-D case∆T0 =

200◦C was because KENO gives a confidence interval for keff and these intervals should not
overlap for an accurate FTC. Simulations include reprocessing, where it is assumed that all
Minor Actinides (MA) are recycled and only U-238 is added to give the same amount of fuel
as the first core. The differences in Pu content per zone are maintained. One irradiation cycle
takes 1900 days, and the fuel is allowed to cool down and decayfor another 1900 days after
irradiation (ORIGEN-S is used to calculate the resulting fuel vector). The new fuel composition
is then calculated and irradiated for a new period.

2.10 Results

For both the CP and HS concept two fuel compositions were madeusing 1-D calculations: one
fuel composition with low and one with high Pu fraction. The fuel composition is such that the
initial Heavy Metal (HM) loading is roughly the same for CP and HS cores, and such that the
keff of the cores are roughly the same at fresh startup. In the design with low Pu fraction the HS
core becomes critical with a slightly lower initial enrichment than the CP core (13.4% for CPs,
12.5% for HS core). This is attributed to the fact that the CP core has more non-fuel material in
the core (the buffer material) giving slightly more absorption and a softer spectrum. Under the
assumption of a 50% efficient power conversion system the GCFR will have 1200 MW electrical
output. The low Pu cores contain 15.7 tonne Pu (CPs) and 14.3 tonne Pu (HS), so they are close
to but within the tentative maximum of 15 tonne of Pu per GWe. Both cores have a keff just
above 1 at startup.

The high Pu cores have a lower HM loading than the low Pu cores,otherwise keff would
become very large due to high fissile content. The high Pu cores in fact contain a smaller total
mass of Pu than the low Pu cores (about 13.5 tonne of Pu). The difference in keff at BOC of
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Figure 2.6 - The flux per unit lethargy as a function of energy after 0 and 1900 days of irradiation
in the HS core. The resonances ofσa of U-238 are also shown. After 1900 days the spectrum
has hardened, giving a lower flux in the U-238 resonances, leading to lower absorption and
a decrease in the magnitude of the FTC. The BOC spectrum of theCP core is indicated by
dots. This spectrum is softer than the HS spectrum.

the low Pu CP core and the high Pu CP core is negligible, but forthe HS core there is some
difference in keff between the high and low Pu versions. The different HM loading (see table
2.3) is achieved for the CP core by using a smaller fuel kernel. The outer radii of buffer and
cladding are kept constant, so the volume of the buffer is larger for the CPs with smaller kernel.
The larger buffer volume also means that some of the extra reactivity of the high Pu fuel is lost
by extra absorption in the buffer material. For the HS core the thickness of the fuel shell is
varied. A smaller fuel shell means a larger central void.

1-D calculations show that both cores have a negative FTC, and that the magnitude of the
FTC decreases slightly during irradiation. The decrease iscaused by the hardening of the spec-
trum due to fission product build-up during irradiation. In Fig. 2.6 the flux per unit lethargy is
given at 0 days and 1900 days of irradiation, together with the resonances ofσa of U-238. Note
the decreased flux in the resonance region after 1900 days of irradiation.

1-D calculations show that the high Pu cores have a net consumption of fissile Pu over the
first irradiation cycle. The low Pu cores have a net increase in fissile mass during irradiation,
but during the subsequent decay period some of the Pu-241 decays. The HS core with low
Pu loading has a net increase of fissile mass, the CP core has a slight decrease in fissile mass
after decay. Overall the low Pu cores have more conversion, which is as expected (more U-
238 nuclei to absorb neutrons). Comparing the evolution of the nuclide densities in the cores
there is not much difference between the CP and HS cores. This applies for Pu as wellas for
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the minor actinides. Apparently the influence of the buffer material is not big enough to cause
large spectral changes. In all cores there is a noticeable consumption of Pu-241, offset by a net
production of Pu-239 in the low Pu cores. In the high Pu cores there is a net consumption of
Pu-239.

A 3-D calculation including reprocessing was done. An irradiation and subsequent decay
period are designated as 1 batch. A total of 4 batches were simulated for all core designs.
Each batch includes 1900 days of irradiation and 1900 days ofdecay, so 4 batches equal a
period of 15200 days (= 41.6 years). The 3-D calculations include a top and bottom reflector of
stainless steel. A comparison between 1-D and 3-D results ofthe first batch show that the nuclide
evolution is nearly the same, but keff is consistently higher for the 3-D calculations. Apparently
the top and bottom reflector have no great spectral influence,but they do reduce leakage and
improve keff. As an example the 1-D and 3-D keff and FTC of the low Pu CP core are given in
Fig. 2.7, with the corresponding evolution of the Pu densityin Fig. 2.8. Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 show
the same for the HS core with high Pu loading. The 3-D FTC graphis not as smooth as the 1-D
FTC, due to the statistical nature of the KENO calculations.The results could be improved but
the required CPU time would increase drastically.

The reprocessing strategy involves recycling of all actinides in the GCFR. This means that
the fuel at the beginning of a new batch will contain all minoractinides that have not decayed
during the decay period. In practice only some isotopes of Am(241, 242m, 243) and Cm (243,
244, 245) are stable enough to be present in the new fuel in appreciable amounts. In the tables
presented in the following sections the sum of the masses of Np, Am and Cm is given at End
Of Cycle (EOC, one cycle comprises 1900 days of irradiation and 1900 days of decay). Am-
241 is the decay product of Pu-241. It is the most abundant of the minor actinides, and it is
the only minor actinide whose mass increases during the decay period. During irradiation a
net consumption of Am-241 occurs, but this is offset by production from Pu-241 decay during
the decay period. In the first few fuel batches Am-241 production from Pu-241 decay is much
more than the consumption during irradiation, but this situation changes in the later fuel batches,
because the higher amount of Am-241 in the fuel leads to higher consumption of Am-241.

2.10.1 Results for Coated Particles

The results of the burnup simulation for the CP cores over four fuel batches are summarized in
table 2.3. In this table the initial HM and Pu mass are given for each fuel batch, as well as the Pu
vector at BOC of each batch. The change of the total amount of Pu (Pu-238 to Pu-242) is given
together with the change of fissile Pu (239 and 241). The totalmass of MA in the core, which
is the sum of the masses of Np-237, Am-241, Am-242m, Am-243, Cm-243, Cm-244 and Cm-
245, at EOC is indicated in the table. Because of the applied calculation scheme, the MA mass
at BOC is equal to the EOC mass of the previous cycle, except for the first batch. Also given
are the minimum and maximum values of keff and FTC. keff is not necessarily a monotonously
decreasing function of irradiation time, and it seems better to give the minimum and maximum
value of keff and FTC per batch. After 1900 days of irradiation the low Pu core reaches a burnup
of 3.8% FIMA, and the high Pu core, which has a lower initial HMloading, reaches a burnup
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Figure 2.7 - Upper: keff of the CP low Pu core as calculated using 1-D and 3-D calculations.
Lower: FTC of the CP low Pu core
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Figure 2.8 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240 and Pu-241 during batch 1 for the CP low Pu core.
Lines indicate 3-D results, dots are 1-D results. The differences between the 1-D and 3-D
results are very small.
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Figure 2.9 - Upper: keff of the high Pu HS core calculated using 1-D and 3-D calculations.
Lower: FTC of the same core.
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Figure 2.10 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240 and Pu-241 during batch 1 for the HS high Pu core.
Lines indicate 3-D results, dots are 1-D. The differences between 1-D and 3-D results are
small.
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of 4.9% FIMA. Using equation (2) withz = 0.8 the pressure in the buffer at these burnups is
estimated between 2 an 4 MPa, so the CPs are still under compression in the reactor.

Results for Coated Particle core

Low Pu content High Pu content

Batch 1
HM total [kg] 117379 91725
– of which Pu [kg] 15733/ 13.4% 13830/ 15.1%
Pu: 238/ 239 1% / 62% 1% / 62%
240 / 241 / 242 24% / 8% / 5% 24% / 8% / 5%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +2.2%/ -0.7% -0.7%/ -6.1%
EOC MA mass [kg] 514 592
kmax / kmin 1.0651/ 1.0491 1.0658/ 1.0116
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -2.07/ -1.42 -2.6 / -1.5

Batch 2
HM total [kg] 117387 91731
– of which Pu [kg] 16083/ 13.8% 13728/ 15 %
Pu: 238/ 239 0.85%/ 63.7% 0.87%/ 61.7%
240 / 241 / 242 26.3%/ 4.3%/ 4.9% 27.9%/ 4.4%/ 5.1%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +3.7%/ +1.3% +2.0%/ -2.1%
EOC MA mass [kg] 734 850
kmax / kmin 1.0449/ 1.0333 1.0045/ 0.9941
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -1.79/ -1.48 -2.5 / -1.3

Batch 3
HM total [kg] 117392 91736
– of which Pu [kg] 16672/ 14.3% 14002/ 15.4 %
Pu: 238/ 239 1.1%/ 63.4% 1.2%/ 60.0%
240 / 241 / 242 27.9%/ 3.1%/ 4.6% 30.4%/ 3.5%/ 4.8%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +3.3%/ +1.3% +2.3%/ -0.7%
EOC MA mass [kg] 851 994
kmax / kmin 1.0521/ 1.0360 0.9910/ 0.9959
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -1.88/ -1.33 -3.0 / -0.96

Batch 4
HM total [kg] 117397 91740
– of which Pu [kg] 17230/ 14.8% 14329/ 15.7%
Pu: 238/ 239 1.4%/ 62.4% 1.5%/ 58.3%
240 / 241 / 242 29.2%/ 2.7%/ 4.3% 32.2%/ 3.4%/ 4.6%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +2.7%/ +1.0% +2.1%/ -0.2%
EOC MA mass [kg] 930 1096
kmax / kmin 1.0594/ 1.04396 0.9891/ 0.9972

Continued on the next page...
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...continued from the previous page

Low Pu content High Pu content

FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -1.77/ -1.33 -2.2 / -1.3
Geometry of the fuel element

Kernel radiusrk [µm] 380 350
Buffer radiusrb [µm] 450 450
Cladding radiusrc [µm] 500 500

Table 2.3 - Results of the burnup study for the CP core. All Minor Actinides (MA) are recycled,
U-238 is added after each batch.

Plutonium evolution

Note the large increase of Pu-240 in both cores, and the decrease of Pu-241. The low Pu core has
a good conversion of U-238 to Pu-239, resulting in a fuel vector with a high amount of Pu-239
and Pu-240 at the beginning of the last batch. The high Pu corehas lower conversion, so the loss
of Pu-239 and Pu-241 is not made up by conversion of U-238. Thetotal Pu mass in both the
low and high Pu cores grows from batch to batch. Conversion ofPu-241 to Pu-242 is low and
decreases in later batches because of a decreasing Pu-241 content.

keff

The high Pu core has quite a big loss of fissile mass during the first and second batch, resulting in
a subcritical system in the third and fourth batch. However,an increase of the HM loading would
improve the situation, and because the spectrum and geometry of the CP would not change much,
the evolution of the nuclides would not be highly affected. This means that the calculations
presented here still give valuable results. For the CP fuel the buffer volume is larger for a
smaller fuel kernel. Because the buffer contains graphite, moderation and absorption increase
with decreasing kernel size. A softer spectrum leads to increased resonance absorption by non-
fuel materials in the core, reducing keff.

FTC

The FTC is always negative, and shows a decreasing magnitudeduring burnup.

Minor Actinides

The high Pu core produces more MA than the low Pu core, which isas expected (more Pu avail-
able for conversion, and a slightly softer spectrum favoring absorption over fission of actinides).
Notice that the increase in MA mass gets smaller from batch tobatch: e.g. in the first batch of
the low Pu CP core 514 kg of MA are formed, in the fourth batch the EOC amount is only 79 kg
more than the EOC mass of batch 3.
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2.10.2 Results for hollow spheres

For the HS core the same burnup simulation over four fuel batches was performed. The results
are summarized in table 2.4. In this table are given for each fuel batch the initial HM and Pu
mass, the Pu vector at BOC, the change in Pu mass over the irradiation period and the change in
fissile mass. Also given is the EOC MA mass. The minimum and maximum values of keff and
FTC are also given. The burnup reached after 1900 days of irradiation equals 4% FIMA for the
low Pu HS core, and 5.3% FIMA for the high Pu version.

Results for Hollow Fuel Sphere core

Low Pu content High Pu content

Batch 1
HM total [kg] 114585 86144
– of which Pu [kg] 14336/ 12.5% 13374/ 15.5%
Pu: 238/ 239 1% / 62% 1% / 62%
240 / 241 / 242 24% / 8% / 5% 24% / 8% / 5%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +4.4%/ +2.7% -1.8%/ -6.3%
EOC MA mass [kg] 458 427
kmax / kmin 1.0294/ 1.0331 1.0844/ 1.0307
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -2.3 / -1.2 -1.84/ -1.41

Batch 2
HM total [kg] 114552 86148
– of which Pu [kg] 14960/ 13.1% 13131/ 15.3 %
Pu: 238/ 239 0.8%/ 64.8% 0.9%/ 62.5%
240 / 241 / 242 25.5%/ 4.1%/ 4.8% 27.3%/ 4.3%/ 5.1%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +4.8%/ +3.2% +1.1%/ -2.2%
EOC MA mass [kg] 645 600
kmax / kmin 1.0396/ 1.0174 1.0233/ 1.0128
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -2.1 / -1.2 -1.76/ -1.23

Batch 3
HM total [kg] 114557 86151
– of which Pu [kg] 15681/ 13.8% 13281/ 15.5 %
Pu: 238/ 239 1% / 65% 1.2%/ 61.3%
240 / 241 / 242 26.7%/ 2.8%/ 4.4% 29.4%/ 3.2%/ 4.8%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +3.9%/ +2.4% +1.6%/ -0.7%
EOC MA mass [kg] 742 688
kmax / kmin 1.0516/ 1.0310 1.0141/ 1.0100
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -2.0 / -0.7 -1.73/ -1.48

Batch 4
HM total [kg] 114562 86154
– of which Pu [kg] 16290/ 14.3% 13500/ 15.8%

Continued on next page...
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Low Pu content High Pu content

Pu: 238/ 239 1.3%/ 64.3% 1.5%/ 60%
240 / 241 / 242 27.8%/ 2.5%/ 4.1% 30.9%/ 3.0%/ 4.6%
∆Pu / ∆Pufissile +3.0%/ +1.5% +1.5%/ -0.3%
EOC MA mass [kg] 806 746
kmax / kmin 1.0625/ 1.0451 1.0153/ 1.0087
FTCmax / FTCmin [pcm/K] -1.8 / -0.8 -1.88/ -1.28

Geometry of the fuel element
Sphere diameter [cm] 3 3
Cladding thickness [cm] 0.2 0.2
Fuel thickness [cm] 0.325 0.225

Table 2.4 - Results of the burnup study for the HS core. All Minor Actinides (MA) are recycled,
U-238 is added after every batch.

Plutonium evolution and keff

The HS fuel element has a lower volume fraction of non-fuel material than the CPs, because the
HS lacks the buffer material. A reduction of the thickness of the fuel shell does not increase the
amount of non-fuel materials in the core. This means that theneutron spectrum and absorption
are almost unaffected by a change in fuel loading of an individual fuel element. The initial
enrichment of the low Pu HS core is almost 1% lower than the lowPu CP core, keff is slightly
lower than the low Pu CP design. The low Pu content causes a large conversion from U-238 to
Pu-239. The low Pu HS design shows an increase of the fissile mass for all 4 fuel batches. Since
the total Pu mass also increases from batch to batch, conversion from U-238 to Pu-239 decreases
in the later fuel batches, and although the Pu mass grows quickly initially, the Pu content in the
4th batch is still lower than the initial enrichment of the high Pu core.

The high Pu HS core has a lower HM loading than the high Pu CP core, offset by a higher
initial enrichment of the fuel. The magnitude of keff is comparable for both cores, as is the
evolution of Pu in the core during the four batches. The high Pu HS fuel shows a considerable
loss of fissile material in the first two fuel batches, but remains critical during 4 batches. At the
start of the last batch the amount of Pu-241 has decreased drastically in both cores, while the
loss of fissile mass per batch is reduced from 6.3% in the first batch to only 0.3% in the last
batch. The high Pu core has a lower production of Pu-239, resulting in a Pu-vector that is rich
in Pu-240. Conversion of Pu-241 to Pu-242 is low and decreases in later batches because of a
decreasing Pu-241 content.

The total Pu mass in the high Pu HS core changes by 0.9% from thefirst to the fourth batch.
In the same period the Pu mass of the high Pu CP core increases by 3.6%. The Pu in the CP
core contains more Pu-240 than the HS Pu. This is attributed to different initial Pu content, and
the softer spectrum in the CP core: resonance absorption by Pu-239 is enhanced, reducing the
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fissile mass and keff while at the same time producing Pu-240. Pu-241 (converted from Pu-240)
is also slightly higher in the CP core.

FTC

FTC is always negative with a decreasing magnitude in the course of the irradiation.

Minor Actinides

In comparison to the CP core, the HS core produces a smaller amount of MAs. This can be
attributed to less absorption by and more fission of MAs because of the harder neutron spectrum
in the HS core (see Fig. 4).

We can draw the conclusion that it is possible to obtain a breeding close to unity. The low
Pu CP and high Pu HS core concepts look the most promising, because they maintain criticality
without too much increase of fissile material.

2.11 Extended time calculations

To examine the long term evolution of the fuel a calculation was done over 8 fuel batches. Two
reactor configurations were simulated: the CP core with low Pu content and the HS core with
high Pu content. In table 2.5 a short summary of the results isgiven: the initial Pu content
of every batch at BOC, and∆Pu and∆Pufissile per batch from BOC to EOC (which includes
reprocessing). Also given is the EOC MA mass for each fuel batch.

Long term burnup

CP core/ Low Pu HS core/ high Pu

Batch 1
Pu initial 13.4% 15.5%
∆Pu / ∆Pufissile +2.2%/ -0.7% -1.8%/ -6.3%
EOC MA mass [kg] 514 427

Batch 2
Pu initial 13.8% 15.3 %
∆Pu / ∆Pufissile +3.7%/ +1,3% +1.1%/ -2.2%
EOC MA mass [kg] 734 600

Batch 3
Pu initial 14.3% 15.5 %
∆Pu / ∆Pufissile +3.3%/ +1.3% +1.6%/ -0.7%
EOC MA mass [kg] 851 688

Batch 4
Continued on next page...
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...continued from previous page

CP core/ Low Pu HS core/ high Pu

Pu initial 14.8% 15.8%
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +2.7%/ +1.0% +1.5%/ -0.3%
EOC MA mass [kg] 930 746

Batch 5
Pu initial 15.2% 16.0 %
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +2.2%/ +0.7% +1.3%/ -0.1%
EOC MA mass [kg] 994 790

Batch 6
Pu initial 15.5% 16.2 %
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +1.8%/ +0.4% +1.0%/ -0.1%
EOC MA mass [kg] 1047 824

Batch 7
Pu initial 15.8% 16.4 %
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +1.4%/ +0.3% +0.8%/ -0.1%
EOC MA mass [kg] 1094 851

Batch 8
Pu initial 16.0% 16.6 %
∆Pu/ ∆Pufissile +1.2%/ +0.2% +0.7%/ -0.0%
EOC MA mass [kg] 1135 872

Table 2.5 - Results of the burnup study over 8 batches

Plutonium evolution

The low Pu CP core reaches a Pu fraction equal to the initial Pufraction of the high Pu HS
core at the beginning of batch 6, but where the CP core shows a positive∆Pu and∆Pufissile in
batch 6, the high Pu HS core shows a considerable loss of fissile material in the first batch.
This difference is attributed to small spectral differences between the CP and HS core, and to
differences of the Pu vector, which contains more Pu-240 in batch6. In batch 6 the CP core has
a better conversion from Pu-240 to Pu-241 and a net increase of Pu-241 during the irradiation
period while Pu-239 is almost constant. In the first batch of the high Pu HS core there is a rapid
increase in Pu-240, Pu-239 shows a gradual decrease, and Pu-241 shows a rapid decrease. In
Fig. 2.11 the Pu densities are given for the low Pu CP core in batch 6, and Fig. 2.12 gives the
Pu density of the high Pu HS core in batch 1. Especially the evolution of Pu-241 is different.

In batch 8 the Pu content of the low Pu CP core reaches the same value as the high Pu
HS core in batch 5. Again the CP core has an increase in fissile mass and the HS core has a
slight decrease from BOC to EOC, but in this case the differences are small. The differences are
attributed to the difference in Pu-vector, which is slightly more Pu-240 rich in batch 8, leading
to better conversion of Pu-240 to Pu-241. Figure 2.13 and Fig. 2.14 give the Pu density in the
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Figure 2.11 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241 in batch 6 for the low Pu CP core. The
density of Pu-239 is almost constant during irradiation, and Pu-241 increases. The increase
of Pu-241 is the cause of the overall increase of fissile material during irradiation. During
the decay period 22% of the Pu-241 nuclei will decay, and batch 7 will start with roughly the
same Pu-241 density as batch 6.

low Pu CP core in batch 8 and in the high Pu HS core, respectively.
In the later fuel batches∆Pu decreases for both cores: the total amount of Pu becomes almost

constant. This is due to an equilibrium setting in between Pu-240 production on one side and
conversion of Pu-240 to Pu-241 on the other side. It seems that the equilibrium core would have
some 16.5% Pu, with a large amount of Pu-240.

The high Pu HS core has an almost constant density of Pu-239 during all batches except
the first two (decrease in the first batches). During all fuel batches except the first 2 the amount
of Pu-241 increases during irradiation. During subsequentdecay some 22% of Pu-241 decays,
leading to the negative∆Pufissile from batch to batch. However, the higher density of Pu-240 in
the later batches leads to more Pu-241 production during irradiation, improving∆Pufissile. In the
low Pu CP core the Pu-239 density stabilizes after batch 5. The high Pu-240 content in the later
batches leads to higher Pu-241 production. In the later batches∆Pufissile decreases for the low
Pu CP core, indicating that an equilibrium is reached.

keff and FTC

keff of the low Pu CP core is a decreasing function for the first batch, but in all subsequent
batches keff increases during irradiation. This is attributed to the increase of fissile mass after
the first batch. For the high Pu HS core keff decreases during irradiation in the first two batches,
but in all subsequent batches keff increases from BOC, reaches a maximum sometime between
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Figure 2.12 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-241 in batch 1 for the high Pu HS core.
The overall Pu enrichment in this case is the same as in Fig. 9 but the different Pu vector
causes a different evolution. Pu-239 shows a decrease, and Pu-241 shows arapid decrease
during irradiation, with Pu-240 increasing rapidly. The total fissile mass decreases. During
the decay period 22% of the Pu-241 will decay, so batch 2 starts with an even smaller amount
of fissile material than indicated in this graph.
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Figure 2.13 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-241 in batch 8 for the low Pu CP core. The
overall Pu enrichment in this case is the same as in Fig. 14. Pu-239 is almost constant, as
as Pu-241. Also Pu-240 shows a less rapid increase as in earlier batches. This seems an
indication that an equilibrium is being reached.
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Figure 2.14 - Evolution of Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-241 in batch 5 for the high Pu HS core.
The overall Pu enrichment in this case is the same as in Fig. 13. The fuel vector for this
period does not differ very much from the vector in Fig. 13, and the evolution of the nuclide
densities is almost the same. Pu-239 is almost constant, as are Pu-241 and Pu-240. The decay
of Pu-241 during reprocessing still causes a smaller fissilemass at the beginning of batch 6.

1200 and 1400 days, then decreases again. keff is larger at EOC than at BOC, and only slightly
larger than 1 for the HS core. keff can be increased by increasing the total HM loading of the
core. For both cores keff at the beginning of a batch is not equal to keff at the end of the previous
irradiation period because of the loss of fissile material due to decay of Pu-241, and because the
fissile material has a different spatial distribution in the new core.

In all cases the FTC is negative. An illustration is given in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16, where keff

is given for the low Pu CP core and the high Pu HS core in batch 6.The magnitude of the FTC
is somewhat smaller than in the first batch, an effect caused by the presence of MAs in the fuel
(see Fig. 2.7 and 2.9 for keff and FTC in the first batch).

Minor Actinides

Upon inspection of Figs. 2.11, 2.13, and 2.14 it is clear thatthe densities of the various Pu-
nuclides are almost constant in the later fuel batches. Thisis also true for the MA: the mass of
MAs in both cores grows from batch to batch, but in the later batches the increase per cycle is
much smaller than in the first batches.

The evolutions of the Pu nuclide density in the low Pu CP core and low Pu HS core do
not differ fundamentally, so it is expected that the low Pu HS core will have a similar long
term performance as the low Pu CP core, with the most important difference that keff will be an
increasing function for the first batch as well. The high Pu CPcore has a keff below 1 for the
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Figure 2.15 - keff and FTC in batch 6 for low Pu CP core
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Figure 2.16 - keff and FTC in batch 6 for high Pu HS core
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third and fourth batch, but this can be improved by increasing the HM loading of the core. This
core should have a similar long term performance as the high Pu HS core. The performance of
the cores regarding MAs is also expected to not differ fundamentally between the CP design and
the HS cores.

2.12 Conclusion

The specific demands of the GCFR core with, for a gas cooled reactor, a relatively high power
density, a high volume fraction of fuel and the impossibility of using steel, requires a totally
new fuel and core concept. TRISO Coated Particle fuel can be used but a redesign of the CP
is necessary to adapt it to the GCFR environment. It is difficult to apply a fuel compact of
CPs embedded in a matrix, because the volume fraction of fuelin the fuel compact would be
(too) low, and because of thermal limitations in the high power density GCFR core. Therefore a
core concept is chosen with direct cooling of the coated particles, with the extra advantage that
the fuel temperatures will be only marginally higher than the temperature of the coolant. The
application of more or less proven TRISO technology reducesR&D needs for the GCFR.

A burnup simulation was done for a 2400 MWth GCFR core, with a power density of 50
MW/m3. The core has no blankets, and uses a mix of LWR discharge Pu and U-238 for the first
fuel loading. In the reprocessing step all TRU material is recycled in the core. The goal of a
self-sustaining core, i.e. a core which produces enough newfissile material such that refueling
with only a fertile material (U-238 in this case) is sufficient, is met. Two core designs with 2
Pu loadings (low and high) were simulated, with an initial Pucontent around 13% and 15.5%.
As expected a lower Pu content improves Pu production from U-238. In all core concepts the
total Pu mass increases during irradiation, and in the low Pucores the fissile mass also increases
during irradiation. In the high Pu cores on the other hand thefissile mass decreases during
irradiation. It is possible by adjusting the total HM loading and the Pu content to obtain a fuel
composition that gives a slight increase in fissile mass during the first batches, with the increase
of fissile mass becoming smaller in later batches. The resulting fuel vector will be rich in Pu-239
and Pu-240, and poor in Pu-241. Calculations have shown thatthe Pu vector has an important
influence on the evolution of the fuel. A small difference in Pu vector can make the difference
between a net consumption or production of fissile material with the same overall Pu content.
All studied cores are currently below the limit of 15 tonne ofPu per GWe, and there is some
room for optimization.

keff is an increasing function of irradiation time or shows a maximum, especially in the later
fuel batches. This means that the GCFR could be operated for along time with a limited amount
of overreactivity at BOC. The calculated values of keff are sometimes barely larger than unity,
and for one core design even smaller than 1, but this can be improved by enlarging the HM
loading of the core. Under all circumstances the FTC is negative, with a decreasing magnitude
during irradiation due to fission product build-up.

The goal of a self-sustaining core can be achieved with the GCFR concept. The resulting
Pu is quite rich in Pu-240, improving proliferation resistance. Only U-238 is added to the core
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during its lifetime to make the new fuel. Because all TRU is recycled in the core, only fission
products are put into the repository. Because of high temperature output, a high efficiency power
conversion is possible. All these points together make the GCFR a reactor concept that fits better
into the picture of sustainable development than present reactor concepts. The presented core
concepts remain within the tentative limits set on the volume fractions of fuel, coolant and
structural materials set within the Generation IV roadmap.

The core layout and fuel design presented in this chapter still offer many opportunities for
optimization. For instance, a relatively simple material (stainless steel) has been used for the
reflectors. There are several compounds, e.g. ZrSi compounds, that have a better neutronic per-
formance. The height/diameter ratio of the core can be varied. A lower core allows for a higher
volume fraction of fuel elements in the core, or a more ’open’core can be designed to improve
natural circulation behavior or enable operation at a higher power density. The geometry of
the fuel elements has various free variables, offering many possibilities for optimization. For
instance the buffer volume may be reduced because burnups beyond 5 or 6% FIMA will not be
reached. A higher volume fraction of fuel per fuel element enables a more ’open’ core, or a
reduction of core volume.

2.13 A note on fuel assembly design

For the CP core the particle beds should not exceed a height of, say, 2 or 3 cm. In a first
approximation, a fuel assembly is modeled as a simple cylinder with a radiusrcyl ≈ 6 cm. Within
this cylinder is the particle bed, modeled as a simple right annulus of inner radiusri and outer
radiusro. The power produced within one grid cell is simply the product of the power density
times the volume of the outer cylinder, and corrected for thehexagonal pitch (the fuel cylinder
does not completely fill a hexagonal grid cell), and for the power peaking. If∆T is known (or
chosen to be some value), the mass flow of coolant through the fuel cylinder is known from the
formulaṁ = Q

cp∆T , with Q the power of the fuel cylinder. If the coolant enters the cylinder from
below, and if it flows in in the area between the outer cylinderand the fuel bed, the entrance area
Ain of the coolant is known (Ain = π(r2

cyl − r2
o)), as are the temperature and pressure of the cold

coolant. With these numbers the flow speed of the coolant at the entrancevin is given by:

vin =
ṁ

ρ f (Pin, Tin)Ain

with Pin andTin the pressure and temperature of the fluid at the entrance. Themaximum
speed needs to be selected (for this chapter 125 m/s is assumed), and now the correspondingAin

can be calculated, and this gives the value ofro of the particle bed. Using the same reasoning,
the velocity of the hot gas leaving the cylinder can be calculated, and using the same maximum
v, ri of the particle bed is found usingAout = πr2

i . Using the fact that the annulus is a simple
straight annulus, the volume of the particle bed can be calculated as a fraction of the entire fuel

cylinder (
r2

cyl

r2
o−r2

i
), and doing so the volume fractions of coolant and particlesfor the entire core

are known. This calculation is conservative as it is based onthe highest rated fuel assembly
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2. Fuel design and core layout for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

requiring the largest mass flow of coolant. The same approachgives the dimensions of the fuel
beds of the HS core.
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Chapter 3

TU Delft Actinide multirecycling study

W.F.G. van Rooijen, J.L. Kloosterman, G.J. van Gendt, and D.I. van der Stok
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

In the scope of the GCFR-STREP investigations were performed by TU-Delft to estimate the
potential for burning extra Minor Actinides (MA, mostly Np,Am, Cm) in the Gas Cooled Fast
Reactor, and specifically for the 600 MWth GFR-600 ’efficient design’ [3-1]. The rationale for
these investigations is twofold:

• For the Generation IV GCFR a closed fuel cycle, with integralrecycling of all actinides,
is envisaged, leading to a fuel composition with an elevatedMA content

• Although the GCFR objective of self-breeding precludes a role as transmuter, adding some
MA to the fuel can reduce existing stockpiles, while the newly bred material is by and
large plutonium, thus reducing MA stockpiles

TU-Delft cooperates with CIRTEN on the MA transmutation study. TU-Delft focused on ho-
mogeneous fuel concepts, where an equal fraction of MA is mixed into all fuel (i.e. there are no
special ’target’ assemblies with elevated MA content). Allinvestigations were performed for the
GFR-600 (details of the core design are shown in table 3.1), although some parameters of the
fuel design were allowed to vary somewhat. In this chapter, the reader will find the following
subjects, which were treated in the scope of the M.Sc work of G.J. van Gendt [3-2] and the B.Sc.
work of D.I. van der Stok [3-3]:

• Investigation of the effect of adding extra MA on reactor and fuel cycle performance.

• Multiple recycling with extra MA mixed into the fuel.

• Maximum MA consumption for a given target value of keff.

Results indicate that addition of MA to the fuel has a beneficial effect on the fuel cycle perfor-
mance, extending the burnup interval (up to 10% FIMA in 2500 days). Reactor safety parameters
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3. TU Delft Actinide multirecycling study

are somewhat deteriorated versus the ’reference’ UPuC-fuel with 16% Pu, but are thought to be
within acceptable limits. A closed fuel cycle can be obtained if the reactor is refueled with natu-
ral or depleted uranium and a small amount (5%) of MA. Gas release from fissions andα-decay
has been analysed. The gas release is shown to be considerably higher for the MA fuel, but the
repercussions on fuel design are hard to quantify at the current stage of design.

3.1 Generalities of the GFR-600 design

The reactor and fuel element design are those of the technical report [3-1] provided by CEA to
the STREP members. An illustration of the GFR-600 fuel element is given in figure 3.1, and the
core layout is given in figure 3.2.

4.71 mm

5.31 mm
11.67 mm

Figure 3.1 - GFR600 fuel assembly. The yellow colored wrapper and central mechanical re-
straint (green) are made of SiC. The fuel slabs contain the fuel mixture (blue) clad with SiC.
The fuel thickness is 4.71 mm, cladding thickness 0.3 mm, andpitch 11.67 mm. The fuel
material is a mix of 30 vol% matrix (SiC), and 70 vol% of a UPuC+ MA mixture with 15
% porosity. Each assembly contains 21 fuel plates. The fueled length is 1.95 m, the overall
length of the assembly about 4.4 m. The overall volume fractions are 55 vol% helium, 10
vol% SiC for structures and cladding and 35 vol% fuel/matrix.

Each fuel element consists of 3 x 7 fuel plates, and a central mechanical restraint (SiC). The
wrapper tube is also SiC. The fuel elements themselves contain a CERCER fuel ’meat’ cladded
with thin layers of SiC. The fuel (the blue material in figure 3.1) is a mixture of 30 vol% SiC and
70 vol% of actinde-carbide (UPuC/UPuC+MAC) mixture. The actinide carbide has a porosity
of 15% in the ’reference case’ of report [3-1] to provide voidage for fission gas release and allow
some swelling of the fuel. Thus, the total volume fractions of the various materials are: 55%
He (between fuel plates and inter-assembly gas gaps), 10% for wrappers, cladding, mechanical
restraints etc (SiC), 10.5% SiC as matrix in fuel (30% of 35%), 20.825% HM mixture (35% fuel
in core x 70% actinde mix in fuel x 85% actinides in mix), and 3.675% void in fuel.
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Figure 3.2 - Core map of GFR-600 as provided by CEA in [3-1]. The 4 green and 6 blue
assemblies are for control/ diverse shutdown mechanisms.

All calculations were done with the burnup code BURN1D written for the STREP, using func-
tional modules of the SCALE 4.4 and SCALE 5.0 code systems [3-4, 3-5]. For more info on the
BURN1D code, see chapter 1 of this Deliverable. For all calculations, the reactor is divided into
three concentric cylindrical zones, each containing approximately one third of the total number
of fuel assemblies (112 fuel assemblies in total for GFR600). The actual fuel plate geometry is
given [3-1], but for the calculations presented here the geometry was slightly changed in order
to obtain the proper volume fractions of fuel, cladding and coolant. With this new geometry,
the SiC of the wrapper and mechanical restraint is added to the cladding thickness, while the
interassembly helium is added to the helium in between the fuel plates. The SCALE unit cell
calculations allow for a regular array of symmetric slabs. Artificially increasing the cladding
thickness has a negligible effect on the resonance self-shielding calculations. However, if the
volume fractions are properly maintained, the neutron energy spectrum will be correctly calcu-
lated, and this is of vital importance because the spectrum found in the unit cell calculations
is ultimately used to determine the one-group cross sections for the depletion calculation. The
actual geometry of the unit cells and irradiation zones is given in tables 3.2 and 3.3.

There is currently no detailed design for the reflector assemblies. The proposed reflector material
is Zr3Si2. For the calculations, a mixture of 70% Zr3Si2 (reflector material), 10% SiC (structural
material), and 20% He is assumed. The reference irradiationperiod is 1300 days yielding a
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Reactor core parameters

Unit power 600 MWth Height 1.95 m

Average power density 103 MW/m3 Diameter 1.95 m

He average pressure 70 barRatio fuel/struct/cool 35%/10%/55%

Fuel element type PlateRefl. material Zr3Si2
Subassembly design, fuel composition

Plates per S/A 21 Vol. % SiC 30%

Fuel plates per rhom. 7 Vol% fuel 70%

Fuel S/A in core 112 Pu content 16%

Specific power 40 W/g HM UPuC density 13.6 g/cm3

Core volume 5.8 m3 SiC density 3.16 g/cm3

Fuel mass 16 tonne Fuel porosity 15% - 12%

Temperatures

Tcore in 480◦C Max fuel temp. <1200◦C

Tcore out 850◦C Max clad temp. 1000◦C

Fuel temp. 990◦C Coolant temp. 665◦C

Clad temp. 665◦C Reflector temp. 565◦C

Table 3.1 - Core parameters for GFR-600 ’efficient’ design [3-1].

Abbreviation Dimension (cm)

Fuel ’meat’ thickness fuelod 0.471

Clad outside thickness cladod 0.6066

Fuel lump centre-to-centre spacing pitch 1.348

Table 3.2 - Unit-cell dimensions used in the BURN1D code.

burnup of some 5% FIMA. For fuels with MA loading, the irradiation period can be extended to
almost 2500 days, yielding about 10% FIMA.

The isotopic composition of the MA material added to the reference fuel is the same for all
simulations, i.e. only the total fraction of MA in the fuel isallowed to change, not the MA
composition itself. The isotopic vector of MA is given in table 3.4. This composition corre-
sponds to the ’Pu-2016’ scenario study of CEA and is representative of MA material taken from
a twice recycled MOx fuel. This compositions was given to TU-Delft and CIRTEN by CEA. In
the studies performed by TU-Delft the extra MA were a substitute for uranium, as illustrated in
table 3.4. As a measure of reference, the atomic densities for the fresh reference fuel (i.e. 0%
MA) and a fuel containing 5% MA are given in table 3.5.
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Fissile S/A’s Fuel volume (m3) Total Volume (m3) Radius (m)

Zone 1 37 0.6713 1.921 0.56

Zone 2 38 0.6894 1.973 0.7973

Zone 3 37 0.6713 1.921 0.9743

Zone 4 234a - 12.1 1.7124

aReflector zone. This number includes the six reflector S/A’s in the 7th ring of the core. All reflector S/A’s of the
8th - 11th ring have been taken into consideration

Table 3.3 - Number of subassemblies in each of the irradiation zones in BURN1D.

Fuel composition and vectors

(All fractions in number%)

84% U, 16% Pu, 0% MA

79% U, 16% Pu, 5% MA

74% U, 16% Pu, 10% MA

Uranium Minor actinides
235U 0.70% 237Np 16.86%
238U 99.30% 241Am 60.64%

Plutonium 242mAm 0.32%
238Pu 2.70% 243Am 15.69%
239Pu 56.00% 242Cm 0.02%
240Pu 25.90% 243Cm 0.07%
241Pu 7.40% 244Cm 5.14%
242Pu 7.30% 245Cm 1.25%
241Am 0.70% 246Cm 0.10%

Table 3.4 - Fuel compositions used in the MA irradiation studies.

3.2 Mixing Minor Actinides for single cycle irradiations

This section is based on the M.Sc. report by G.J. van Gendt [3-2]

The GCFR is designed to have zero breeding gain using a (U,Pu)C fuel. In this section, the effect
of the addition of Minor Actinides (MA) to the reactor fuel isinvestigated, including the effect
on reactivity and on safety parameters. The reference fuel geometry is not changed, however, the
porosity in the fuel is decreased somewhat (from 85% TD to 88%TD, i.e. porosity is reduced
from 15% to 12%), because the addition of MA reduces the reactivity somewhat. A measure
for reactivity called ’fissionability’ will be introduced in this section, as well as a ’worth’ for
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Reference fuel MA fuel

Elemental composition

U 84% 79%

Pu 16% 16%

MA - 5%

Isotopic composition

at. dens. at. % at.dens. at. %

[b.cm]−1 [b.cm]−1

235U 1.1631e-4 0.60 1.0938e-4 0.56
238U 1.6291e-2 83.52 1.5320e-2 78.60
237Np - - 1.6242e-4 0.83
238Pu 8.3625e-5 0.43 8.3625e-5 0.43
239Pu 1.7395e-3 8.92 1.7395e-3 8.92
240Pu 8.0163e-4 4.11 8.0163e-4 4.11
241Pu 2.2940e-4 1.18 2.2940e-4 1.18
242Pu 2.2235e-4 1.14 2.2235e-4 1.14
241Am 2.1687e-5 0.11 6.0680e-4 3.11
242mAm - - 2.2072e-6 0.01
243Am - - 1.5020e-4 0.77
242Cm - - 1.9219e-7 0.001
243Cm - - 7.0178e-7 0.004
244Cm - - 4.9558e-5 0.254
245Cm - - 1.2086e-5 0.062
246Cm - - 9.4528e-7 0.005

Table 3.5 - GFR600 fuel compositions: reference fuel, and a fuel containing 5% MA.

each isotope. These concepts are used to analyze the irradiation behaviour and breeding gain of
the fuel cycle. It is found that addition of MA to the fuel decreases the reactivity swing during
irradiation. The safety parameters of the GCFR are comparable with earlier fast reactors. The
amount of MA in the reactor decreases during irradiation. The GCFR thus has the additional
capacity to burn a limited amount of MA. The breakdown of the change of HM worth into
components shows that the change of HM worth is dominated by the change of MA worth. The
amount of fission gas that is produced is calculated for different compositions.
Throughout this section and the following sections, the following abbreviations are often used:

• BOB: Begin of Burnup, i.e. fresh fuel prior to irradiation

• EOB: End of Burnup, i.e. fuel composition after irradiation
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• EOD: End of Decay, i.e. the fuel composition after cooling down, but before reprocessing

Neutronic calculations for a single irradiation

The depletion- and transport equation are solved for the GCFR core with different MA fuel
compositions. The time-dependent percentage of MA in the core due to isotopic depletion is
presented. Furthermore, the effect of adding MA to the reactor fuel on the reactivity swing and
the safety parameters are studied. Although the breeding gain is close to zero, the densities of
both fissile and fertile isotopes change significantly during irradiation. The total burnup of HM
is around 9.5% FIMA. Results in table 3.6 show that the following burnups per isotope (for the
fuel composition with 5% MA) relative to Beginning of Burnup(BOB) are reached.

5% MA Density Average Contribution

composition change atom% in fuel to burnup
238U -11% 78% -8.40%
239Pu +1% 9% +0.10%
240Pu +10% 4% +0.40%
241Pu -38% 1% -0.40%
242Pu +4% 1% +0.10%
241Am -45% 3% -1.20%

Total burnup 9.40%

Table 3.6 - The depletion of the most abundant isotopes from BOB to EOB, and isotopic fractions
at BOB. These nuclides make-up almost 97% of the total fuel. Isotopes making up less than
1% of the total fuel throughout the irradiation have not beentaken into consideration.

After irradiation of the fuel mixture originally containing 5% MA, only 3.8% remains at EOB
(∆=1.2%). Thus, more than 260 kg of MA are destroyed. For the 10% MA mixture, 6.7%
remains at EOB (∆=3.3%, 650 kg destroyed). If mixing higher percentages of MA (> 10%) is
possible, the potential for MA burning would grow.

Reduced reactivity swing by adding MA

In thermal reactors, most of the excess reactivity that is present at the beginning-of-burnup is
needed to compensate for the decreasing reactivity during irradiation due to fissile fuel deple-
tion and build-up of fission products. In reactors with near zero breeding gain, the increase
or decrease in the amount of fissile fuel is limited. In addition, the capture cross sections of
fission products are smaller in the fast spectrum compared toa thermal spectrum (e.g.135Xe,
σa,thermal> 100.000 barns,σa,fast< 1 barn). If the reactor has no blankets, such as proposed for
GCFR in Generation IV, the reactivity of the fuel is more or less constant during irradiation, and
thus, the reactivity swing is expected to be small.
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In most reactor types, excess reactivity at the beginning-of-burnup (BOB) is compensated by
absorption in control rods or using burnable poisons. If neutrons are absorbed in a burnable
poison, they do not contribute to breeding of new fissile fuel. In GFR-600 with MA, the compo-
sition of MA is initially dominated by237Np and241Am. These isotopes have a large absorption
cross section. After neutron capture, these isotopes transmute to fissile materials:237Np to 238Pu
and 241Am to 242Am. When instead of being absorped in control rods, neutronsare absorbed
in 237Np and241Am, the MA material behaves like other fertile fuels and increase the breeding
potential of the fuel.
Using the BURN1D code, the reactivity is determined for different fuel compositions (see figure
3.3). The reactivity swing - defined as the difference of the reactivity between BOB and end-of-
burnup (EOB) - decreases with addition of MA. An advantage ofthe smaller swing includes the
smaller worth of control rods necessary for core reactivitycontrol. For an initial MA fraction>
6% leads to a positive reactivity swing due to transmutation.

Reactivity for different MA loading - t.d. 88%
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Figure 3.3 - The reactivity for different MA loadings. The reactivity swing decreases for in-
creased MA loading. For a MA loading above 6%, the reactivityincreases during the irradi-
ation - a positive reactivity swing.

The irradiation length is increased due to the improved breeding potential of the GCFR mixed
with MA. As better use is made of the reactor fuel, the cycle (at full power) can be lengthened
from 1000 days to 2500 days (see figure 3.3, compare the x-intercept for the 0% and the 6%
MA curves). This increases burnup of the fuel from less than 40 MWd / kg to 90 MWd/ kg.
A detailed analysis and explanation of the shape of the reactivity curve during irradiation is
included in section 3.4.

Effect of MA on safety parameters

The advantages of using extra MA in the fuel, namely increased burnup and decreased reactivity
swing, are attractive. This section focuses upon the safetycharacteristics of the reactor fuel. It
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is of vital importance that the safety parameters do not deteriorate unacceptably.
As a rule of thumb, isotopes with a higher number of protons inthe nucleus (Z) have a smaller
delayed neutron production [3-6]. Thus, the MA contribute less toβeff than the238U which they
replace. Also, some of the MA isotopes are strong (thermal) absorbers, and since the delayed
neutron spectrum is softer than the prompt fission spectrum,delayed neutrons are preferentially
absorbed, reducing the effective value ofβ further. The VAREX code [3-7] calculates theβeff of
the fuel mixture. Addition of MA to the fuel decreasesβeff, shortens the stable reactor period,
and thus negatively influences reactor controllability. Infigure 3.4, it is shown that theβeff at
BOB decreases from 0.40% to 0.34% when increasing the MA loading from 0% to 10%. During
irradiation, theβeff decreases on average by 0.02% (relative change up to 6%).
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Figure 3.4 - Decreasingβeff for higher MA loadings. The decrease is≈ 15% when the loading
of MA is increased from 0% to 10%.

As can be seen in table 3.7, theβeff of the GCFR is comparable to theβeff of sodium cooled fast
reactors (MONJU, SUPERPHENIX) that have been built in the past. However, theβeff is at the
lower end of the range.
The total delayed neutron source is the sum of all contributions of fissioning isotopes. As shown
in figure 3.5, the contribution to totalβeff is dominated by the uranium and plutonium elements
present in the reactor fuel (96% ofβeff). The isotopes238U, 239Pu and241Pu are the greatest
contributors to theβeff of the fuel. The contributions of the individual uranium andplutonium
isotopes are given in table 3.8.
Furthermore, due to the changing composition of the fissioning fuel during operation theβeff

decreases. This shows that the distribution of the fissions in the fuel changes slightly from
fissions in HM with a relatively highβeff to a lowerβeff.
The time-dependentβeff can now be used to calculate the reactivity ($). In figure 3.6,the reactiv-
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Reactor name Country βeff

SEFOR UK 0.32%

PFR UK 0.34%

MONJU Japan 0.36%

SUPERPHENIX France 0.40%

JOYO Japan 0.45%

FERMI USA 0.70%

Table 3.7 -βeff of existing and past fast reactor designs

 Total ß-effective - 5% MA: 0,37%

Uranium

55%

Neptunium

2%

Plutonium

41%

Americium

2%

Figure 3.5 -βeff after 35 days irradiation for 5% MA mixed in fuel. The distribution of contribu-
tions toβeff does not change significantly during irradiation

ity of the reactor without MA (at the lower theoretical density of 85%) is compared with the fuel
composition with 5% and 10% MA (with TD of 88%). Once again, the reactivity swing, defined
as the difference in reactivity between BOB and EOB, is smaller for the fuel with MA. For a
reactor with 5% MA, the reactivity swing is only only 3$. Increasing the MA to 10% decreases
the reactivity swing to less than 3$. Without MA, the reactivity swing is 6$ and the feasible
irradiation time is much shorter. Although it looks like thereactivity loss for the fuel without
MA is large, compared to modern PWR reactors it is still small. For example, the reactivity
swing of an EPR using MOx fuel has been calculated to be around24$ when it is irradiated to
4% FIMA over three years [3-8]. The reactivity swing is smallcompared to thermal reactors
due to the near zero breeding gain in the reactor.
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3.2. Mixing Minor Actinides for single cycle irradiations

Isotopic contributionβeff

Uranium
235U 7%
238U 93%

Plutonium
238Pu 2%
239Pu 57%
240Pu 9%
241Pu 28%
242Pu 4%

Table 3.8 - Isotopic contribution to the totalβeff of the GFR-600 fuel with 5% MA. Note the
large contribution of238U.
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Figure 3.6 - Reducing the reactivity swing by adding MA to thefuel. The net reactivity incrases
by 1$ during the irradiation period for the 10% MA mixture. The reference fuel is at 85%
TD, while the other mixtures are at 88% TD.

Void- and Fuel Temperature Coefficient

Research performed on the void coefficient of the GCFR has shown that it is positive. The void
coefficients (VC) for the fuel without initial MA at 88% t.d. rangesbetween 4.1 - 4.4 pcm/ bar.
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For other fuel compositions, the VC is given in table 3.9.

MA% Average VC VC Range

0% 4.23 4.1 to 4.4

5% 5.29 5.1 to 5.5

10% 6.41 6.3 to 6.5

Table 3.9 - Void coefficient for different MA mixtures, 88% TD. The coefficient increases
slightly during irradiation. The void coefficient of the 85% TD, 0% MA fuel equals 3.4
pcm / bar, for the 88% TD 4.2 pcm/ bar.

To investigate whether voiding of the coolant at the end of irradiation will cause a greater re-
activity excursion, the helium pressure was set to different fractions (1% - 50%) of the nomi-
nal pressure of 70 bar. As is expected, the reactivity effect of voiding increases when greater
amounts of coolant is lost. (see figure 3.7) However, the effect is limited to 0.50% for 50%
voiding. The reactivity change is around 1.00$ for maximum coolant loss.
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Figure 3.7 - Reactivity of the core as a function of percentage voiding. As the percentage of the
void increases from 50% to 100%, the reactivity change increases from+0.5$ to+1.0$.

In the calculations of the Fuel Temperature Coefficient (FTC), the fuel temperature was increased
by 100 K, all other temperatures are kept as is. The FTC is calculated as:

FTC =
k(T0 + ∆T) − k(T0)

k(T0)
1
∆T

(3.1)
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3.3. Definition of reactivity worth and breeding gain

expressed in pcm/K. In the GCFR, the reactivity feedback upon a 100 K temperature increase is
negative throughout the irradiation (see figure 3.8). The magnitude of the FTC decreases with
increasing MA content of the fuel. This is due to the extra absorption of 237Np and 241Am,
decreasing the flux in the resonance energy range, and thus decreasing resonance absorption.

Fuel Temperature Coefficient for ∆T  = 100 K
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Figure 3.8 - The magnitude of the Fuel Temperature Coefficient decreases with increasing con-
tent of MA in the fuel.

MA% pcm / K βeff ∆ρ / 100 K

0% -0.91 to -0.80 0.39% -$0.21

5% -0.56 to -0.50 0.37% -$0.15

10% -0.37 to -0.34 0.33% -$0.10

Table 3.10 - Core reactivity expressed in pcm/ K, and converted to∆ρ / 100 K.

In table 3.10, the FTC [pcm/ K] is expressed as an equivalent reactivity change per 100 K.
Measured on a $-dollar scale, the magnitude of the FTC decreases by about 50% when the MA
percentage increases from 0% to 10%.

3.3 Definition of reactivity worth and breeding gain

This section is based on the M.Sc. report by G.J. van Gendt [3-2]

A common definition of Breeding Ratio is the following (see also [3-9]):

BR=
FP
FD

(3.2)
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with FP = Fissile Production,FD = Fissile Destruction. IfBR= 1, production and destruction
of fissile material are in exact equilibrium. A related parameter is Breeding Gain, defined as:

BR=
FP− FD

FD
= BR− 1 (3.3)

The Breeding Gain expresses the net fissile productionFP − FD per fissile isotope consumed
(FD). If BG= 0, there is no net production of fissile material. The normalization can be by other
factors thanFD. These formulations focus on changes in fissile fuel concentration throughout
irradiation. Although it is possible to track the buildup offissile isotopes during irradiation,
a number of fissile isotopes do not remain in the fuel after interim storage due to their short
half-lives. To accurately analyze breeding gain in the closed fuel cycle, all stages, including
irradiation, cool down and fuel fabrication must be taken into account.
To accurately calculateBG, it is necessary to know how each isotope contributes to the total
’fissileness’ of the fuel mixture. To calculate this, one canassign a ’microscopic worth’ (or
reactivity weight) to each isotope:

wi = νσ
i
f − σ

i
a (3.4)

with, for isotopei, ν the number of neutrons per fissions,σi
f the fission cross section andσi

a the
absorption cross section. The cross sections are the equivalent (collapsed) one-group cross sec-
tions which are also used in the depletion calculations. A theoretical derivation of this formula
can be found in [3-8]. If the microscopic worth of an isotope is positive, the isotope is a net pro-
ducer of neutrons. A negative worth of an isotope indicates that more neutrons are absorbed than
are produced. The microscopic worth of each isotope is dependent onνσ f andσa. Since the
cross section of an isotope is dependent on the fuel composition and the resultant neutron spec-
trum over the reactor, there are small changes of the microscopic worth during irradiation. The
total macroscopic worth of the reactor fuel is dependent on the density of the different isotopes
present in the fuel. The time-dependent macroscopic worth of an isotope is defined as:

Wi(t) = Ni(t)(νσ
i
f − σ

i
a) (3.5)

Summing the macroscopic worths of HM atoms, fission products(f.p.’s), and reactor structures,
the total ’fissionability’ of a reactor is determined. The time dependent total fissionability of the
reactor is defined as:

F(t) =
I∑

i=1

Ni(t)wi (3.6)

The total fissionabilityF of the reactor is in a sense similar to the reactivity of a reactor core as
calculated using the neutron transport equation. This can be seen by introducing an alternative
weightw′i = wi/σ

i
a = (νσi

f /σ
i
a) − 1. Then, the fissionabilityF equalsνΣ f /Σa − 1 = keff - 1.

It will be shown that fissionability compares well with the true reactivity of the reactor, even
though the fissionability disregards geometrical aspects of reactor criticality. If the fissionability
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of reactor at beginning-of-burnup of the a given cycle (BOB-i) is equal to the fissionability at the
beginning of the next cycle (BOB-i + 1), the total worth of all HM components have remained
the same. Thus, zero breeding gain can be defined as:

Zero Breeding Gain: Constant fissionability F of the nuclearfuel from one irradiation cycle to
the next.

In this section, each time ’worths’ are discussed, the term will describemacroscopic worths.
Each discussion ofmicroscopic worths will emphasize ’microscopic’. Both DepletedUranium
(DU) and Minor Actinides (MA) can be used to add to the reprocessed material to make new fuel.
The isotopic compositions of both vectors are given in table3.4. When the isotopic composition
and the microscopic cross sections are known, the microscopic worth of the recycling vectors
can be determined:

wMA =
∑

MA isotopes

fi(νσ
i
f − σ

i
a) (3.7)

wDU =
∑

DU isotopes

fi(νσ
i
f − σ

i
a) (3.8)

with fi the fraction of isotopei in the mixture. The microscopic cross sections used to calculate
the worth of the recycling vectors are determined at BOB. To calculate the effect of adding DU
or MA to the existing reactor fuel, the microscopic worth of the recycling vector is used in
combination with the amount added. The total amount and geometry of the reactor fuel is kept
the same for all irradiation cycles.

3.4 Analysis of changing fissionability during irradiation

This section is based on the M.Sc. report by G.J. van Gendt [3-2]

The goal of the time-dependent analysis of isotopic worths is to explain the reactivity changes
during irradiation of the GCFR for different loadings of MA. The analysis is broken down into
different components allowing for specification of categories of isotopes. In the research per-
formed, the focus has been on the fuel composition with a loading of 5% MA. It will be shown
that a fuel composition with a higher MA loading (e.g. 10% MA)does not allow for zero breed-
ing gain given the assumptions that reprocessing losses canbe disregarded and the amount of
fuel and its geometry is kept the same.
The one-group cross sections appearing in (3.4) are calculated in each separate reactor zone.
The reactor averaged cross sections are defined as:

w̄i =

∑Z
z=1 Vzw

z
i∑Z

z=1 Vz
(3.9)
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Each spatial zone is thus given an equal weight, regardless of its position in the reactor (e.g.
centre vs. boundaries). In figure 3.9, the worths of some isotopes with a negative microscopic
worth (238U, 241Am, 243Am, 237Np) are shown. Note that the total microscopic worth of all these
isotopes decreases during irradiation.

Decreasing microscopic worth for isotopes with negative worth
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Figure 3.9 - Change of the microscopic worthwi of different isotopes during irradiation. All
isotopes in the figure are negative contributors to the fuel worth. The analysis is performed
for a mixture starting with 5% MA.

Increasing the percentage of MA in the fuel increases the change in the microscopic worth of
the isotopes. As an example, the change of the worth of238U in a fuel with 5% and 10% MA
relative to the worth at the BOB is shown in figure 3.10. The consumption of MA during irradi-
ation increases for higher initial loading (∆ = 1.2% for 5% and∆ = 3.3% for 10%). Spectrum
changes would be expected to be greater in the fuel with 10% MA, e.g. more MA results in a
harder neutron spectrum at BOB, and the depletion of MA results in a different spectrum with
irradiation, resulting in larger changes of the microscopic worth.
The microscopic worthwi of the isotopes in figure 3.10 decreases because the fission term
νσ f decreases and the absorption term (σa) increases during irradiation. These cross sectional
changes are attributed to a softening of the spectrum as the MA are burnt. The analysis of the
different contributions to the microscopic worth (νσ f andσa) allows us to conclude the follow-
ing:

• The individual cross sections change less during irradiation than would be expected from
the figures. The microscopic absorption cross sections change is roughly 1.5%. The
change of fission cross section is about 1%.

• Sinceνσ f decreases whileσa increases, the changes are cumulative (wi = νσ
i
f −σ

i
a). The

change of the microscopic worth is approximately 3% - 4% for the fuel composition with
an initial MA loading of 5%.
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U-238 nuclide worth change relative to worth at BOB
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Figure 3.10 - Change of238U microscopic worth for GFR-600 fuel mixtures with increasing
MA content.

In the numerical analysis of the fissionabilityF of the reactor, the exact microscopic worth of
each isotope at each step in the irradiation is used. For a rough estimation of the fissionability, it
is sufficient to use the average microscopic worth of each isotope. However, it will be shown that
it is necessary to calculate these microscopic worths for each separate mixture. In table 3.11, the
average microscopic worths of isotopes that make up the natural Uranium, the Plutonium vector
in the year 2016 (Pu-2016) and the Minor Actinide (MA) vectors are given.

Although 238U has a small negative microscopic worth (-0.20) compared tothe positive worth
of 235U (2.33), it dominates the worth of the uranium vector. The plutonium isotopes238Pu,
239Pu, and241Pu are progressively more fissile (wi = 2.04, 3.05 and 4.70).241Am and 243Am
contribute negatively while242Am contributes positively to the microscopic vector worth.243Cm
and245Cm are the most fissile isotopes. Their atomic densities, however, are small.

It was hypothesized that certain MA-isotopes initially actas absorbers (predominantly237Np,
241Am, 243Am). After undergoing transmutation they become fissile fuel. This hypothesis is
supported by figure 3.11 which shows the fissionability of thereactor for various initial MA
loadings during irradiation.

The fissionabilityF of the fuel without MA decreases monotonously (about 20%) during irradi-
ation, whileF of the fuel with 10% MA increases by 10%. Defining the fissionability swing in
the same manner as the reactivity swing, it is thus seen that the fissionability swing is negative
for 0% MA, and becomes positive for the 10% MA composition. Aswill be seen, in order to
create a zero breeding gain for multiple integral cycles, itis favorable that the total fissionability
of the reactor decreases during irradiation.

Using the average microscopic worth of the different HM isotopes determined for the 5% mix-
ture (table 3.11), the initial fissionability is calculatedfor different compositions in table 3.12.
The estimated initial fissionabilityFest is compared to the actual calculated fissionabilityFcalc
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Isotope wi fi Weight

Natural U
235U 2.33 0.70% 0.02
238U -0.20 99.30% -0.20

Total -0.18

Plutonium
238Pu 2.04 2.70% 0.05
239Pu 3.05 56.00% 1.71
240Pu 0.29 25.90% 0.08
241Pu 4.70 7.40% 0.35
242Pu 0.14 7.30% 0.01
241Am -1.08 0.70% -0.01

Total 2.19

MA
237Np -0.99 16.86% -0.17
241Am -1.08 60.62% -0.66
242Am 1.06 0.24% 0.00
243Am -1.09 15.70% -0.17
242Cm 1.36 0.02% 0.00
243Cm 8.03 0.07% 0.01
244Cm 0.64 5.14% 0.03
245Cm 6.91 1.26% 0.09
246Cm 0.37 0.10% 0.00

Total -0.87

Table 3.11 - Worths of the different isotopes that can be used in the recycling strategy. Micro-
scopic ’cross sections’ averaged for fuel composition with5% MA over the entire irradiation
cycle.

of the different mixtures.

Table 3.12 shows application of the averagewi determined for the 0% fuel composition to cal-
culate the fissionability for other initial compositions offuel leads to errors. For example, where
the fissionability of the 5% MA mixed fuel composition is only6% less than the fuel composi-
tion with 0% MA (see figure 3.11), the average microscopic worths would predict it to be 17%
less (see table 3.12). Thus, one should be cautious in using worthswi calculated for a given
mixture to predictF for another mixture.
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Fissionability of reactor for different MA loadings
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Figure 3.11 - The initial fissionabilityF of the reactor decreases with increasing MA load. It

is seen that the negative slope of the fissionability becomesless steep from 0% to 5%, and
becomes positive for 10% MA loading. The fissionability increases as the fuel is irradiated,
indicating that the original MA present in the fuel contribute toF positively when transmuted.
Note that the fuel compositions all have a theoretical density of 88%. The negative slope of
the 0% curve is smaller than the reactivity slope in figure 3.3.

Composition Fcalc Fest

84% U, 16% Pu 100% 100%

79% U, 16% Pu, 5% MA 94% 83%

74% U, 16% Pu, 5% MA 75% 65%

Table 3.12 - Estimated fissionabilityFest for different fuel compositions calculated usingwi

determined for the 0% MA fuel. The actual calculated fissionability is also given for each
mixture (Fcalc).

Comparing reactivity and fissionability for single cycle irradiation

Figure 3.12 compares fissionability to reactivity for the 5%MA composition. Linear interpola-
tion of the reactivity curve yields zero reactivity at 2200 days. The fissionability at 2200 days
was set to zero by subtracting the value of fissionability at 2200 days. The resulting curve for
fissionability follows the curve for reactivity. More insight is gained when the different com-
ponents of the total fissionability are analyzed. The fissionability of the reactor with 5% MA
loading has been analyzed using the following components:

1. HM isotopes withwi > 0 (positive HM), HM isotopes withwi < 0 (negative HM), fission
products (FP) effects

2. Contributions by Minor Actinides (MA), uranium (U), and plutonium (Pu) effects, thus
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Comparing reactivity and fissionability
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Figure 3.12 - Comparing reactivity and fissionability for single cyle irradiation for an initial fuel
mixture of 5% MA and a theoretical density of 88%.

only looking at the HM

The effects of structures on the fissionability is minimal and are disregarded from the analysis.
During irradiation, the fissionability of the reactor decreases. Figure 3.13 illustrates that the
increasing concentration of the fission products is the major contributor to the decrease of the
fissionability. As was mentioned, in a fast reactor the influence of fission products on reactivity
is smaller than in a thermal reactor. Due to the relatively small change in HM worth during
the irradiation cycle (almost zero breeding gain), the contribution of the fission products to the
change of fissionability is significant. The change of fissionability is calculated using:

∆F(t) =
F(t) − F(t = 0)

F(t = 0)
(3.10)

A number of HM that have a negative microscopic worth (237Np, 241Am, 243Am) decrease in
concentration during irradiation. Throughout the irradiation, these isotopes capture a neutron,
and become fissile fuel. In figure 3.13, this effect is seen by the positive slope of the ’negative
HM’ curve (i.e. the negative HM contribution becomes less negative due to depletion).
A closer analysis of the positive HM shows that during irradiation the net contribution of the
positive HM to the worth decreases by a small amount (see figure 3.13). The positive contribu-
tors to the worth consist of plutonium, higher actinides andfissile uranium. Some MA isotopes
can capture a neutron and become fissile fuel, thus contributing to the ’positive HM’ curve (see
the effect of neutron capture in237Np on the238Pu curve in figure 3.14). In figure 3.14, the
change of the worth of plutonium isotopes is expressed as a percentage of the total fissionability.
Conclusions for the changing worth analyzed using the categories positive, negative and fission
product contributions to the total HM worth for the fuel mixture originally consisting of 5% MA
are:
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Change in fissionability relative to BOB
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Figure 3.13 - The change of how various components contribute to the overall fissionabilityF
in the reactor. As can be seen, the reduced (neagtive) contribution of the ’negative HM’ is
almost balanced by the increasing negative contribution ofthe fission products. Also note
that the contribution of positive HM decreases slightly dueto depletion.
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Figure 3.14 - The change of the contribution of plutonium isotopes as a percentage of total
fissionability. The decrease of the Pu-worth would be much greater if237Np would not have
been added. It can be clearly seen that the amount of238Pu increases due to neutron capture
in 237Np: its contribution to the total fissionability increases by 10%.

• The contribution due to the isotopes with a negative worth (e.g. through MA capture in
237Np) decreases, but this is almost balanced by the increasingconcentration of the fission
products;
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• the total worth due to positive HM decreases slightly;

• the total worth (HM and f.p.’s) during irradiation decreases.

Change in HM worth dominated by changing MA worth

The worths can also be analyzed using plutonium, uranium andminor actinides as separate
categories. The total worth of the HM is equal to the sum of theworths of the uranium, plutonium
and MA. In this section, it is shown that a small decrease of the Pu worth is compensated by a
similarly small increase of the U worth. The largest change to the worth is due to the decrease
of the MA concentration due to the transmutation of MA.
The worth of the plutonium decreases by only 1.55%. As the microscopic worth of238U is neg-
ative, the macroscopic worth of uranium increases due to depletion of 238U. As the depletion of
235U is negligible (only a small amount present in the reactor),the net result is an increase of the
worth of uranium in the reactor (table 3.13). The slight increase of uranium worth compensates
the decrease of the plutonium worth. Thus, the net change of the HM worth is dominated by
the change of the MA worth. Figure 3.15 shows the change of theworth of the HM during the
irradiation relative to the total HM worth at BOB.
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Figure 3.15 - The change of the MA worth closely follows the change of the total HM worth.

The total HM worth increases by 14%. This increase is almost exclusively due to the increased
contribution of MA to the fissionability. The change of the MAworth is predominantly due to
the depletion of241Am. Other isotopes that contribute are237Np, 243Am, and the Cm isotopes. In
table 3.13, a short summary is given of the effect of depletion of the HM isotopes relative to the
total fissionability at BOB. The Minor Actinide worth increases, the uranium worth increases,
and the plutonium worth decreases.
In the next chapter, recycling studies are performed for thefuel mixture originally containing
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5% MA. It will be shown that the dependence on the changing MA worth continues when re-
processing and irradiating multiple times.

MA Uranium Plutonium Total HM
237Np 1.91% 235U -4.30% 238Pu 8.43% Uranium 2.45%
241Am 8.66% 238U 6.75% 239Pu 2.58% Plutonium -1.55%
243Am 1.23% 241Pu -12.56% MA 13.16%

Cm 1.39%

Total MA 13.16% Total U 2.45% Total Pu -1.55% Total HM 14.06%

Table 3.13 - Summarizing changes of macroscopic worth for different components of total HM
worth as a percentage of total fissionability.

3.5 Fission gas build-up for different MA mixtures

This section is based on the M.Sc. report by G.J. van Gendt [3-2]

Besides the effects of adding MA to the fuel on reactivity, there are other effects which need to
be taken into account as well. In this section, the build-up of fission gas in the fuel is studied.
It has been mentioned that an advantage of the porosity in thefuel (a theoretical density of fuel
88%) is to give some ’room’ for the fission gas that is producedduring irradiation, limiting the
pressure inside the fuel plates. Apart from fission gas, throughout irradiation helium is formed
by α-decay of MA. During fuel storage, there is continued heliumproduction fromα-decay.
In figure 3.16, the atomic density of helium in the fuel is shown during irradiation and cool
down. The rate at which the helium density increases is dependent on the original MA fraction
present in the fuel. Higher MA fractions result in a larger helium production.
The production rate of helium is larger during irradiation than during fuel storage. It can be
concluded that the production, and consequent decay, of short-lived MA during irradiation is
larger than the constant decay of MA with longer life-times during storage. As the amount of
MA in the fuel at EOB increases with the initial MA loading, the slope during storage is greater
for higher initial MA loadings.
The burnup of the fuel remains constant for different fuel compositions. Thus the amount of the
gaseous f.p.’s is almost the same for each MA fraction. The slight changes with occuring for
different MA compositions would be due to the change of fission yields of gaseous FPs when
MA fission. With increasing MA loading, the total amount of xenon and krypton decreases
relative to the total amount of gas production. Helium increases from 33% for the 0% MA
mixture to 86% for the 10% MA mixture (both relative to the total fission gas including xenon
and krypton - see table 3.14).
In a first estimation, assuming that there is no increase in the leakage of fission gas during irra-
diation and cool down, the increase of fission gas density would lead to a proportional increase
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Figure 3.16 - Atomic density of helium in the fuel during irradiation and cool down (storage).
The increase in atomic density is equal to a factor 3 for the 5%MA mixture relative to the
reference fuel without MA, and a factor 5 for the 10% MA mixture.

Helium (% of total) Factor increase

0% MA 33.1% 1.0

5% MA 78.3% 3.1

10% MA 86.2% 4.9

Table 3.14 - The fraction of helium in the total amount of fission gas increases for higher MA
loadings. The amount of helium at EOD increases by a factor 5 when increasing the MA
fraction in the fuel from 0% to 10%.

of the pressure of the fission gas in the fuel. Table 3.14 showsthat the atomic density of he-
lium at EOD increases by a factor of 5 when increasing the MA fraction from 0% to 10%. The
decision to add increasing amounts of MA should, thus, not only be dependent upon criticality
calculations, but also upon the strength of the carbide fuelat higher gas pressure.
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Krypton, 1.6%

He-4, 78.3%

Xenon, 20.1%

 

Figure 3.17 - Fraction of helium, krypton and xenon present after irradiation of 2500 days and
cool down of 6 years for an initial fuel composition with 5% MA.

Conclusions

• The GCFR has the potential to burn MA. A higher initial MA loading results in more con-
sumption of MA. However, mixing MA into the fuel negatively affects safety parameters
by decreasing the delayed neutron fraction. During irradiation, βeff decreases by 6% over
2500 days.

• The initial excess reactivity necessary to achieve long periods of irradiation is small
(around 4$). For MA loading greater than 6%, the reactivity swing is positive. An MA
fraction smaller than 6$, extends the irradiation time from1300 days to 2500 days, in-
creasing the final burnup from roughly 5% FIMA to 10% FIMA. This is due to the trans-
mutation of237Np to fissile238Pu and241Am to fissile242Am.

• Voiding of the coolant results in a positive reactivity introduction, while an increase in
the fuel temperature by 100 K introduces negative feedback.Around 0.50$ is inserted for
50% voiding. The fuel temperature coefficient is negative, ranging between -0.91 to -0.80
pcm / K for a mixture without MA, and -0.37 to -0.34 pcm/ K for a fuel mixture with
10% MA.

• The fissionabilityF of the fuel decreases during irradiation for an initial MA fraction
between 0% and 5%. Increasing the MA fraction in the fuel decreases initial fissionability.
The fissionability of compositions with higher MA loading (e.g. 10%) increases during
irradiation.

• The total change of the fissionabilityF is predominantly caused by the change of the MA
composition in the fuel during irradiation.

• Addition of MA significantly influences the build-up of fission gas during fuel irradiation
and storage. The production of helium throughα-decay is much greater than the pro-
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duction of the fission gas krypton and xenon. Increasing the MA fraction to 10% could
increase the internal pressure of the fission gas in the fuel by a factor 5.

3.6 Analysis of Breeding Gain for multiple cycles

This section is based on the M.Sc. report by G.J. van Gendt [3-2]

After irradiation, the fast reactor fuel is temporarily stored before reprocessing the irradiated
fuel and manufacturing the HM into new fuel plates. The storage prior to further handling leads
to a decrease in decay heat production. To keep the same HM density at the start of irradiation,
MA and DU are added to the fuel to replace the fission products.The previous section has
shown that both MA and DU have a negative worth. As long as the removal of fission products
compensates the negative worth added by the MA and DU, it is possible to fully recycle the HM
fuel for multiple cycle irradiation, thus closing the fuel cycle.
In this section, the effects on the HM worth of density changes during cool down, reprocess-
ing, recycling and fuel fabrication are presented. Different recycling strategies are studied for
multiple cycle irradiation.

HM worth during fuel cool down, reprocessing and recycling

In the research performed, a six year interval is taken between irradiations to allow for a decrease
in decay heat production. When recycling with DU, the total worth of the HM increases from
End of Decay (EOD) to the beginning of the next irradiation since removing the fission products
during the reprocessing step more than compensates the decrease of HM worth during cool down
and the addition of DU during recycling. Table 3.15 displaysthese changes for the different
contributions to the fissionability for the following threephenomena:

1. Cool Down: decrease in HM worth due to241Pu−−→ 241Am decay

2. Reprocessing: increasing worth due to removal of fission products

3. Recycling: decreasing worth due to addition of DU

The macroscopic worth of the HM decreases during cool down. This is due to an increase in the
atomic densities of the HM that have a negative influence on the worth (237Np, 241Am, 243Am),
and a decreases in the HM that have a positive influence on the worth (241Pu). As was indicated
in table 3.11, the positive microscopic worth of241Pu (4.70) is much greater than the negative
microscopic worth of241Am (-1.08). Thus decay of240Pu is a more important effect than the
production of241Am. As can be seen in table 3.15, the contribution of the negative HM (mainly
241Am) decreases from 18.4% to 17.2%, while the contribution ofpositive HM (mainly241Pu)
decreases from -4.0% to -9.6%.
Increasing or decreasing the cool down time influences the amount of 241Pu that decays to
241Am. When comparing the worth after three years and six years cool down time, it is seen
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Component BOB EOB EOD[1] Reprocessing[2] Manufacturing

Negative HM 0.0% 18.4% 17.2% 17.2% 9.7%

Positive HM 0.0% -4.0% -9.6% -9.6% -9.4%

Fission Products 0.0% -22.3% -22.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Total worth 0.0% -7.9% -13.3% 9.0% 0.3%

Table 3.15 - Change of worth of HM during irradiation, cool down, reprocessing and fuel
manufacturing. The changes are given relative to the fissionability at BOB. For example, the
fuel is 13.3% less fissile at EOD compared to BOB.

that the macroscopic worth decreases by 3% and 6%, respectively. The feasibility of shortening
the storage times by half has not been studied. It can be concluded that the HM worth must
increase during irradiation, to compensate for the decrease during storage, in order for a closed
fuel cycle to be achieved.
Removing fission products compensates the decreasing worthof HM during cool down. Re-
moval of the fission products increases the worth from -13.3%to +9.0% relative to the total
fissionability at BOB. Thus, the reprocessed fuel has a higher total worth compared to BOB.
After reprocessing, additional DU and MA are added prior to fuel fabrication to obtain the same
amount of fuel as in the previous cycle. The amount of HM addedmust offset the amount of
HM fissioned and lost in reprocessing. The type of material added (DU or MA) determines the
net change of the worth of the HM from EOD to BOB. In the table 3.15, the worth of the HM
decreases from 9% to 0.3% relative to BOB. Thus, the total worth of the HM increases slightly
from BOB-1 to BOB-2. With the new fuel, another cycle can be initiated.
As shown in the previous section, the fissionability is a goodmeasure for the reactivity. After
equating reactivity and fissionability at 2200 days, figure 3.18 shows that the calculated fis-
sionability becomes a less accurate measure for the reactivity for multiple cycles. The simple
fit underestimates the actual reactivity in the second and third run. However, the shape of the
reactivity and fissionability curves for multiple cycle irradiation are similar.

Effect of different recycling strategies on reactivity and fissionability

As noted earlier, MA and DU are used when manufacturing new fuel for a subsequent irradiation.
Three recycling strategies are studied here:

1. addition of DU only

2. addition of mixture of DU and MA, keeping the fraction of MAin the fresh fuel constant
(constant MA)

3. addition of a mixture of DU and MA, keeping the total HM worth constant (constant
worth)
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Figure 3.18 - Comparison of reactivity and fissionability ofreactor fuel during multiple irradia-

tions.

In this section, the simulated reactivity and the calculated fissionability for each of the three re-
cycling strategies are presented. The reactivity and fissionability for the constant MA% strategy
are compared. The different isotopic contributions to the reactor fissionabilityare discussed in
detail.

In table 3.16 the worth of the DU vector is given as well as the worth of the MA material and the
fission products. The average microscopic worth of the fission products is calculated by dividing
the total macroscopic worth of the fission products at EOB by their total nuclide density. The
total fission product density is equal to twice the change of the HM density. Both the MA vector
and the average fission product microscopic worth have a greater negative worth than the DU
vector. In the calculations that follow, it is assumed that there are no reprocessing losses.

Isotope wi DU Net
235U 2.33 0.25% 0.01
238U -0.20 99.75% -0.20

Total -0.19

MA Total -0.87

FP Total -0.57

Table 3.16 - Microscopic worth of depleted uranium (DU), MA and fission products. The mi-
croscopic worth is the average of the microscopic worths forthe 5% MA composition.
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3.6. Analysis of Breeding Gain for multiple cycles

Reactivity and fissionability for multiple cycles

In figure 3.19, the reactivity of the reactor is shown for the first cycle and two subsequent cycles
for the three different recycling strategies. In general, it is seen that the reactivity for multiple
irradiations in a closed fuel cycle stays within a small reactivity bandwidth. When keeping
the MA percentage constant, the average reactivity and the reactivity bandwidth increase per
cycle. More reactivity control would be needed for the second and third cycle. The increase in
reactivity is due to the increased worth of the MA and PU vectors during multiple irradiations.

Reactivity for different reprocessing strategies
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Figure 3.19 - Reactivity as calculated with SCALE for three recycling scenarios.

Recycling with DU displays the best ’closed fuel cycle’ reactivity pattern, as the reactivity for
multiple cycles changes little. The calculated fissionability is shown in figure 3.20. In general,
the fissionability of the reactor fuel during multiple irradiations stays within a bandwidth of 15%
of the initial fissionability.
In the multiple recycling calculations, the exact microscopic worth of all isotopes at BOB are
used instead of the average microscopic worth during the previous irradiation. As the recycling
materials will be added to fresh fuel, it is hypothesized that the exact worths at BOB would be
more representative for their worths during recycling.

Analysis for three different recycling strategies

The results of the analysis of the three recycling strategies are presented below. Figure 3.21
shows the percentage of MA in the fuel during the three stagesof the integral cycle: irradiation,
cool down and ’reprocessing and recycling’. The last stage is taken together - forming the new
fuel - and is denoted as BOB-2 and BOB-3.
Replacing fission products by DU only yields an increase of the initial fissionability from EOB
to BOB-2. The increase is seen in the figures displaying the reactivity and fissionability (figures
3.19 and 3.20). As Minor Actinides are destroyed during irradiation, and only depleted uranium
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Fissionability for different reprocessing strategies
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Figure 3.20 - The fissionability during irradiation is an approximate measure for the reactivity

of the reactor. The fissionabilility is shown relative to BOB-1.
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Figure 3.21 - Total MA% in the fuel composition during multiple irradiations for the three dif-

ferent recycling strategies.

is added when manufacturing new fuel, the percentage of MA inthe fuel decreases for each
cycle, as seen in figure 3.21, illustrating the fraction of MAin the fuel over time.

When keeping the MA percentage in the fuel constant for multiple cycles, the increase of HM
worth displayed between EOB and BOB vanishes. However, there remains a very small increase
of the HM worth. Although the percentage of MA in the fuel stays constant for multiple irra-
diations, the composition of the MA vector changes during irradiation. Table 3.17 shows the
different initial MA vector for three cycles.

As can be seen in table 3.17, the presence of244Cm and245Cm isotopes increases, while the
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BOB1 BOB2 BOB3
237Np 16.50% 15.70% 15.40%
241Am 61.70% 57.60% 54.60%
243Am 15.30% 16.40% 17.30%
243Cm 0.10% 0.20% 0.20%
244Cm 5.00% 8.10% 9.90%
245Cm 1.20% 1.60% 2.00%
246Cm 0.10% 0.30% 0.50%
∑

fiwi -0.87 -0.78 -0.71

Table 3.17 - MA composition in the fresh fuel from cycle to cycle for the strategy with constant
MA%.

presence of241Am decreases. The worths of these isotopes are, respectively, 0.64, 6.91, and
-0.99. The magnitude of the (negative) MA worth at the start of the third irradiation is 20%
smaller than the worth at the start of the first irradiation, thus increasing the overall fissionability
in the reactor.

To keep the fissionability the same over multiple irradiations, both MA and DU are added. The
boundary conditions are to keep the total HM worth as well as the nuclide density constant for
multiple cycles. The necessary equations are:

Nadd = NMA + NDU (3.11)

Wadd = wMANMA + wDUNDU (3.12)

with NDU , NMA the amounts of DU and MA to be added, andWadd the total worth of the added
material. Using the two equations to solve for the two unknownsNDU andNMA, we find:

NMA =
Wadd− wDUNadd

wMA − wDU
(3.13)

NDU = Nadd− NMA (3.14)

An analysis has been made from BOB-3 (after recycling with DUonly) to BOB-4 (beginning
of the third cycle). This choice was made as the shape of the total fissionability and reactivity
curves become similar for the second and third irradiation.To keep the fissionability the same,
very little extra MA could be added. Recycling allows an addition of a mixture of 5% MA and
95% DU.

As shown in figure 3.22, the calculation of a recycling strategy keeping fissionability constant is
somewhat inaccurate. The recycling microscopic worths (wMA andwDU) change over multiple
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cycles. In figure 3.22, the fissionability increases from 100% to 104%, a reasonably accurate
result.
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Figure 3.22 - The recycling strategy with constant fissionability does not fully achieve constant

fissionability.

Effect of reprocessing losses

As mentioned, the assumption was made that there are no reprocessing losses. Currently, in-
dustrial reprocessing efficiencies up to 99% are seen as realistic. The PUREX process could
possibly separate uranium and plutonium from the spent fuelwith an efficiency up to 99.9%
[3-10].

Since around 80% of the 1% loss consists of fertile uranium, this HM loss can be replaced by
DU without introducing extra negative worth. A total of 20% of 1% (thus 0.2% - around 30
kg) of material that contributes positively to the total HM worth is lost. These include fissile
nuclides lost during reprocessing. In order to make-up for these losses, it may be necessary to
add more MA to the fuel so that the reactor is kept critical.

As is seen in figure 3.20, each subsequent cycle with a constant MA loading of 5% becomes more
fissile. As shown (table 3.18), the MA worth becomes less negative for each cycle, increasing
20% from the first to the third cycle. Addition of MA (instead of plutonium) to compensate
fissile losses would be a more sustainable alternative to achieve the closed fuel cycle. Another
option which can be investigated is changing the theoretical density of the fuel to increase or
decrease fissionability. Lower TD (i.e. larger porosity) decreases the amount of fuel in the
reactor, and thus also reduces fissionability.
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3.6. Analysis of Breeding Gain for multiple cycles

Breakdown of fissionability into components for multiple cycles

In this section, it will be shown that the increase of the fissionability F for multiple cycle irra-
diation is predominantly due to the increasing worth of the MA isotopes. It is emphasized that
referrals to worth in this section are to macroscopic worths.

Changing worths of fuel components for multiple cycles
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Figure 3.23 - Changing worths of the MA, PU and U components are shown for multiple cy-

cle irradiation. The analysis is performed for the recycling strategy adding only DU. The
changing worth is relative to fissionability at BOB-1.

As concluded in the previous chapter, the change of the worthof the HM component during a
single irradiation can be almost fully explained by the changing worth of the MA. In figure 3.23,
multiple irradiation cycles are shown for ’DU only’ recycling. The conclusion regarding HM
and MA worth can be seen once more, as the curve of the total HM worth follows the MA worth
during the first irradiation (see the first 2500 days). As can be seen, during the second and third
cycle, the changing worth of the Pu and U from EOB to BOB are of increasing importance.
The figure shows that the worths of both Pu and U decrease from EOB to BOB. Pu worth
decreases due to the decay of241Pu. The worth of uranium decreases due to the addition of DU,
with its negative worth, during reprocessing. The MA worth decreases slightly from EOB to
BOB due to buildup of241Am. The total HM worth from BOB-1 to BOB-2 remains the same
even though the worth of MA increases by more than 10% relative to the total fissionability.
While the worths of the Pu and U vectors change very little during the first irradiation, the
worths change considerably during the second and third irradiation. Combined with the MA
worth, the HM worth increases for multiple cycles. For example, the HM worth (fissionability)
of the fresh fuel at the beginning of the third irradiation (at t = 5000 days) is 5% higher than the
initial fissionability of the first cycle.
An isotopic analysis has been made of the changes of the Pu vector for multiple cycles (see figure
3.24). There are three plutonium isotopes (238Pu,239Pu,241Pu) that change their contribution to
the macroscopic worth considerably from the first cycle to the second and third cycles. After
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the first irradiation, the isotopes are closer to an equilibrium composition. The atomic density
of 241Pu decreases during the first irradiation, and decreases further during cool down. During
the next cycles,241Pu increases during irradiation, and decreases a similar amount during cool
down. The worth of241Pu stays virtually constant from BOB-2 to BOB-3.

Changing Pu contributions to worth relative to total Pu at BOB
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Figure 3.24 - Changing Plutonium worths during multiple cycle irradiation. Change in Pu rela-

tive to the total worth at BOB for the recycling strategy adding only DU. 240Pu shows very
little change.

The isotopic vectors of Pu, MA and U of the first cycle are not inan equilibrium composition.
There are significant changes in the isotopic densities fromthe first cycle to the second cycle.
However, the changes of the initial isotopic composition become smaller from the second to the
third cycle. The isotopic compositions of the fresh fuel foreach irradiation cycle are compared
in the table 3.18.
Logically, the fraction of higher Cm-isotopes in the MA vector increases per cycle. The fraction
of 241Am decreases for the first three cycles, while the243Am density increases. Most Pu-
isotopes (including238Pu, 239Pu and241Pu) are close to an equilibrium composition. As there
is no fissile uranium added to the fuel, the U-vector will reach an equilibrium equal to the DU
vector.

Conclusions

• The irradiated fuel of the GCFR can be reprocessed and consequently recycled in a closed
cycle. The favorable properties that have been shown for a single cycle irradiation in the
GCFR (e.g. its small reactivity swing) are also shown in the multiple cycle burnup. In the
analysis of multiple cycle burnup, reprocessing losses were disregarded. The theoretical
density of the fuel was kept constant.
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Isotope BOB-1 BOB-2 BOB-3

Pu 238Pu 2.7% 6.4% 6.6%
239Pu 56.5% 54.8% 54.4%
240Pu 26.1% 28.4% 29.7%
241Pu 7.5% 3.3% 2.7%
242Pu 7.2% 7.1% 6.6%

U 235U 0.7% 0.3% 0.2%
238U 99.3% 99.7% 99.8%

MA 237Np 16.5% 15.1% 13.5%
241Am 61.7% 56.0% 50.2%
243Am 15.3% 16.8% 19.1%
243Cm 0.1% 0.2% 0.3%
244Cm 5.0% 9.6% 13.4%
245Cm 1.2% 1.8% 2.6%
246Cm 0.1% 0.4% 0.8%

Table 3.18 - isotopic compositions of the fresh fuel for eachirradiation cycle. Recycling strategy:
DU only

• The worth of the fuel decreases during the storage time needed to allow cooling of the
spent fuel. The decrease is due to the decay of relatively short-lived fissile241Pu to241Am.
The 241Am that is produced during cool down plays a role in subsequent cycles by trans-
muting to fissile fuel after a neutron absorption, limiting the reactivity swing and thus
allowing for cycles of zero breeding gain.

• To compensate for the decrease of HM worth during storage, the worth of HM should
increase during irradiation to allow for a closed fuel cycle.

• Three different recycling strategies were studied: DU only, constantMA% and constant
fissionability. Of these three, ’DU only’ displays the best ’closed fuel cycle’ properties.
If large reprocessing losses would occur (neglected here),adding extra MA during the
recycling step, or increasing theoretical density slightly, could be options to close the fuel
cycle.

3.7 Maximum MA consumption for given target keff

This section is based on the B.Sc. report by D.I. van der Stok [3-3]

The observation that the reactivity swing of the reactor is sensitive to the MA content of the fuel
(see section 3.2) led to the consideration that it is possible to obtain a given ’target’ average keff
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over an irradiation cycle by tuning the amount of MA added to the fuel in de reprocessing steps
at the end of each irradiation step. In this section, resultsare presented for the following cases:

• The fuel is based on the reference GFR-600 UPuC fuel, but two values of the density are
considered: the standard 85% TD and 90% TD.

• The reprocessing is assumed to be integral, i.e. all actinides are recycled indiscriminately.
A reprocessing loss is assumed of either 1% or 2% of the recycled HM mass. The loss is
equal for all chemical elements.

HM

MA 5%
GFR-600

1300 days of irradiation HM

U 79%
Pu 16%

DU +MA
FP
HM loss (1% or 2%)Cycle 2+:

Cycle 1:

Figure 3.25 -

Thus, four sets of results are obtained. A schematic of the cycle is given in figure 3.25. In all
cases, the irradiation interval was chosen as 1300 days, yielding an average burnup at the end
of the irradiation of about 5% FIMA. After irradiation, the fuel is allowed to cool down during
2200 days (roughly 6 years). In reprocessing, all fission products (FP) are separated from the
HM and completely removed. To make up for the loss due to fission (5%) and losses in the
reprocessing (1% or 2%), a mixture of depleted uranium (DU) and MA is added. Again, the
MA composition is as given in table 3.4. The amount of MA addedis tuned to give an average
keff over the irradiation cycle of 1.05. A total of five cycles is calculated for each case. After
the fifth cycle, the entire core inventory is off-loaded from the core for further processing. All
calculations were performed with the burnup code BURN1D, towhich some extra routines were
added to calculate the cool down and reprocessing of the spent fuel, and to adaptively determine
the composition of the added material to obtain the target keff.

85 Percent Theoretical Density and One Percent Loss

The first graph, figure 3.26, shows keff of the reactor for each cycle over time. The first cycle
corresponds to keff for the irradiation of the original fuel with a fraction of MAof 5% and
a theoretical density of 85%. Since keff of the first cycle is lower than the target value, the
composition of the added material is chosen to obtain an increasing of keff for the next cycles.
The trend of keff over time of the first cycle differs from the other cycles. The keff of the first
cycle is monotonously decreasing, while the keff of the other cycles is increasing over time. If
it assumed that the leakage of neutrons is constant over timeand for all cycles, it follows that
there are three possible explanations for the second to the fifth cycle:

1. The concentration of absorbers is decreasing
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2. The amount of fissile material is increasing

3. both effects are occurring

As was shown before, some of the MA that are added to the fuel are transmuted from absorbing
isotopes to fissile ones, giving rise to a combined effect of reduced absorption and increased
fissile mass. The small dip in keff at the very beginning of each cycle is a result of an increase of
absorbers, mainly short-lived fission products like135Xe.
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Figure 3.26 - Change of keff over time for 5 irradiation cycles for a fuel with 85% TD and 1%
reprocessing loss

Figure 3.27 shows the time average of keff over each cycle. Interesting thing to notice is that the
target value for keff is reached in the third cycle, the first two cycles have a loweraverage keff.
Especially the fifth cycle is close to the target value of keff.
Now we turn our attention to the amount and composition of thematerials added to the repro-
cessed material to make new fuel. The total amount of material added per cycle is about 950
kg (5% of 16000 kg lost by fissions, and then 1% of the 95% reprocessed HM). This varies a
little per cycle, about 10 kg. This difference arises because the newly made fuel has the same
number of nuclei as the previous batch of fuel, but the different isotopic composition causes a
slight difference in mass.
As illustrated in figure 3.28, the total mass of material added to make the new fuel is 3816.5
kg for 4 reprocessing steps. The total added mass of minor actinides is 1631.6 kg, the total
added mass of depleted uranium at 2184.9 kg. For the first cycle only minor actinides are added,
because the target value of keff is not reached.
If the composition of the added material is compared to the results for keff in figure 3.26, it can
be concluded that an addition of minor actinides leads to a increase of keff. This effect is not
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Figure 3.27 - Time averaged keff of each cycle for a fuel with 85% TD and 1% reprocessing loss

linear as can be seen for cycle number five. The addition of minor actinides, which is more than
for cycle four and about half of cycle three, does not lead to the same increase of keff. Thus,
in the first reprocessing step, only MA are added, and the timeaveraged keff increases. In the
second reprocessing step, about 50% MA is added, because otherwise keff becomes too large.

Of all HM isotopes for which densities, cross section data etc are available, the 15 most abun-
dant are chosen for further analysis. The chosen isotopes are listed in table 3.19. Each bar in
figure 3.29 to 3.30 corresponds to one isotope in the table. Each bar is divided into four parts,
representing the 4 reprocessing steps. Each part of a bar is the fraction of loss of material for that
nuclide in one reprocessing step. Thus, all parts with the same colour add up to 100% if summed
over all nuclides. A bar plot like this is prepared for all thefour cycles with reprocessing. Three
plots of the same results are shown with different scales.

In the next three figures 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31, the irretrievable nuclides which are lost from the
reprocessing are shown. The four losses, as a result of four fuel reprocessing steps, add up to
400% with each loss per reprocess normalised at 100%. Therefore it is visible how the quantity
of an isotope changes for different cycles. Because the loss vector is taken to be 1% for every
heavy metal isotope that is present in the fuel after burnup,also something about the content of
the nuclear fuel at the end of the cycle is known.

As can be seen, the lost material is by and large238U (75%). This is to be expected, as238U is
the most abundant isotope in the fuel. As can be noticed immediately, the total of238U at the
end of cycle four is less than the initial condition (initially 79%, around 75% after fourth cycle).
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Figure 3.28 - The amount and composition of added material for the fuel with a theoretical
density of 85% and a reprocessing loss of 1%. In each reprocessing step roughly 950 kg of
HM is added to make the new fuel.

Number Isotope Number Isotope

1 238U 9 244Cm

2 239Pu 10 241Pu

3 240Pu 11 234U

4 241Am 12 242mAm

5 238Pu 13 235U

6 243Am 14 245Cm

7 242Pu 15 236U

8 237Np

Table 3.19 - The numbering of the isotopes, which are used in the barplots of the reprocessing
losses

85 Percent Theoretical Density and Two Percent Loss

In the first irradiation cycle keff for a fuel with theoretical density of 85% and a reprocessingloss
of 2% (figure 3.32), is the same as for a theoretical density of85% and a loss of 1%, because the
initial composition of the nuclear fuel is the same for both settings. One difference is that the
keff is monotonously rising in cycles 2 to 5 for the case with 2% reprocessing loss (figure 3.32),
while this is not the case in the 1% loss case (figure3.26). This difference is attributed to the
larger amount of MA added in the 2% loss case as can be seen in figures 3.28 and 3.34. For the
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Figure 3.29 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 1%. The full y-axis is shown. Allbars together sum to 400%,
being 4 times 100%.238U accounts for 75% of all mass lost from the cycle, as is expected,
because the fuel contains about 75%238U.
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Figure 3.30 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 1%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the less abundant
isotopes.

loss of 2% as well as for the loss of 1%, the averages of keff for the last three periods are very
close to the target value.

An interesting difference is that for the 2% loss case the average keff for the second cycle is
smaller (figure 3.33) than the average keff in that cycle for the 1% loss case (figure 3.27). For
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Figure 3.31 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 1%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the least abundant
isotopes.

the 2% loss case the average keff is 1.04177, for the 1% loss case the average is 1.04241. This is
unexpected because for the 2% loss case a larger amount of minor actinides is added. The value
of keff for the 2% loss case starts a bit lower and ends higher than thekeff for the 1% loss case.
This can be explained by the fact that (some) minor actides are absorbers, so for more added
MA the value of keff starts lower. At the end of the irradiation interval, more MAisotopes have
transmuted to fissile material, yielding a rise of keff.

For the simulations with a reprocessing loss of 2%, , the total mass of minor actinides added to
make the new fuel is 2053.7 kg (figure 3.34). The total amount of depleted uranium is 2361.4
kg and therefore the total amount of added material to the nuclear fuel is 4415.1 kg. The ratio
of minor actinides added to the amount of DU added is bigger for the 2% loss case than that for
the 1% loss case, but the difference is not significant. The consumption of minor actinides as
nuclear fuel is increased due to the fact that there is about 150 kg extra material needed to make
the nuclear fuel per irradiation cycle. This will also give alarger amount of MA material that
leaves the integral cycle.

The total amount of material lost from the fuel with 85% TD anda loss of 2%, is twice as big
as in the 1% loss case. The composition of the loss vector is similar. As seen in figure 3.34, the
amount of minor actinides added per reprocessing step is a bit bigger in the 2% loss case. This
results in some slight changes of the fuel composition and composition of the material that is
lost from the cycle or goes to storage, for example in the amounts241Am, 243Am and237Np.

The amount of minor actinides consumed for this case (85% TD,2% loss) is approximately
1541 kg. This is only a bit higher than the amount of MA consumed for 85% TD and 1% loss.
This is to be expected, as the final burnup (5% FIMA) accounts for the bulk of the amount of
material to be added, and the final burnup does not change between the calculated cases.
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Figure 3.32 - The value keff over time for the fuel with 85% TD and reprocessing loss of 2%.
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Figure 3.33 - Time averaged keff of each cycle for a fuel with 85% TD and reprocessing loss of
2%.

90 Percent Theoretical Density and One Percent Loss

It was shown earlier in this chapter, that the GFR-600 with extra MA requires a larger amount of
fuel in the core than the reference core to avoid subcriticality. Therefore, calculations were also
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Figure 3.34 - The amount and composition of the added material for the fuel with a theoretical
density of 85% and a reprocessing loss of 2%. In each reprocessing step roughly 1100 kg of
HM is added to make the new fuel.
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Figure 3.35 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 2%. The full y-axis is shown. Allbars together sum to 400%,
being 4 times 100%.

performed on a fuel with 90% TD, i.e. a porosity of 10% in the fuel compound. An increase of
theoretical density leads to a bigger value of keff, because more material is packed in the same
volume, reducing neutron leakage.
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Figure 3.36 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 2%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the less abundant
isotopes.
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Figure 3.37 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
85% and reproccesing loss of 2%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the least abundant
isotopes.

The value of keff for the first cycle (figure 3.38) of 90% TD case is higher than inthe 85% density
case (figure 3.26). This is a result of the different fuel density. The general decreasing trend over
time is the same between both cses. From the third cycle onwards, keff shows a monotonously
increasing trend during irradiation for the 90% TD cases.

For the theoretical density of 85%, only minor actinides areadded for the first cycle. For the
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Figure 3.38 - Value of keff over time for the irradiation over 5 cycles for a fuel with 90%TD and
1% reprocessing loss.

90% TD case, only about 30% of the added material is MA. The target value for keff is reached
in from the second cycle on. This can be seen in figure 3.39. Only the time average of keff for
the first cycle is below the target value.
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Figure 3.39 - Time averaged keff of each irradiation cycle for the 90% TD fuel and 1% repro-
cessing loss.
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The jump of keff between the first and the second cycle is not as large as for thedensity of 85%.
This is because, as shown in figure 3.40, the amount of added minor actinides is only about one
third of the total addition. This also results in a decrease of keff over time in the second cycle,
contrary to the 85% TD case, where the value of keff for the second cycle (figure 3.26) increases.
Apparently, in the 90% TD scenario, less transmutable isotopes are added to the fuel. Hence,
the amount of fissile isotopes is decreasing during irradiation. More MA are added in the third
cycle, leading to an increasing trend for keff during irradiation from the third cycle onwards.

For a theoretical density of 90% there is more fuel material present in the core. This is also
visible in figure 3.40. The difference of the amount of added material between the 85% TD case
and the 90% TD case is not large, about 7.5 kg. The average addition for 90% is approx. 960 kg.
Figure 3.40 is similar to figure 3.28. Only the first cycle shows a big difference, the rest of the
cycles are comparable. The total amount of MA added for this case is 921.8 kg, the total amount
of depleted uranium is 2924.7 kg, and the total amount of material is 3846.5 kg. The amount of
minor actinides is 709.8 kg less than for the same reprocessing loss and 85% theoretical density.
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Figure 3.40 - The amount and composition of the material added to the fuel with a theoretical
density of 90% and a reprocessing loss of 1%. In each reprocessing step roughly 960 kg of
HM is added to make the new fuel.

Because more238U is added, this isotope is also more abundant in the waste stream, as can be
seen in figure 3.41.

The amount of minor actinides consumed for 90% theoretical density and one percent loss is
951 kg. This is about 500 to 600 kg less than for a theoretical density of 85%. In the 90% TD,
1% loss case, less MA are necessary to obtain the target keff, thus less MA is added to the fuel
and less MA are consumed.
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Figure 3.41 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
90% and reproccesing loss of 1%. The full y-axis is shown. Allbars together sum to 400%,
being 4 times 100%.
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Figure 3.42 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
90% and reproccesing loss of 1%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the less abundant
isotopes.

90 Percent Theoretical Density and Two Percent Loss

The figures corresponding to a fuel with theoretical densityof 90% and a reprocessing loss of
2%, figures 3.44 and 3.45, are very similar to figures 3.38 and 3.39 for the theoretical density of
90% and reprocessing loss of 1%. Thus it is concluded that theinfluence of the reprocessing loss
on the irradiation behaviour is not very large, except that alarger reprocessing loss leads to the
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Figure 3.43 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
90% and reproccesing loss of 1%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the least abundant
isotopes.

necessity of adding more MA, resulting is a larger (positive) reactivity swing during irradiation.
As in the previously presented case, the target value for keff is reached after the first cycle.
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Figure 3.44 - The value of keff over time for irradiations with a fuel with 90% TD and 2%
reprocessing loss.

The total amount of minor actinides added is 1355.5 kg, the total amount of depleted uranium
added is 3126 kg, and the total mass of added material is 4481.5 kg. The fraction of MA added is
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Figure 3.45 - Time average keff of each cycle for 90% TD and 2% reprocessing loss

bigger for 2% loss than for 1% loss. This can be seen when figures 3.40 and 3.46 are compared.
For the second cycle of 2% loss the addition of MA is less than for 1% loss. This can be
explained by the fact that more MA is added in the first cycle for 2% loss. This results for the
second cycle in a higher keff, so that at reprocessing less MA have to be added.

In figure 3.47 to 3.49 the reprocess losses for different isotopes leaving the cycles for a fuel with
theoretical density of 90% and a reprocessing loss of 2% are given.

The total consumption of minor actinides for 90% theoretical density and 2% loss is approxi-
mately 1373 kg. This is much more than for a theoretical density of 90% and 1% loss, but still
less than 85% TD and 2% loss.

In table 3.20 an overview is given of the total amounts of materials added to the GFR-600 fuel
cycle for the four presented calculational cases. The biggest consumption of MA is achieved for
the 85% TD, 2% loss case, as is expected, because this case hasthe largest throughput of minor
actinides. The most important conclusion is that it is possible to obtain a target keff by carefully
choosing the MA content in the fuel. In this way, the irradiation interval can be specifically tuned
to the users’ needs. Again it is found that the addition of MA increases the breeding potential of
the fuel and improves the possibilities of engineering a truely closed fuel cycle.
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Figure 3.46 - The amount and composition of the material added to the fuel with a theoretical
density of 90% and a reprocessing loss of 2%. In each reprocessing step roughly 950 kg of
HM is added to make the new fuel.
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Figure 3.48 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
90% and reproccesing loss of 2%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the less abundant
isotopes.
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Figure 3.49 - Losses per nuclide in reprocessing are shown for a fuel with a theoretical density of
90% and reproccesing loss of 2%, zoomed in to show the contributions of the least abundant
isotopes.
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Chapter 4 
 
CIRTEN Actinide multi-recycling study 
 
 
N. Cerullo - G. Lomonaco - E. Bomboni 

 
 
Summary 
The activity performed by CIRTEN in the frame of GCFR WP 1.1 – task 4, can be 

substantially summarized as follows: 
 

a. Development of the geometrical model of GCFR core with fuel plates in “efficient” 
CERCER 

b. Reference calculation with the fuel composition supplied by CEA (84% of natural 
uranium and 16% of PWR-plutonium without minor actinides) 

c. Burnup calculation with a fuel composition constituted by 80% of Depleted Uranium 
and 20% of plutonium + minor actinides from PWR 

d. Multiple recycling in GCFR (the spent fuel is virtually reprocessed and the fission 
products are substituted by depleted uranium only) 

e. Modelling of two other GCFR cores (pebble-bed core and annular fuel assembly 
core respectively) in order to compare the performance of the plate-type core for 
actinide burning among other concepts 

f. Preliminary design of a dedicated MA burner assembly 
 

CIRTEN used MCNP4B Code and MONTEBURNS1.0 system in order to perform all 
these calculations[4.1][4.2][4.3]. What’s more, WIMSD-5B.12 has been chosen for some 
simplified preliminary evaluations[4.4]. 

 
Glossary 
 
BG – Breeding Gain 
CERCER – CERamic CERamic 
CP – Coated Particle 
CR – Conversion Ratio 
DU – Depleted Uranium 
GBR – Gas Breeder Reactor 
GCFR – Gas Cooled Fast Reactor 
LWR – Light Water Reactor 
MA – Minor Actinides 
PB-GCFR – Pebble-Bed Gas Cooled Fast Reactor 
Pu - Plutonium 
PWR – Pressurized Water Reactor 
TD – Theoretical Density 
TRU – TRans-Uranics  
WP – Work Package 
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4.1 Models description 
4.1.1 GCFR core with fuel plates in “efficient CERCER” 

 
In order to perform calculations on GCFR1 we have modelled its real geometry. 

Regarding the core in “efficient” CERCER, a sketch of the model we adopted is showed by 
the following figures (fig. 4.1 and 4.2): 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 – Core xy-cross section: fuel assemblies are in dark colour, reflector assemblies in blue, 
helium channels in green and void2 in white  

 

 
 

Figure 4.2 – Details of core xy-cross section: CERCER is in red colour, SiC in yellow and He in green  
 

The dimensions are the same proposed by CEA in the reference[4.5]. 
The composition tested by CEA and used to performing the reference calculation (par. 

4.2.1) is the following[4.5]: 
 

Fuel plates in “efficient” CERCER: 
• 70% (volume fraction) UPuC, 30 % SiC 
• Density of UPuC: ρ= 85% ρTD

3 
• Composition of the fuel matrix, expressed in atoms/cm3: 84% of UC and 16% 

of PuC 

                                                 
1 GCFR 600 MWth with a power density of 100 W/cc[4.5] 
2 The void cells are requested by MCNP in order to model the hexagonal lattice 
3 ρTD=13.63 g/cc for (U,Pu)C 
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• Isotopic compostion: 
 

a. Natural Uranium: 
 

Nuclide Atomic fraction [%]
U235 0.7 
U238 99.3 

           
Table 4.1 – Natural Uranium isotopic vector[4.5] 
 

b. Plutonium and minor actinides: 
      

Nuclide Atomic fraction [%]
Pu238 2.7 
Pu239 56.0 
Pu240 25.9 
Pu241 7.4 
Pu242 7.3 
Am241 0.7 

 
Table 4.2 – Plutonium isotopic vector[4.5] 
 

Densities of the other materials in the core[4.5]: 
 
ρSic=3.16 g/cm3

ρTDfuel=13.63 g/cm3 

ρCERCER=0.3·ρSic +0.7·0.85·ρTDfuel =9.058  g/cm3 

 
Reflectors are modelled as a homogeneous mixture of Zr3Si2, SiC and He[4.6]: 
 

Compound Mass fraction [%]
SiC 10 
He 20 

Zr3Si2 70 
 

Table 4.3 – Composition of both radial and axial bottom reflectors[4.6] 
 

Compound Mass fraction [%]
SiC 10 
He 40 

Zr3Si2 50 
 

Table 4.4 – Composition of axial top reflector[4.6] 
 
The density of Zr3Si2 is the following[4.6]: 
 
ρZr3Si2=5.88 g/cm3 

 
A detailed calculation to obtain the composition of CERCER can be found in Appendix 

A.  
Table 4.5 summarizes it for the cases we analysed. 
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Nuclide 

CEA 
Reference 
calculation 

Atomic fraction4 
[atoms/cm·b] 

Spent LWR5 
in GCFR – 
80% DU + 

20% Pu+MA 
Mass fraction  

[g/cm3 
CERCER] 

Ist recycle – 
81% U 6 + 19% 
Pu+MA from 

GCFR 
Mass fraction 

[g/cm3 CERCER] 

IInd recycle 
81% U 7 + 19% 
Pu+MA from 

GCFR 
Mass fraction  

[g/cm3 CERCER] 

C 0.0338 0.673673 0.673673 0.673673 
Si 0.01427 0.6636 0.6636 0.6636 

U238 0.01629 6.161021 6.029256065 6.057217435 
U235 0.00014837 0.015441 0.015110917 0.007712355 

Np237 - 0.07105 0.031780148 0.019351861 
Pu238 0.000084344 0.035525 0.055721508 0.053466021 
Pu239 0.0017506 0.756832 0.698879932 0.700262928 
Pu240 0.0008097 0.332079 0.352273263 0.369057489 
Pu241 0.0002313 0.176079 0.076971236 0.064821636 
Pu242 0.0002282 0.095762 0.090665505 0.083747661 
Pu243 - - 2.15803E-06 2.06294E-06 
Pu244 - - 2.65858E-06 4.01705E-06 
Am241 0.000021844 0.043248 0.039052277 0.030944051 
Am242m - - 0.002299693 0.002285318 
Am243 - 0.024713 0.02073029 0.019446491 
Cm242 - - 0.00220525 0.001802704 
Cm243 - - 0.000248858 0.000274901 
Cm244 - 0.007723 0.018180323 0.021244463 
Cm245 - - 0.002625522 0.00408329 
Cm246 - - 0.000171414 0.000452332 

 
Table 4.5 – CERCER composition for the cases we analysed 

 
 

4.1.2 GCFR pebble-bed core 
 

 The second concept we analysed is the PB-GCFR core proposed by NERI[4.7]. It is 
constituted by a cylindrical core filled by pebbles and surrounded by reflectors in Zr3Si2. The fuel is 
constituted by coated particles in (U+Pu+MA) carbide which fill the pebbles. Both the coated 
particles and the pebbles are a bit different than those of a HTGR as you can see in tabb. 4.8 and 
4.9. The pressure of the coolant is the same as the previous case. The following tables contain the 
main parameters requested in order to model the core: 
 

Radius 
[mm] 

Height 
[mm] 

Packing factor of the 
pebbles 

Power density 
[W/cc] 

Thermal power 
[MWth] 

1000 2000 0.61 50 300 
 

Table 4.6 – Core main parameters[4.7] 
 

                                                 
4 This first composition is the only one expressed by atomic fraction because for the other calculations was 
easier to obtain the mass fraction of the nuclides  
5 We assumed for the isotopic vector of Pu+MA from a typical LWR[4.11]: Np237 4.6%; Pu238 2.3%; Pu239 
49%; Pu240 21.5%; Pu241 11.4%; Pu242 6.2%; Am241 2.8%; Am243 1.6%; Cm244 0.5% 
6 Uranium is composed by uranium from the previous cycle and depleted uranium which substitutes the 
fission products 
7 See note n. 3 
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Thickness [mm] Composition 
(volume fraction) Temperature [°C] 

50 
70% Zr3Si2
10% SiC 
20% He 

665  

 
Table 4.7 – Reflectors (both radial and axial) main parameters[4.7] 

 
Inner radius 

(fuelled region) 
[mm] 

Outer radius 
[mm] 

Density of the 
graphite matrix 

[g/cc] 

Packing 
factor of the 

coated 
particles 

Temperature 
of the 

graphite 
matrix [°C] 

27.5 30 1.75 0.61 990  
 

Table 4.8 – Pebbles main parameters[4.7] 
 

Kernel 
radius 
[μm] 

Fuel 
density8

[g/cc] 

Buffer  
(carbon) 

thickness 
[μm] 

Buffer 
density 
[g/cc] 

SiC layer 
thickness 

[μm] 

SiC 
density 
[g/cc] 

Temperature 
of the CP9 

[°C] 

400 11.58 30 1.05 70 3.16 990  
 

Table 4.9 – Coated particles main parameters[4.7] 
 

Nuclid
e C U238 U235 Np237 Pu238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242 Am241 Am243 Cm244

Mass 
fractio

n 
[g/cc 

carbid
e] 

0.55
6 

8.247
33 

0.020
67 

0.1267
76 

0.0633
88 

1.350
44 

0.592
54 

0.3141
84 

0.1708
72 

0.0771
68 

0.0440
96 

0.013
78 

 
Table 4.10 – Kernel isotopic composition (75% DU – 25% Pu+MA from LWR)10

 
 

4.1.3 GCFR core with annular fuel assemblies 
 
The third concept we chose for the comparison is a GCFR core with annular fuel 

assemblies filled by coated particles. Our model is based on the data available on the 
references [4.8][4.9]. The geometry of the fuel assembly is showed by fig. 4.3. 

The coated particles have a kernel in (U+Pu+MA)C (85% of theoretical density) and 
are like those described in the previous paragraph. The fuel assembly is constituted by 
SiC; its inner walls has holes in order to enhance the circulation of the coolant and to 
reduce their mechanical stresses. Thus, we chose to describe this inner wall as a 
homogeneous mixture of SiC (70% in volume) and He (30%) to simulate the holes in the 
frame of the neutronic calculations. The coolant pressure is the same as for the reference.  

 
Radius [mm] Height [mm] Thermal output [MWth] Power density [W/cc] Helium temperature [°C]

2250 3000 2400 50 665 
 

Table 4.11 – Core main parameters[4.8][4.9] 

                                                 
8 (U+Pu)C 85% theoretical density 
9 We assumed a uniform temperature for coated particles and pebbles based on [4.7] 
10 The chosen percentages (75% and 25%) are of course requested for criticality reasons 
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Figure 4.3 – Detail of the core. The fuel assembly is constituted by: two walls of porous SiC (in light 

blue); the coated particles (in dark colour); an outer wall of SiC (in blue). The purple region is helium 
 

 

Thickness [mm] Composition 
(volume fraction) Temperature [°C] 

50 
70% Zr3Si2
10% SiC 
20% He 

665  

 
Table 4.12 - Reflectors (both radial and axial) main parameters 

 
Inner 

radius (1st 

cylinder) 
[mm] 

Thickness 
of inner 

walls [mm] 

Inner 
radius (2nd 

cylinder) 
[mm] 

Density of 
inner 
walls 
[g/cc] 

Outer 
radius 
[mm] 

Thickness 
of outer wall 

[mm] 

Density 
of outer 

wall 
[g/cc] 

Temperature 
of walls [°C] 

31.3 1 57.3 2.21 66.5 1 3.16 665 
 

Table 4.13 – Fuel assemblies main parameters[4.8]  
 

Kernel 
radius 
[μm] 

Fuel 
density11

[g/cc] 

Buffer  
(carbon) 

thickness 
[μm] 

Buffer 
density 
[g/cc] 

SiC layer 
thickness 

[μm] 

SiC 
density 
[g/cc] 

Temperature 
of the CP 

[°C] 

375 11.58 75 1.05 50 3.16 990  
 

Table 4.14 – Coated particle main parameters[4.8] 
 

Nuclide C U238 U235 Np237 Pu238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242 Am241 Am243 Cm244

Mass 
fraction 
[g/cc of 
carbide] 

0.556 8.797 0.022 0.1014 0.0507 1.080 0.474 0.2513 0.1367 0.0617 0.0353 0.01124

 
Table 4.15 – Kernel isotopic composition (80% DU – 20% Pu+MA from LWR)12

                                                 
11 (U+Pu)C 85% theoretical density 
12 The chosen percentages (80 and 20) are of course requested for criticality reasons 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Reference calculation and reactivity coefficients 
 

These calculations have the aim to compare the codes used for transmutation in 
GCFR (see Chapter 1).  

 
a. Reference calculation 

 
All the data of the reference calculation are illustrated in par. 4.1.1. The 

temperatures adopted for fuel, helium and structures are showed in tab 4.16: 
 

CERCER SiC  Helium
990 °C 665 °C 665 °C

 
Table 4.16 – Temperatures in the reference calculation[4.10] 

 
The fuel composition is natural uranium and plutonium from LWR[4.5]. This burnup 

calculation analyses the evolution of the fuel isotopic composition over a period of 1323 
days13. What’s more, we performed two additional steps of decay to obtain the 
composition after 1 year and 6 years of cooling. 

The results are summarized in the following figure and tables: 
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Figure 4.4 – keff vs. time14  
 
 

                                                 
13 In order to perform this calculation with Monteburns system, we subdivided the irradiation time in 63 steps 
each of 21 days 
14 Please note that the fluctuations are due to MC method, that is a statistical method 
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Nuclide OUT/IN15 (%) After 1 year cooling/IN16 (%) After 5 years cooling/IN17 (%)
U238 94 94 94 
U235 61 61 61 
Pu238 77 78 76 
Pu239 104 104 104 
Pu240 106 106 106 
Pu241 78 75 59 
Pu242 95 95 95 
Am241 179 217 380 

 
Table 4.17 – Variation of nuclides quantities in the fuel 

 
Nuclides as Am242m, Am243, Cm242 and Cm244, which there aren’t in the fuel at the 

beginning, build-up during fuel burnup in the reactor. 
 

b. Reactivity coefficients 
 

In order to estimate the fuel temperature coefficient, the void coefficient and the fuel 
expansion coefficient, we performed three calculation with, respectively[4.10]: 

 
 Increase of the fuel temperature by 100 K (from 990 °C to 1090 °C) 
 Decrease of the coolant density by 99% 
 Increase of the core height by 5% (the densities are adjusted accordingly) 

 
Appendix B shows how the reactivity coefficients have been calculated. The results 

are summarized in tab. 4.18 for some burnup steps: 
 

Time [days] FTC [pcm/K] VC [pcm/%void] FEC [pcm/% height increase] 
21 -2.72 3.02 -150.56 
126 -0.90 5.51 -159.79 
315 -1.92 1.23 -183.99 
441 1.01 6.01 -109.22 
462 -2.50 1.82 -137.67 
567 -4.10 1.23 -115.86 
756 -3.13 2.48 -173.70 
882 -2.18 4.27 -151.72 
903 -0.54 2.96 -157.96 

1008 -3.73 3.99 -226.66 
1323 -2.42 3.76 -172.85 

 
Table 4.18 – Reactivity coefficients for the reference core at the end of some burnup step18

 
4.2.2 Recycling Pu+MA from a LWR 

 
While the reference fuel composition (par. 4.2.1 a)) is constituted by natural 

uranium and plutonium from LWR, now we consider a cycle where the fuel is composed by 
DU and Pu+MA from LWR. In fact, it seems more reasonable to use depleted uranium 
than natural uranium: depleted uranium is greatly available and has a lower cost. Then, it 
                                                 
15 I.e. quantity of the considered nuclide after 1323 irradiation days/ quantity of the same nuclide at the 
beginning 
16 I.e. quantity of the nuclide after 1 year cooling/initial quantity of the nuclide 
17 I.e. quantity of the nuclide after 6 years cooling/initial quantity of the nuclide 
18 Please note that the fluctuations are due to MC method, that is a statistical method 
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seems also better to use plutonium and the associated actinides: so it is not requested to 
separate plutonium from MA, simplifying the reprocessing.  

In addition, we can also investigate about the performance of GCFR in waste (i.e. 
actinides) reduction. 

The fuel composition has been calculated at the same manner described in 
Appendix A. The core needs of 20% Pu+MA and 80%19 DU in order to reach criticality. 
The initial composition of the fuel is reported in tab. 4.5, while the next figure and tables 
show our results. Remember that we have subdivided the irradiation cycle in step each of 
25 days.  

 
 

Figure 4.5 - keff vs. time 
 

 
Nuclide OUT/IN20 (%)

U238 88 
U235 38 

Np237 46 
Pu238 163 
Pu239 96 
Pu240 110 
Pu241 45 
Pu242 98 
Am241 94 
Am243 87 
Cm244 245 

 
Table 4.19 – Variation of the quantities of nuclides in the fuel 

 
It seems necessary to make some comments about these results. First of all, GCFR 

has a very good conversion capability, so it becomes subcritical in very long time (~2500 
days): this behaviour is confirmed also by the reference calculation, although the fuel 
composition is a bit different. From the viewpoint of actinide burning, Cm244 is the only one 

                                                 
19 20% and 80% are atomic fraction 
20 I.e. quantity of the considered nuclide after 1323 irradiation days/ quantity of the same nuclide at the 
beginning 
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nuclide that increases substantially. It’s clear that we have to investigate what happens in 
case of recycling, because the results we obtained up till now are unsatisfactory for waste 
reduction. 

  
4.2.3 Multiple recycling in GCFR 

 
We have executed two calculations in order to predict the trend of the isotopic 

composition vs. burnup. We have adopted the strategy of considering the output of the first 
cycle (described in par. 4.2.2) and replacing the fission products only with depleted 
uranium. This new fuel is re-irradiated until the reactor becomes subcritical. So, we 
consider the output of this other cycle and substitute the fission products with depleted 
uranium again. In both cases this procedure is enough to obtain the criticality without 
adding further fissile material. The composition we chose is showed by tab. 4.5. The 
results are reported in fig. 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and tab. 4.20. 

As you can see, multiple recycling seems to cause: 
 

 A slow but progressive reduction either of the quantity or of the growing rate 
for MA  

 A very slight softening of the energy spectrum21, that should lightly affect the 
burning performance of the core 

 
What’s more, Pu composition is progressively richer in nuclides with lower mass 

number. That’s a good results, because higher Pu isotopes are precursors of MA. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.6 - keff vs. time for the first recycle (keff becomes less than 1 after about 1860 days) 
 

                                                 
21 It’s probably due to the build-up of nuclides with an high absorption cross section at those energies; this 
fact would oppose the spectrum hardening due to growing of the quantities of nuclides with higher mass 
number (its neutrons from fission have a bigger average energy) 
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Figure 4.7 - keff vs. time for the first recycle (keff becomes less than 1 after about 1740 days) 
 
 

 
Nuclide GCFR with fresh fuel Ist recycle IInd recycle 

U238 88 91 92 
U235 38 51 54 

Np237 46 61 66 
Pu238 163 97 89 
Pu239 96 101 101 
Pu240 110 105 104 
Pu241 45 85 98 
Pu242 98 93 93 
Pu243 - 96 93 
Pu244 - 152 125 
Am241 94 80 85 
Am242m - 100 88 
Am243 87 94 94 
Cm242 - 82 85 
Cm243 - 111 92 
Cm244 245 118 106 
Cm245 - 156 122 
Cm246 - 266 172 

 
 

Table 4.20 – Variation of the quantities of nuclides in the fuel  
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Figure 4.8 – Average spectrum of neutron flux for the considered cases 

 
 

4.2.4 Preliminary comparison among GCFR with fuel plates and other concepts of 
core for actinide burning 

 
We have performed some preliminary calculation in order to estimate the 

performance in actinides burning of different GCFR fuel concepts. The cores we chosen 
are (see also par. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 for more details about these reactors): 

 
 Pebble-Bed GCFR  
 GCFR with annular fuel assemblies22 

 
The isotopic vector of both uranium (i.e. depleted uranium) and TRU (i.e. Pu+MA 

from LWR) is obviously the same in all these cases. The relative percentages are a bit 
different to obtain criticality. 

The main data we obtained are reported in fig. 4.9, 4.10 and tab. 4.20. 
As we can see, GCFR with fuel plates seems to be the best concept in order to 

respond to the requirement of Generation IV. In fact we observe that: 
 

 It has the longest fuel cycle: its keff becomes less than 1 after about 2500 
days (vs. 2150 days for GCFR with annular fuel assemblies and 1250 days 
of PB-GCFR), fig. 4.9 

 It has the hardest neutron spectrum (in the frame of fast reactors, the harder 
the spectrum, the better the capability of actinide burning), fig. 4.10 

 All the actinides either reduce or grow less quickly during irradiation time (we 
can also consider the quite different length of the fuel cycle), tab. 4.20 

 

                                                 
22 It derives directly from the Gas-cooled Breeder Reactor (GBR) proposed in the past[4.8][4.9] 
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These preliminary results justify then the initial choice of investigating deeply GCFR 
with fuel plates in CERCER. 
 

 
Figure 4.9 – keff vs. time for the different core concepts: the blue line relates to GCFR with fuel plates in 

CERCER, the purple line to GCFR with annular assemblies and the yellow line to PB-GCFR 
 

 
Figure 4.10 - Average spectrum of neutron flux for the considered cores 
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Nuclide GCFR (plates in CERCER) in OUT/IN % “Annular” GCFR in OUT/IN % PB-GCFR in OUT/IN % 

U238 88 97 95 
U235 38 78 70 

Np237 46 81 72 
Pu238 163 134 142 
Pu239 96 100 93 
Pu240 110 106 109 
Pu241 45 67 73 
Pu242 98 102 104 
Am241 94 152 112 
Am243 87 97 98 
Cm244 245 139 171 

 
Table 4.20 – Variation of the quantities of nuclides in the fuel for the considered concepts 

 
 
4.2.5 Dedicated Assembly 

 
As we can see from the previous paragraphs, the only nuclide among MAs 

increasing during the fuel cycle is Cm244. Thus, we have investigated23 how to reduce its 
quantity vs. burnup. 

We needed some preliminary evaluations before running the complete burnup 
calculation with Monteburns®. Therefore, we used the WIMSD-5B.12® code[4.12], that 
allows to perform quickly (but only preliminarily) lots of criticality and burnup calculations 
and to estimate so the best configuration in order to burn Cm244. Because WIMSD-5B.12® 

cannot deal with the complex 3D geometry of GCFR core, we have reduced the problem 
from 3D to 1D: particularly, we have described both the dedicated assembly and the whole 
core as a set of slabs24. We have specified the axial buckling (based on the height of the 
core), while the other buckling factor has been found by the code in order to obtain the 
criticality.  

So, we have performed parametric calculations changing: 
 

1) The Vm/Vf ratio25, maintaining a uniform fuel composition for both the MA burner 
assembly and the rest of the core (i.e. the MA burner assembly is like the others 
core assemblies, but has a different Vm/Vf ratio) 

2) The composition of the fuel of the MA burner assembly and in particular: 
a) Fuel of the MA burner assembly constituted by different percentages of (DU)C 

and (Pu,MA)C from LWR 
b) Fuel of the MA burner assembly constituted by different percentages of (DU)C 

and (MA)C from LWR (without Pu) 
 

The results we obtained are summarized by the following figure 4.11, 4.12 and 
4.13: 

 

                                                 
23 We consider now the core concept with fuel plates in CERCER 
24 Of course the thickness of the slabs is based on those ones of the CERCER plates, of the claddings and of 
the helium gaps 
25 Vm is the volume of the structural materials in the cell, Vf is the volume of the fuel 
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Figure 4.11 - Variation (in %) of the quantities of some TRU vs. moderation ratio (Vm/Vf=0.28 is the 

moderation ratio of the original GCFR assembly) 
 

 
Figure 4.12 - Variation (in %) of the quantity of some TRU vs. initial quantity of (Pu,MA)C in the fuel of the 

MA burner assembly 
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Figure 4.13 - Variation (in %) of the quantities of some MA vs. initial quantity of (MA)C (without Pu) from 

LWR 
 

It appears that: 
 

1) The higher the moderation ratio the higher the increase of Cm244 during burnup, 
while Am nuclides are weakly decreasing 

2) Increasing the TRU content in the fuel, the ratio between output and input is 
decreasing for all the main MA nuclides. Nevertheless, concerning the Cm244, we 
don't find a decrease of its quantity but only a decrease of its growing rate 

3) If we add to DU only MA separated by Pu to DU, we find a better performance of 
the fuel in actinide burning. The quantity of Cm244 is still increasing during burnup 
but less than in the previous cases 

 
Starting from these results, in order to obtain a decrease of the quantity of Cm244 we 

should separate it from the other TRU and add it to only DU. In fact the small absorption 
cross section of Cm244 is however substantially higher than that one of U238 (fig. 4.14): so, 
the probability of transmutation for Cm244 increases. The results we obtained with WIMSD-
5B.12® code are reported in fig. 4.15. We have supposed the MA burner assembly loaded 
by a limited quantity of Cm (max. 5%) because there could be technological problems from 
the viewpoint of fuel fabrication and fuel performances[4.13]. What's more, we have not 
taken into account the challenge of the separation of Cm from Am[4.13]. Please note that 
we have consider curium as constituted by Cm244 only because Cm244 is the most 
abundant in the Cm isotopic vector from LWR[4.14]. 
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Figure 4.14 - Comparison between σa of U238 (red line) and σa of Cm244 (green line)[4.15] 

 

 
Figure 4.15 - Variation (in percentage) of Cm244 quantity in the MA burner assembly during burnup vs. initial 

quantity of Cm in this fuel 
 

After these preliminary evaluations we have performed a complete burnup 
calculation with Monteburns® code. We have substituted 9 fuel assemblies26 in the core 
with MA burner assemblies. Their CERCER fuel contains 95% (atomic fraction) of (DU)C 
and 5% of Cm244C. The MA burner assemblies are placed so that the neutron flux in the 
core is not too perturbed by them. The fig. 4.16 shows their positions: 

                                                 
26 The choice of this number is due to criticality and symmetry reasons 
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Figure 4.16 -  MA burner assemblies in the core: the red circles show the position of the MA burner 

assemblies  
 

 
Figures 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 summarize the results of this calculation: 
 

 
Figure 4.17 – keff vs. time of the GCFR core with 9 dedicated assemblies 
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Figure 4.18 – Average spectrum vs. energy groups, for standard fuel and dedicated fuel respectively 

 

 
Figure 4.19 – Quantities vs. Time for some actinides in standard fuel 
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Figure 4.20 – Cm244 quantity vs. time in dedicated fuel 

 

Nuclide 

Initial 
quantity 

[kg] 
standard 

assemblies 
(103) 

Final 
quantity 

[kg] 
standard 

assemblies 
(103) 

Standard 
fuel  

OUT/IN 
% 

Initial 
quantity 

[kg] 
dedicated 

fuel (9 
assemblies)

Final 
quantity 

[kg] 
dedicated 

fuel (9 
assemblies)

Dedicated 
fuel 

OUT/IN %

Initial 
quantity 

[kg] 
whole 
core 

Final 
quantity 

[kg] 
whole 
core 

Total 
(whole 
core) 

OUT/IN 
% 

U238 11.5·103 10.5·103 91 1.20·103 1.08·103 90 12.7·103 11.58·103 91 
U235 28.9 14.9 52 3 1.37 46 31.9 16.27 51 

Np237 133 78 59 - 0.347 - 133 78.347 59 
Pu238 66.5 103 155 - 0.0976 - 66.5 103.0976 155 
Pu239 1.42·103 1.39·103 98 - 71.8 - 1.42·103 1.46·103 103 
Pu240 622 672 108 - 15.1 - 622 687.1 110 
Pu241 330 180 55 - 1.07 - 330 181.07 55 
Pu242 179 181 101 - 0.0616 - 179 181.0616 101 
Am241 81 82 101 - 0.0794 - 81 82.0794 101 
Am243 46.3 41.8 90 - 0.00246 - 46.3 41.80246 90 
Cm244 14.5 31.1 214 63.2 36 57 77.7 67.1 87 

 
Table 4.21 – Variation of the quantities of nuclides in the fuel for the considered concepts 

 
As we can see, using 9 dedicated assemblies is enough to reduce the amount of 

Cm244 of 13%, while the trend of the other nuclides does not change significantly. The 
obtained results are quite better than those ones reported in tab. 4.20 (referred to the 
same core without dedicated assemblies). 
 

4.3 Conclusions 
 

From the calculation performed in the frame of GCFR WP 1.1 - task 4, it would 
seem to be reasonable to assume that, among the considered cases, the GCFR loaded 
with fuel plates is the best candidate to achieve the Gen-IV goals [4.16] [4.17].  
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We found that GCFR has a very good capability of conversion U238 to Pu239 without 
building-up of fissile material (i.e. BG≈0). Almost all the MA quantities reduce during 
burnup except Cm244,  whose growing rate is however slowing down with irradiation time.  

Although a lot of studies are still necessary (mainly dynamics studies, partially to be 
performed by CIRTEN in the frame of WP1.3 - task 4), it seems that GCFR would not be 
too difficult to be controlled, because it has a small reactivity excess just from the 
beginning of fuel cycle. What’s more, for the analysed operating conditions, GCFR has fuel 
temperature coefficient and fuel expansion coefficient strongly negative. Anyhow the high 
fraction of fertile material in the fuel is good from the viewpoint of both Doppler feedback 
and delayed neutrons fraction, in order to increase the reactor period. However there is the 
necessity of investigating deeply the reactivity coefficients in normal and accident 
conditions. These evaluations will be partially done by CIRTEN in the frame of WP1.3 - 
task 4.  

GCFR with fuel plates has shown a better behaviour than GCFR other concepts in 
actinide burning. It’s possible also performing the “full actinide recycle” (goal of Gen-IV). 
Table 4.21 summarizes some interesting parameters of the different GCFR cores. 

 
FUEL Type Initial keff

keff=1 after 
[days] Puout/Puin Npout/Npin Amout/Amin Cmout/Cmin TRUout/TRUin MAout/MAin

GCFR (plates)  1.10 2550 95% 46% 95% 316% 94% 83% 
PB-GCFR 1.07 1140 96% 72% 109% 221% 96% 97% 

GCFR (annular 
assembly) 1.05 1990 98% 81% 134% 167% 99% 110% 

 
Table 4.21 – Comparison among some interesting parameters for the different GCFR concepts 

 
The best performances seems to be those one shown by the GCFR loaded with 

fuel plates. Consequently, it is useful to further investigate this kind of core. 
We have also found that all the MA nuclides are substantially burnt by the GCFR 

neutron flux except Cm244. In order to further increase the Np and Am burning it seems 
enough to use a fuel assembly with an higher Vm/Vf ratio. However this choice worsens the 
Cm build-up. In consequence of this fact we investigated the possibility to design 
preliminarily a fuel assembly with a substantial Cm244 burning capability. We have 
supposed that it is possible to separate Cm from Am and to have limited the Cm quantity 
in the CERCER matrix in order to obtain a fuel not so different from the standard 
CERCER. The first results we obtained are encouraging, because the trend of Cm244 
changes drastically with only 9 assemblies over the whole core (OUT/IN=87% vs. 214% 
for the core constituted by only standard assemblies). Please remember that each 
dedicated assembly contains fuel CERCER constituted by 95% of (DU)C and 5% of 
Cm244C. Their impact in the frame of the multiple recycling is of course to be studied. Also 
their effect from the viewpoint of reactivity coefficients is also to be investigated. So it 
should be interesting to further study this matter in future research. 
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Appendix 4.A 
 
Calculation of CERCER isotopic compositon:
 
1 cm3 of CERCER contains: 

o 0.3 cm3 of SiC (Molecular mass of SiC MSic=40 g/mol), and then: 
• g SiC/ cm948.03.016.3 =⋅ 3 fuel, thus: 

01427.0
1040

10023.6948.0
24

23

=
⋅

⋅⋅ atoms SiC/cm·b and then 

0.01427 atoms Si/cm·b 
0.01427 atoms C/cm·b 

 
o 0.7 cm3 of (U,Pu)C (Average molecular mass M=250 g/mol), thus: 

• UC is 84% as atomic fraction and U238C=99.3% of UC and then: 
 

U238C=0.83412 atoms/cm3 of CERCER 

U235C=0.00588 atoms/ cm3 of CERCER (i.e. 0.7%) 
The mass of (U,Pu)C per cm3 di CERCER is the following:  

11.885.07.0 =⋅⋅ TDfuelρ g and then: 

210244.3
250

11.8 −⋅= mol of (U,Pu)C 

Finally: 

01629.0
10

10244.310023.683412.0
24

223

=
⋅⋅⋅⋅ −

atoms U238C/ cm·b  

We can obtain at the same manner: 
 
U235C: 0.000114837 atoms/cm·b 
 

• For the PuC:  
0.16 atoms PuC/ cm3 CERCER of which:  
 

00432.0
100

7.216.0 =⋅ atoms Pu238C and then 

000084344.0
10

10244.310023.600432.0 24

223

=
⋅⋅⋅

⋅
−

atoms Pu238C/cm·b 

 
We can also find:  
 
Pu239C: 0.0017506 atoms/cm·b 
Pu240C: 0.0008097 atoms/cm·b 
Pu241C: 0.0002313 atoms/cm·b 
Pu242C: 0.0002282 atoms/cm·b 
Am241C: 0.000021884 atoms/cm·b  
 

o We have also the following quantities: 
 
(0.01427+0.01629+0.000114837+0.000084344+0.0017506+0.0008097+0.0002313
+0.0002282+0.00002188)=0.0338 atoms C/cm·b 
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Appendix 4.B 
 
Calculation of the reactivity coefficients 
 
Temperature coefficient 
 

100000)(1

01

1

0

⋅
−
−

⋅=
TT

kTk
k

FTC o  [pcm/K] 

 
where: 
 

 k0 is the keff for the reference case (fuel temperature=990 °C) 
 k(T1) is the keff for the case with the fuel temperature increased by 100 K 
 T0, T1 are the temperature for the two cases (i.e. 990 °C and 1090 °C respectively) 

 
Void coefficient 
 

100000)(1

01

01

0

⋅
−
−

⋅=
αα

α kk
k

VC  [pcm/%void] 

 
where: 
 

 k0 is the keff for the reference case (coolant density=100%) 
 k(T1) is the keff for the case with the fuel temperature increased by 100 K 
 α0,α1 are the void fractions (in percentage) for the two cases (i.e. 0% and 99% 

respectively) 
 
Fuel expansion coefficient 
 

1000000)(1

01

01

0

⋅
−
−

⋅=
hh

khk
k

FEC  [pcm/% height increase] 

 
where: 
 

 k0 is the keff for the reference case (core height=100%) 
 k(h1) is the keff for the case with the core height increased by 5% 
 h0, h1 are the heights (in percentages) for the two cases (i.e. 100% and 105% 

respectively) 
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Chapter 5

Definition of breeding gain for the
closed fuel cycle and application to a
Gas Cooled Fast Reactor.

W.F.G. van Rooijen, J.L. Kloosterman, T.H.J.J. van der Hagen and H. van Dam
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

The Generation IV Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) is intendedto have a closed fuel cy-
cle: during irradiation enough fissile material is producedto allow refueling of the same reactor,
adding only fertile material. This is the well-known ’zero Breeding Gain’ objective. In this
chapter a theoretical framework is derived to track compositional changes of the fuel during
irradiation, cool down and reprocessing, in order to calculate the reactivity of the new fuel com-
pared to the original fuel material. Using first order perturbation theory, the effect of variations
of the initial fuel composition on the reprocessed materialand Breeding Gain, can be calculated.
The theory is applied to the fuel cycle of a 600 MWth GCFR. The result is that the change of
material composition during cool down has a non-negligibleeffect on the Breeding Gain. A
truely closed fuel cycle can be obtained if the reprocessingeffiency is high enough (< 1% loss).
If this high efficiency cannot be obtained, adding a small amount of Minor Actinides (Np, Am,
Cm) to the new fuel results in a zero Breeding Gain. Perturbation theory provides a powerful
tool to estimate the effects of changing fuel cycle parameters.

5.1 Introduction

To estimate the performance of breeder reactors, several performance parameters can be de-
fined. Examples are theBreeding Ratio(BR), which is the ratio of the amount of fissile material
produced (FP) during irradiation to the amount of fissile material destructed (FD) during irra-
diation: BR≡ FP/FD. TheBreeding Gain(BG) is usually defined as the ratio of the net gain of
fissile material (FG) to the net destruction of fissile material (FD): BG≡ FG/FD. Since the net
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

gain of fissile material is equal to the total production minus the destruction,BG can be written
as:BG≡ FG/FD = (FP− FD)/FD = BR− 1 (e.g. see [5-1]). The above definition is integral
in nature, as it depends on the amounts of nuclear fuel at beginning and end of cycle. The above
definitions also require a choice of which nuclides are considered fissile. Usually235U, 239Pu
and, 241Pu are considered fissile. Since the fissile nuclides have different nuclear properties, a
weighting is required. Common weightings are+1 for fissile, and 0 for other nuclides, or 0 for
238U, 1 for 239Pu, 1.5 for241Pu and 0.75 for235U [5-1, 5-2].

Another definition ofBR is given in terms ofreaction rates: BR is then the ratio of the
productionrateof fissile material to the destructionrate. This definition is differential in nature,
and can be calculated at any moment of the irradiation history, once the flux spectrum, cross
sections and number densities are known [5-2]. In this scheme,BGcan be defined as the ratio of
the net production rate of fissile material to the destruction rate, but in practiceBG is normalized
to the total fission rate in the reactor.BG then reflects the change of fissile material per fission.
The differential definition also requires a proper reactivity weighting. The differential definition
can be extended to include production and destruction by radioactive decay as well. Such a
definition is included in the simulation software ERANOS [5-3].

If a nuclear reactor is required to run in a closed fuel cycle,such as envisaged for the Gener-
ation IV GCFR [5-4], a definition ofBG is required taking into account irradiation, cool down
and reprocessing. The concept of ’fissile’ versus ’fertile’also needs revision if the fuel is to be
recycled in a fast reactor, because in a fast spectrum almostall actinides can be fissioned. In
this chapter such a new definition ofBG is proposed, together with the corresponding weight-
ing scheme for the nuclides. Adjoint nuclide theory is developed to estimate the influence of
variations of the initial fuel to theBG of the fuel cycle. It will be shown that a truly closed fuel
cycle is possible if the efficiency of reprocessing is high enough. For less efficient reprocessing,
adding a small amount of minor actinides to the fuel allows analmost closed fuel cycle. Nuclide
perturbation theory provides a powerful tool to estimate the influence of individual isotopes to
the overall fuel cycle performance.

5.2 Definition of Breeding Gain

Let the space and time dependent nuclide inventory of a reactor be given by~N(r, t). As a perfor-
mance parameter of the nuclide mix at timet0, define a response parameterRas:

R(t0) = 〈~w(r, t), ~N(r, t)〉 (5.1)

where angles indicate scalar products (i.e. integration over space and time, summation over
all nuclides). In this chapter it is implicitly assumed that~wcontains a Dirac delta functionδ(t−t0)
to obtainR at t0. Assume that the weights~w account for the reactivity of each nuclide, i.e. the
contribution of each nuclide to the overall reactivity of the reactor. Then, if we have two nuclide
compositions at two timest1 and t2 (~N1(r) and ~N2(r)), and we have two corresponding sets of
weights (~w1 and~w2), R can be calculated for both mixtures and we can consider the difference
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5.3. Definition of~w

as a measure of Breeding Gain:

BG=
R(t2) − R(t1)

R(t1)
=
〈~w2, ~N2(r)〉 − 〈~w1, ~N1(r)〉

〈~w1, ~N1(r)〉
(5.2)

5.3 Definition of ~w

To define~w, consider the change of the eigenvalue of a reactor caused bya small change of the
number density of nuclidei, ∆Ni . The reference reactor is described by

[L0 − λ0P0]φ0 = 0, (5.3)

with L0, P0 the loss and production operators ([5-5]). Throughout thischapter, reference
values are denoted by the subscript ’0’, perturbed values have no subscript:L = L0 + ∆L, etc.
Thus the perturbed reactor is described by:

[L − λP]φ = 0 (5.4)

Using first-order perturbation theory, the change in eigenvalue∆λ is given by ([5-5]):

∆λ =
〈φ∗0, [∆L − λ0∆P]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,P0φ0〉
(5.5)

whereφ∗0 is the solution of the adjoint unperturbed system. The smallperturbations∆L and
∆P can be expanded in a Taylor series, retaining only the first term:

∆L =
∂L
∂αi
∆αi (5.6)

∆P =
∂P
∂αi
∆αi (5.7)

in which αi is any data element appearing in the operatorsL0 andP0. In our case, we are
interested in finding the response to a change in the density of nuclide i. Substituting (5.6) and
(5.7) into (5.5) for a small perturbation∆Ni results in:

∆λ =
〈φ∗0, [

∂L
∂Ni
∆Ni − λ0

∂P
∂Ni
∆Ni ]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,P0φ0〉
(5.8)

Dividing both sides by∆Ni results in:

∆λ

∆Ni
=
〈φ∗0, [

∂L
∂Ni
− λ0

∂P
∂Ni

]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,P0φ0〉
(5.9)

Now introduce the reactivityρ0, defined asρ0 = 1− λ0. Then∆ρ = −∆λ, and the reactivity
weights~w are defined by:
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

wi ≡
∆ρ

∆Ni
=
〈φ∗0, [λ0

∂P
∂Ni
−
∂L
∂Ni

]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,P0φ0〉
(5.10)

Equation (5.10) is comparable to the expressions used in sensitivity and uncertainty theory,
and gives a measure of the change of the reactivity of the reactor caused by density changes
of an individual nuclidei. As an example, consider a reactor described in a 1-group, infinite
homogeneous diffusion formalism. The operatorsL0 andP0 are given by:

P0 = νΣ f =

I∑

i=1

Niνiσ f ,i

L0 = Σa =

I∑

i=1

Niσa,i

(5.11)

with the indexi running over all isotopes in the system.φ0, φ∗0 reduce to single numbers in
the 1-group formalism. Taking the derivatives toNi in (5.11) and substituting in (5.10) results in

wi =
φ∗0(λ0νiσ f ,i − σa,i)φ0

φ∗0νΣ fφ0
=

1
νΣ f

(λ0νiσ f ,i − σa,i) (5.12)

which is similar to traditional definitions of reactivity weights as for instance found in [5-2]:

wi = νiσ f ,i − σa,i (5.13)

The differences between (5.12) and (5.13) are the presence of the factors 1/νΣ f and λ0.
These factors are not problematic, becauseλ0 = 1 in a critical reactor, which is usually assumed
in the derivation of (5.13), and 1/νΣ f can be removed by normalizing.

5.4 Reprocessing formalism

In a fuel cycle with reprocessing, a new fuel can be made usingthe reprocessed material, to
which feed material can be added. In a closed fuel cycle, material has to be added to the fuel to
offset the losses of burnup and reprocessing. In figure 5.1 a schematic is given of the fuel cycle
with reprocessing. The fuel from the fuel fabrication is formally described as:

~Nnew = ~Nrepro+ ~Nfeed (5.14)

with ~Nnew the composition of the new fuel,~Nrepro the reprocessed material and~Nfeed the feed
material. The vector~Nrepro is given by

~Nrepro= S~Ncool (5.15)
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5.4. Reprocessing formalism

To repository

~Nfeed ~Nnew ~Ncool

cool down
Irradiation and

Fuel fabrication Reprocessing

~Nrepro

Figure 5.1 - Material flow in a reprocessing fuel cycle. The symbols are as in the text, i.e.~Nfeed

is the feed material (e.g. depleted uranium), which is used together with~Nrepro to make the
new fuel ~Nnew. After irradiation and cool down the material is given by~Ncool.

with S a diagonal matrix whose elements quantify the recovery efficiency of individual iso-
topes (0≤ Sii < 1,Si j,i, j = 0). ~Ncool is the material from the previous cycle after irradiation and
cool down. The vector of feed material~Nfeed is given by

~Nfeed= Nfeed.~vfeed= [Ntarget− Nrepro]~vfeed= [Ntarget− |S~Ncool|]~vfeed (5.16)

HereNfeed = |~Nfeed| is the total amount of feed material. The isotopic composition of the
feed material is given by the unit vector~vfeed (80% 238U and 20%240Pu, for instance).Ntarget

is the target total amount of new fuel. For multi-recycling in the same reactor,Ntarget equals
|~Nnew|, i.e. the total amount of fuel at beginning of irradiation inthe reactor. The amount of feed
material to be added thus equals the target amount of new fuel, minus the amount of material
recovered from the previous irradiationNrepro. The amount of reprocessed material is given by
|~Nrepro| = |S~Ncool|.

It is important to realize what the free parameters are in this formulation. The composition
of the fuel after irradiation and cool down is determined by the burnup, neutron energy spectrum
in the reactor and the length of the cool down interval. The composition of the reprocessed
material is determined by the reprocessing strategy and efficiency, which are (more or less)
free parameters. In this chapter the target is to obtain aclosedfuel cycle, i.e. all actinides are
recycled, and only fertile material is added to make new fuel. In a truly closed fuel cycle, the
choice of fertile material to be added is limited: natural uranium is one option, and depleted
uranium (tails from enrichment) is another option. Either one of these options results in a closed
fuel cycle. Thus, the parameters to influence the closed fuelcycle are the burnup, cool down
interval length, and reprocessing strategy and efficiency. A third option explored in this chapter
is use of depleted uranium and a small amount of Minor Actinides from future stockpiles. This
would be an almost closed fuel cycle.

Given equation (5.14), theR of the new fuel mixture can be written as:
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

R= 〈~w, ~Nnew〉 = 〈~w, ~Nrepro〉 + 〈~w, ~Nfeed〉 = Rrepro+ Rfeed (5.17)

i.e. R of the new fuel is the sum of theR of the reprocessed material and theR of the feed
material. Expanding (5.17) using (5.15) and (5.16) resultsin:

R= 〈~w,S~Ncool〉 + [Ntarget− |S~Ncool|]〈~w,~vfeed〉 (5.18)

The R calculated for the new material using (5.18) can be comparedto theR of the initial
fuel, andBG can be calculated by

BG=
R2 − R1

R1
=

R2

R1
− 1 =

〈~w2, ~N2〉

〈~w1, ~N1〉
− 1 (5.19)

where the index ’1’ indicates the fresh fuel at the start of the previous irradiation and ’2’
indicates the new fuel for the current irradiation. The set of weights~w2 for the new fuel can be
calculated once~Nnew is known.

5.5 Comparison to traditional definitions of Breeding Gain

In the introduction two categories of Breeding Gain were described, namely integral and dif-
ferential definitions. The definition ofBG given in equations (5.2) and (5.19) are integral in
nature, because they useRat two different points in time. A differential definition can be readily
obtained from equation (5.1) by taking the time derivative:

dR
dt
=

d
dt
〈~w, ~N〉 = 〈~w,

d~N
dt
〉 + 〈

d~w
dt
, ~N〉 (5.20)

We now use the quasi-static approach, by assuming〈d~w/dt, ~N〉 to be negligible compared
to 〈~w, d~N/dt〉. A justification of this approach is given in section 5.6 and appendix A. Now
introduce the standard transmutation equation in matrix form:

d~N
dt
= M ~N + ~Q (5.21)

with M the transmutation matrix containing nuclear data, and~Q an independent source term.
Applying (5.21) to (5.20) gives:

dR
dt
= 〈~w,M ~N〉 (5.22)

where the source term~Q is set to zero, i.e. no fuel is added or removed during the burnup
calculation. Now (5.22) can be expanded as:
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5.6. Nuclide perturbation theory

dR
dt
=

∫ I∑

i=1

wi{−Ni(σa,iφ + λi) +
∑

j

y j→i N jσ f , jφ +
∑

k

Nkσc,k→iφ +
∑

l

λl→iNl}dp (5.23)

with the indicesi, j, k, l running over all nuclides in the system, andp indicating the phase
space of the problem.N, σx andφ are space-time dependent. Equation (5.23) can be compared
to the definition ofBG given in [5-2]:

BG=

∫ ∑I
i=1 wi(Ni−1(r, t)σc,i−1(r, t) − Ni(r, t)σa,i(r, t))φdp∫ ∑I

i=1 Σ f ,i(r, t)φdp
, (5.24)

where the weights~w are defined by equation (5.13). Equation (5.24), like equation (5.23),
sums weighted production and destruction rates of nuclides, so equation (5.23) can be inter-
preted as an extension of definition (5.24). Note that equation (5.24) requires the predefinition
of the mother/ daughter nuclides for capture (theΣc,i−1wi-term), and is only applicable during
irradiation. This is a drawback for calculations on fuel which is to be recycled as a whole where
compositional changes during cool down can significantly affect the new fuel (e.g. decay of
241Pu to241Am). The definitions (5.23) and (5.24) are differential in nature, i.e. they provide an
instantaneousBG, and do not require solving an entire irradiation history.

5.6 Nuclide perturbation theory

It is desired to estimate the effect of variations of the initial fuel composition on the total BG
of the fuel cycle, for instance to optimize fuel design. To calculate the effect of variations of
the initial fuel composition on the composition of the fuel after irradiation and cool down, it is
proposed to use First Order Nuclide Perturbation theory. The formal derivation of perturbation
analysis is given in appendix A, an illustration of adjoint calculations is given in section 5.8.
From the definitions ofR andBG in equations (5.18) and (5.19) it is clear that variations ofthe
initial fuel composition have an effect onBG through~Ncool. In fact, there are two effects:

1. One effect is the variation in the total amount of reprocessed material. From equation
(5.18) this effect is quantified by the|S~Ncool| term. As explained in appendix A, the
correspondingfinal time conditionfor the inventoryadjoint equations equals:

~N∗0(t = t f ) = S~I (5.25)

2. The second effect is the variation of the reactivity of the reprocessed material. This term
is quantified by the〈~w,S~Ncool〉 term in equation (5.18). The correspondingfinal time
conditionfor thereactivityadjoint equation is given by:

~N∗(t = t f ) = S~w (5.26)
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

It should be noted that the dimension (or units) of the adjoint nuclide density depend on
the type of response under consideration. In our case, both inventory and reactivity adjoint are
dimensionless: the weights~w are dimensionless by normalization, and the inventory adjoint
merely expresses (number of recycled nuclides per nuclide added).

As indicated in Appendix A a first-order error is introduced if the change of the weights~w
caused by a change of the composition~N is neglected. However, this error is small. The weights
~w depend on the microscopic cross sectionsσ. The composition~N has its influence by causing
a change of the neutron energy spectrum. The reactor under investigation in this chapter is a
Gas Cooled Fast Reactor. In a fast reactor, the dependence ofthe (group-wise) cross sections to
the nuclide composition of the fuel is not very strong. Also,the effect of fission products on the
spectrum is smaller than for thermal reactors. To illustrate this, the equivalent one-group cross
sections for capture and absorption were calculated for a typical GCFR fuel mixture, for the
fresh fuel and after irradiation. As can be seen from table 5.1, the cross section do not change
very much, and hence it is concluded that a first order error ispresent, but small. In section 5.8.5
the validity of the quasi-static approach is discussed in more detail.

σa σc σa σc ∆σa ∆σc

Unirrad. Unirrad. Irrad. Irrad.
238U 3.54e-1 3.00e-1 3.57e-1 3.02e-1 +0.92% +0.63%
238Pu 1.95e-0 6.19e-1 1.96e-0 6.24e-1 +0.71% +0.77%
239Pu 2.51e-0 6.09e-1 2.52e-0 6.13e-1 +0.45% +0.78%
240Pu 9.71e-1 5.64e-1 9.78e-1 5.65e-1 +0.72% +0.3%
241Am 2.33e-0 2.01e-0 2.35e-0 2.02e-0 +0.59% +0.4%

Table 5.1 - 1-group cross sections for a representative GCFRfuel mixture in a closed fuel cycle.
Cross sections are given for fresh and irradiated fuel (6.5%FIMA). The cross sections are
almost constant during irradiation.

5.7 Reactor model and calculational tools

The above theory is developed for a Generation IV Gas Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) [5-4]. This
type of reactor is envisaged to run in a closed fuel cycle, breeding just enough fissile material to
refuel the reactor, only adding fertile material to the reprocessed material. All actinides are re-
cycled indiscriminately in this concept. Within the European 6th Framework Program, GFR600
is investigated, a 600 MWth Generation IV GCFR. The theory isapplied to the fuel cycle of this
reactor to determineBG for several fuel concepts and reprocessing options. Some key param-
eters of the reactor are given in table 5.2. The fuel for this reactor is a plate fuel, using a fuel
composed of a mix of (U, Pu, MA)C (70 vol%) and SiC matrix (30 vol%), clad by thin layers of
SiC. The GFR600 fuel assembly is illustrated in figure 5.2. Table 5.3 gives the composition of
the reference fuel and a fuel containing 5% MA (Np, Am, Cm). Because an integral fuel cycle
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4.71 mm

5.31 mm
11.67 mm

Fuel Clad

He

Figure 5.2 - GFR600 fuel assembly. All parts are made of SiC. The fueled length is 1.95 m, total
length of the assemblies is approx. 4 m. The overall volume fractions are 55 vol% helium,
10 vol% SiC for structures and cladding and 35 vol% fuel/matrix (70 % UPuC/30 % SiC).

is envisaged for GFR600 the influence of adding MA on the breeding gain is researched.

Reference data for GFR600
Power [MWth] 600
Coolant He
Power density [MW/m3] 103
Specific power [W/g]a 45
Tcore,in [◦C] 480
Tcore,out[◦C] 850
Core H/D [m/m] 1.95/1.95
p [MPa] 7.0
Fuel type plates
Fuel material UPuC+ MA
Struct. material SiC
Refl. material Zr3Si2
Vol.% c/s/fb 55/10/35

Table 5.2 - GFR600 core parameters.

aper gram HM
bCoolant, structural materials, fuel

The weights~w are obtained using the sensitivity module TSUNAMI-1D of theSCALE 5
code system [5-6]. TSUNAMI-1D calculates the sensitivity of keff to the nuclear data, based
on a unit cell calculation on an infinite lattice with fuel, cladding and moderator, in a slab,
cylindrical or spherical configuration. Axial leakage is taken into account by a buckling correc-
tion. TSUNAMI-1D calculates the sensitivity ofkeff to the nuclear data in the following way
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

Reference fuel MA fuel
Elemental composition

U 84% 79%
Pu 16% 16%
MA - 5%

Isotopic composition
at. dens. at. % at.dens. at. %
[b.cm]−1 [b.cm]−1

235U 1.1631e-4 0.60 1.0938e-4 0.56
238U 1.6291e-2 83.52 1.5320e-2 78.60
237Np - - 1.6242e-4 0.83
238Pu 8.3625e-5 0.43 8.3625e-5 0.43
239Pu 1.7395e-3 8.92 1.7395e-3 8.92
240Pu 8.0163e-4 4.11 8.0163e-4 4.11
241Pu 2.2940e-4 1.18 2.2940e-4 1.18
242Pu 2.2235e-4 1.14 2.2235e-4 1.14
241Am 2.1687e-5 0.11 6.0680e-4 3.11
242mAm - - 2.2072e-6 0.01
243Am - - 1.5020e-4 0.77
242Cm - - 1.9219e-7 0.001
243Cm - - 7.0178e-7 0.004
244Cm - - 4.9558e-5 0.254
245Cm - - 1.2086e-5 0.062
246Cm - - 9.4528e-7 0.005

Table 5.3 - GFR600 fuel compositions: reference fuel, and a fuel containing 5% MA.

[5-6, 5-7]. Starting from equation (5.4) the sensitivity coefficient is defined as:

Σx

λ0

∆λ

∆Σx
= Sx =

Σx

λ0

〈φ∗0, [
∂L
∂Σx
− λ0

∂P
∂Σx

]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,P0φ0〉
(5.27)

Now, keff = 1/λ0, and take the Gâteaux-derivative:

d
dǫ
{λ0 + ǫ∆λ}ǫ=0 =

d
dǫ
{

1
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Hence we find∆λ
λ0
=
−∆keff

keff
. Now substitute into (5.27):
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= −
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1
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∂P
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(5.29)

Multiplying numerator and denominator by1
k2

eff
results in:
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Skeff ,Σx ≡
dkeff

keff
/
dΣx

Σx
= −
Σx

keff

〈φ∗0, [
dL
dΣx
−

1
keff

dP
dΣx

]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,
P

k2
eff
φ0〉

(5.30)

with Σx a nuclide reaction cross section. The sensitivities have anexplicit component and an
implicit component. The implicit component is due to the effect of perturbations of a reaction
cross section on the self-shielding of other cross sections. The implicit component is important
for instance for238U self-shielding in water moderated lattices. TSUNAMI-1D treats both im-
plicit and explicit effects and calculates the total sensitivity. For nuclidei, the variation of the
total cross sectiondΣt,i equals:

dΣt,i = Nidσt,i + σt,idNi , (5.31)

dΣt,i can be interpreted as either the sensitivity to the nuclear data at constant number density
Ni , or the sensitivity to the density at constant nuclear dataσt,i . Substituting the RHS of (5.31)
into (5.30) gives:

Skeff ,Σt = −
Niσt,i

keff

〈φ∗0,
1
σt,i

[ dL
dNi
−

1
keff

dP
dNi

]φ0〉

〈φ∗0,
P

k2
eff
φ0〉

(5.32)

Comparing this to equation (5.10) shows that the weightwi can be calculated from (5.32):

wi = Skeff ,Σt

keff

Ni
(5.33)

allowing for easy evaluation ofwi. TSUNAMI-1D returns the totalSkeff ,Σt , i.e. the implicit
component is taken into account. For GFR600, the calculations have shown that for all actinides,
the implicit component is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the explicit component. The
approach of equations (5.32) and (5.33) is recommended in the TSUNAMI-1D manual as a
way to compare the perturbative calculations with direct calculations, i.e. perform 2 forward
calculations with perturbed initial composition and calculate the sensitivity toσt,i as∆keff/∆Ni .
In our case, we reverse the argument, and takeSkeff ,Σt as a measure of∆keff brought on by a
change∆Ni .

A burnup calculation code (LOWFAT:Like Origen With Forward andAdjoint Transmuta-
tion) similar to ORIGEN-S but with adjoint capabilities waswritten to calculate the depletion,
cool down and reprocessing of the HM mixture. This code uses problem dependent nuclear cross
sections in the ORIGEN-S format, prepared by the CSAS and COUPLE modules of the SCALE
5 system. All calculations were done over a period of 1300 days irradiation at a constant flux
φ = 2.1015 n/cm2.s1, leading to a burnup≈ 6.5 % FIMA (Fissions per Initial Metal Atom). This
calculational approach is justified as follows: in the closed fuel cycle it is reasonable to assume
that the reactor will be restarted with the sameΣ f at BOC from cycle to cycle. In the closed
fuel cycle, the ’user’ cannot influenceΣ f of the fuel during reprocessing, because the fertile
material to be added (mainly238U) has a negligible fission cross section. Thus, the total fission
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5. Definition of breeding gain for Gas Cooled Fast Reactor

cross section of the fuel needs to be roughly preserved during irradiation. Since the Generation
IV GCFR has no blankets, breeding of new fuel takes place homogeneously in the core, so
globally the distribution of fissile material is rather homogeneous during irradiation. Under the
assumption that the energy release per fission is comparablefor all actinides, this means that
a constant power requires constant flux level. Perturbing the amount of fissile nuclides in the
reactor will change the power produced by the fuel. As long asthe perturbations ofΣ f are not
larger than several percent, the change of the power is also only several percent.

Furthermore, the reactivity of the fuel is rather constant during irradiation in the closed fuel
cycle. This is due to the roughly constantΣ f , the absence of blankets, and the fact that the
absorption effect of fission products is not very large in a fast reactor. Since the fuel reactivity
is rather constant, ’zoning’ of the fuel to shape the power profile is not very relevant. The
investigations reported in this chapter concern general scoping studies to close the fuel cycle.
Therefore, the simplified calculational approach, based onunit cell calculations with constant
flux, is deemed adequate. For more detailed analyses, a fullycoupled treatment of the eigenvalue
/ depletion sensitivity, such as described in [5-8], could bebeneficial.

After irradiation a cool down period of 6 years (2192 days) was assumed. Reprocessing is
assumed to take a small amount of time compared to the cool down period. Reprocessing is
assumed to be like PUREX (only U, Pu recycled) or integral, where U, Np, Pu, Am and Cm are
recycled. An example of the corresponding elementsSii of S for PUREX with 99% efficiency,
and integral recycling with 95% efficiency is given in table 5.4.

Nuclide Sii ,PUREX Sii ,Integral
235U 0.99 0.95
238U 0.99 0.95
237Np 0.0 0.95
238Pu 0.99 0.95
239Pu 0.99 0.95
240Pu 0.99 0.95
241Pu 0.99 0.95
242Pu 0.99 0.95
241Am 0.0 0.95
242Am 0.0 0.95
242mAm 0.0 0.95
244Cm 0.0 0.95

Table 5.4 - Examples of the reprocessing matrixS, for a PUREX type reprocessing with 99%
recovery efficiency, and an integral reprocessing with 95% recovery efficiency.
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5.8 Results

5.8.1 Comparison with existing definitions of~w

To check the consistency of our definition of~w with existing definitions some reactivity weights
were calculated for GFR600 and compared to LMFBR values from[5-2]. The result is given in
table 5.5. The weights in the table are normalized as follows:

wi =
w+ − w8

w9
− w8

(5.34)

wherew+ is the weight of a nuclide calculated with equation (5.13), and w8, w9 the weights
of 238U and 239Pu respectively. This definition results in a weight of 0.0 for 238U and 1.0 for
239Pu. The weights calculated for GFR600 using the new definition of equation (5.10) are similar
to the ones cited in [5-2], giving confidence that our new definition is consistent with existing
definitions.

From [5-2] GFR 600 (ref) GFR600 (5% MA)
235U 0.777 0.810 0.799
238U 0.000 0.000 0.000
239Pu 1.000 1.000 1.000
240Pu 0.130 0.144 0.175
241Pu 1.542 1.520 1.457
242Pu 0.032 0.093 0.120

Table 5.5 - Weights for various nuclides from [5-2], and calculated for GFR600 using equation
(5.10). The GFR600 fuel with MA has a harder spectrum, which is evidenced by the change
of weights: the threshold fissioners, like240Pu, become somewhat more important. Fuel
compositions according to table 5.3.

In table 5.6 we present the weights of various isotopes calculated from equation (5.33). All
weights are normalized to239Pu, i.e.~w is dimensionless. Note that238U, 237Np, and241Am have
negative weights (σa > νσ f ). Also note that the weight of238Pu in the GFR600 spectrum is
comparable to235U. The fuel with MA has a harder spectrum, which is evidenced by the change
of weights: the threshold fissioner240Pu becomes somewhat more important.

5.8.2 Illustrations of adjoint calculations

Two illustrative examples of adjoint calculations are given in figures 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.3
shows three adjoints for241Pu. Consider the solid line, being the’inventory adjoint’, i.e. the
adjoint quantifying changes of the amount of reprocessed material due to241Pu in anintegral
fuel cycle. It is the solution of the adjoint transmutation equation using the final time condition
of equation (5.25) withS for integral recycling. In theintegral recycling scheme, reprocessed
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GFR 600 (ref) GFR600 (5% MA)
235U 0.794 0.785
238U -0.079 -0.067
237Np - -0.163
238Pu 0.639 0.659
239Pu 1.000 1.000
240Pu 0.077 0.120
241Pu 1.560 1.486
242Pu 0.026 0.063
241Am -0.368 -0.222
242Am - 2.140
242mAm - 2.104
244Cm - 0.213

Table 5.6 - Weights for various nuclides calculated from equation (5.10), normalized to239Pu.
In the somewhat harder spectrum of the fuel with 5% MA, the threshold fissioners like238U
have a higher weight.

material due to241Pu is the plutonium itself, plus any daughter products of241Pu that are also re-
cycled. E.g., in the integral reprocessing scheme, the daughter product241Am is also reprocessed
material due to241Pu, while in PUREX reprocessing scheme it is not.

During cool down (the right hand part of the graph), the inventory adjoint for 241Pu is flat:
241Pu, as well the daughter product241Am are recycled. The final time value is 0.95, because
it is assumed that the reprocessing efficiency is 95%. Thus, adding241Pu during the cool down
period will always lead to more reprocessed material, either as241Pu or241Am. In thePUREX
reprocessing on the other hand, only U and Pu are recycled. If241Pu were to be added at the
beginning of the cool down period, some of it will decay before reprocessing. Since the daughter
product is not recycled in this scheme, the inventory adjoint for 241Pu becomes time dependent,
as given by the dotted line, which gives the inventory adjoint for 241Pu in aPUREXfuel cycle.

For both reprocessing schemes, the inventory adjoint is time dependent during irradiation:
if 241Pu is added at the beginning of the irradiation period, the probability of fission during the
irradiation is quite large. Thus,241Pu added to the fresh fuel will have a small contribution to
the total amount of reprocessed material, and hence it will have a low inventory adjoint at the
beginning of the irradiation interval.

In figure 5.3 the’worth adjoint’ of 241Pu is given by the dashed line. It is the solution
of the adjoint transmutation equation with the final time condition of equation (5.26). This
line represents the contribution to the reactivity of the reprocessed material by241Pu in the
integral reprocessing scheme. During irradiation and cooldown this adjoint is time dependent,
because in both cases241Pu has a probability of not surviving until reprocessing, which implies
that it does not contribute to the reactivity of the new fuel.The slope of the worth adjoint for
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Figure 5.3 - Three adjoints for241Pu. The inventory adjoint is a measure of the contribution of
241Pu to the amount of reprocessed material, while the worth adjoint gives the contribution
of 241Pu to the reactivity of the reprocessed material. Note the time axis: the cycle length is
1300 days of irradiation and 2192 days of cool down. Since theadjoint is solved backward
in time, we are ’looking back’ in time.

241Pu differs from the slope of the PUREX inventory adjoint because we are in fact solving two
different systems: for the PUREX worth adjoint the final time condition is given in table 5.4,
while for the worth adjoint the final time condition is given by S~w.

In figure 5.4 theworth adjoints for some absorbers are illustrated, namely238U, 237Np and
241Am. These lines correspond to the adjoint transmutation equation with final time condition
(5.26). The worth adjoint represent the contribution to thereactivity of the reprocessed material
due to the isotopes in question. Since these nuclides all have long half lives, the worth adjoints
during cool down are constant. During irradiation the worthadjoints are time dependent.237Np
and241Am have a positive worth adjoint value at the beginning of theirradiation. This may seem
strange, because these nuclides have negative weights. During irradiation237Np transmutes to
238Pu and241Am to 242(m)Am. These products of transmutation have positive weights.Thus, if
237Np and241Am are added at the beginning of the irradiation, they have enough time to capture
a neutron, after which their transmutation products contribute positively to the reactivity of the
new fuel made from the reprocessed material. If237Np and241Am were to be added at a later
stage of the irradiation, the probability of transmutationis smaller, and their overall contribution
to the reprocessed fuel would be negative. The behavior of the worth adjoint for238U has a
similar behavior, but is never positive. This means that under the chosen irradiation conditions,
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Figure 5.4 - Worth adjoints for the absorbing nuclides238U, 237Np, and241Am, i.e. the contribu-
tion of these nuclides (by themselves or daughter isotopes)to the reactivity of the reprocessed
fuel. Notice that237Np, and241Am have a positive contribution if added at the beginning of
the irradiation, because they transmute to fissile isotopes. The time axis corresponds to a
cycle of 1300 days of irradiation and 2192 days of cool down.

the transmutation to239Pu does not have enough time to take place on a large enough scale. Here
one immediately sees the influence of the final fluence (burnup) on the fuel cycle, because if the
final fluence would be larger, more238U would transmute to239Pu and the reactivity worth of
the reprocessed material would be larger.

5.8.3 Breeding Gain calculations on the GFR600 fuel cycle

One cycle of irradiation, cool down and reprocessing was calculated for the GFR600 reference
fuel, and for a fuel containing 5% MA. The reprocessing scheme is integral with 99% efficiency,
adding depleted uranium to make the new fuel. Refer to table 5.7: Rini is R for the fresh fuel,
Rirrad is at the end of the irradiation (i.e. after 1300 days),Rcool is after 6 years of cool down,
andRrepro is the reactivity of the reprocessed material. The new fuel is composed of reprocessed
and feed material (see eq. (5.17)).R of the feed material is given byRfeed and theR of the new
fuel is Rnew = Rrepro+ Rfeed. Rfeed is dominated by the weight of238U, which is negative. With
the reference fuel,BGover the irradiation (Rirrad/Rini − 1) is close to zero, but during cool down
reactivity is lost, resulting in an overallBG from the initial fuel to the new fuel of -20.2%. For the
MA fuel BG is positive during the irradiation (+ 12%), effectively offsetting the loss during cool
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down, resulting in an overallBG close to zero (-3.56%). Concluding: adding a small amount of
MA to the fuel results in a positiveBGover the irradiation. Over the entire cycle,BG is close to
zero.

GFR 600 (ref) GFR600 (5% MA)
Rini 1.02 1.15
Rirrad 1.01 1.29
Rcool 0.932 1.22
Rrepro 0.923 1.21
Rfeed -0.109 -0.097
Rnew 0.813 1.11
BG -20.2 % -3.56 %

Table 5.7 - Evolution ofR [cm−3] for the reference fuel and a fuel with MA. All values are 10−3

unless stated otherwise.Rini = Rof initial fuel mixture,Rirrad is after irradiation,Rcool is after
2192 days of cool down,Rrepro is theRof the reprocessed material. The reactivity of the feed
material is given byRfeed, and the new fuel is described byRnew.

For the MA fuel adjoints were calculated corresponding to 99% efficient integral recycling to
determine the influence of initial variations onBG. To getBG closer to zero, two perturbations
were considered, namely:

1. Increase of 5% of235U, 239Pu,240Pu and241Pu

2. Increase of 5% of238U

The reason for this choice is that is possible to increase thereactivity of the reprocessed
fuel by starting with a larger fissile content (option 1), or by increasing the total amount of
reprocessed material, thereby reducing the amount of (negative reactivity from) feed material
(option 2). The results are given in table 5.8, where the symbols are as before. The table gives
the values ofR for the reference calculation (same as table 5.7), after which the∆R introduced
by the perturbations are given. E.g. adding235U has a positive∆Rrepro: the reactivity of the
reprocessed material is higher.235U also has a positive∆Rfeed: more 235U means a smaller
amount of feed material is added to make the new fuel, and since the weight of the feed material
is negative, adding less of it has a positive effect. For the other isotopes similar arguments apply.

The perturbation of238U (right column) has a negative effect onRrepro but a positive effect
on Rfeed. In the two bottom cells of each column of table 5.8 the resultof a forward calculation
with the perturbed initial vectors is given. These forward calculations yield the sameRnew. The
forward calculations give all values ofRduring the irradiation and cool down with the perturbed
nuclide inventory.

Perturbing the fissile content yields a higherRnew but the initialR is also higher: the initial
mixture is more reactive. The extra initial reactivity is solarge, thatBG is in fact worse: from
-3.56 % to -6.42%. The perturbation of238U yields a lower initialRini , and a betterBG: +3.71%.
Writing out the equations for a perturbation in238U:
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∆Rrepro= N∗(0)∆N(0) = −1.4849· 10−2∆N(0) (5.35)

and for∆Rfeed

∆Rfeed= N∗(0)〈~w, vfeed〉∆N(0) = (0.9669)(6.6423· 10−2)∆N(0) = 6.4225· 10−2∆N(0) (5.36)

with ∆N(0) the perturbation in the initial concentration of238U. A perturbation in238U has
a much stronger positive effect through the amount of feed material (Rfeed), than the negative
effect on the reprocessed material (Rrepro): under the given circumstances, adding extra238U
gives a better new fuel (but the reactivity of the initial fuel is lower).

Rini 1.15
Rirrad 1.29
Rcool 1.22
Rrepro 1.21
Rfeed -0.097
Rnew 1.11
BG -3.56%

∆N ∆Rrepro ∆Rfeed ∆N ∆Rrepro ∆Rfeed
235U 2.39e-6 2.39e-7 238U -1.14e-5 4.92e-5
239Pu 5.18e-5 3.86e-6
240Pu 6.71e-6 2.34e-6
241Pu 5.08e-6 4.55e-7∑

6.60e-5 6.90e-6
∑

-1.14e-5 4.92e-5
R′new 1.19 R′new 1.15

Forward Forward
Rini 1.27 Rini 1.11
Rirrad 1.36 Rirrad 1.28
Rcool 1.29 Rcool 1.21
Rrepro 1.28 Rrepro 1.20
Rfeed 0.09 Rfeed 0.048
Rnew 1.19 Rnew 1.15
BG - 6.42% BG + 3.71 %

Table 5.8 - Results of 2 perturbations on the evolution ofR. The reference situation is a 5%
MA fuel. 2 perturbations are applied and their effects calculated. 2 forward calculations were
done to check the result. All values are 10−3 unless stated otherwise.
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5.8.4 Long term behavior

To investigate the long-term behavior a series of 15 irradiation, cool down and reprocessing
cycles was calculated. Since the cycle length is some 9.5 years, 15 cycles is longer than reac-
tor lifetime, but it serves to illustrate the long-term behavior. Two reprocessing strategies are
reported here:

1. Integral reprocessing with 99% efficiency, after which depleted uranium is added.

2. Integral reprocessing at 95% efficiency, after which a mix of 90% depleted uranium and
10% MA (same vector as before) is added.

The choice for the second strategy is given by the fact thatRrepro is lower if Sii is smaller
(i.e. reactivity is lost due to large reprocessing losses),leading to the necessity to increaseRfeed

to make the overallBG closer to zero. In figures 5.5 and 5.6 the evolution of thekeff of the
fresh fuel and the reactivity weightRnew are illustrated. Both fuel cycle strategies converge to a
situation wherekeff andRnew of the fresh fuel are more or less equal from cycle to cycle, sowe
approach the required situation of a zeroBG over the entire fuel cycle.

For the 99% efficient reprocessing,BG (equation (5.19)) during irradiation is about+15%.
The 95% efficient strategy, which adds some MA to the new fuel, has aBG between+15% and
+25% during irradiation to offset the losses of reprocessing. In table 5.9 the fuel composition for
the 10th cycle is given. In both fuel cycles the MA loading of the fuel remains limited. Of the two
presented strategies, the first strategy (refueling with reprocessed material and DU only) would
be considered as a Generation IV fuel cycle: enough new fissile material is bred during the cycle
to allow refueling with a fertile material only. The other strategy requires an external source of
MA, but no Pu. Note: The amount of feed material is the same as the burnup reached, so for
6.5% FIMA, the amount of feed material is 6.5% of the core inventory. Adding material with
10% MA means that the overall amount of added MA equals 0.65% of the total core inventory
(≈ 105 kg, the core inventory being some 16 tons of HM).

We can thus draw the conclusion that a truly closed fuel cycleis possible if the reprocessing
losses are small enough (the 99% strategy). If the reprocessing scheme is less efficient in re-
covering the actinides,BG can be made closer to zero by adding depleted uranium with a small
amount (10 %) of MA. Transmutation of the MA will then offset the reactivity losses during
reprocessing.

5.8.5 Checking the validity of the quasi-static approximation

With the 15 cycles the validity of eq. (5.19) and of the quasi-static approach in sections 5.5, 5.6
and appendix A can be checked. To this end, theBG was calculated for both strategies using
two slightly different definitions. The first definition is:

BG=
〈~wi , ~Ni+1〉

〈~wi , ~Ni〉
− 1 (5.37)
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Figure 5.5 - Evolution ofkeff of the fresh fuel during multiple recycles for the two fuel cycle
schemes indicated in the text. Both schemes converge to a situation where thekeff is constant
from cycle to cycle.
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Figure 5.6 - Evolution ofRduring multiple recycles for the two fuel cycle schemes indicated in
the text. Both schemes converge to a situation where theRnew is constant from cycle to cycle.
SinceRnew is the same from cycle to cycle,BG= 0 is approached.

with i the cycle number: the same set of weights~wi is used to calculate the reactivity of the
fuel of batchi and the new fuel of batchi + 1. This is the quasi-static calculation: the weights
are kept constant while the nuclide vectors are allowed to vary.

The second definition calculatesBGusing weights~wi of the fuel in batchi, and weights~wi+1
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5.8. Results

Isotope Strategy 1 Strategy 2

U 82.512% 80.78%
234U 0.201% 0.331%
235U 0.072% 0.091%
236U 0.105% 0.086%
238U 81.933% 80.272%

Np 0.119% 0.588%
237Np 0.119% 0.588%

Pu 16.513% 15.355%
238Pu 0.457% 1.173%
239Pu 9.258% 8.410%
240Pu 5.607% 4.648%
241Pu 0.489% 0.384%
242Pu 0.702% 0.740%

Am 0.838% 2.709%
241Am 0.577% 1.952%
242(m)Ama 0.038% 0.106%
243Am 0.223% 0.651%

Cm 0.219% 0.568%
243Cm 0.003% 0.007%
244Cm 0.153% 0.419%
245Cm 0.033% 0.095%
246Cm 0.023% 0.038%
247Cm 0.005% 0.007%
248Cm 0.002% 0.002%

Table 5.9 - Fuel composition at the start of the tenth irradiation cycle for two different reprocess-
ing strategies. Strategy 1 assumes 99% efficient reprocessing after which depleted uranium
is added. Strategy 2 assumes 95% efficient reprocessing, after which depleted uranium and
10% MA are added. All numbers are in atom%.
a242Am and242mAm summed

for the new fuel in batchi + 1:

BG=
〈~wi+1, ~Ni+1〉

〈~wi , ~Ni〉
− 1 (5.38)

If the weights~w change considerably between cyclei and cyclei + 1, the two definitions
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would result in different values ofBG. If both BG definitions give comparable results, it shows
that ~w does not change too much from cycle to cycle and that the quasi-static approach is valid.
The result is given in figure 5.7 and 5.8. TheBGs from one cycle to the next are all close to zero.
It is concluded that since theBGs calculated with the two equations given above are comparable,
the weights~w do not change much between the cycles, and that the quasistatic approach is valid
for the closed fuel cycle with integral recycling. An explanation is needed for theBGcalculated
for the first cycles, which are all much lower than theBGs of the later cycles. Please refer to table
5.3, column 5, and table 5.9. In strategy 1, with high reprocessing efficiency and adding DU, the
conversion of238U to 239Pu gradually increases because of an increasing238U content, while the
plutonium content remains more or less stable. In strategy 2, with its high reprocessing losses
and adding extra MA, has a higher content of americium and237Np, which contribute positively
to the reactivity of the new fuel, which is beneficial to obtain a zeroBG in the later cycles.
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Figure 5.7 - BG calculated with the quasi-static approximation (equation(5.37)) for the two
fuel cycle schemes presented in the text. The low values in the earlier cycles are explained in
the text.

5.9 Discussion and conclusion

A mathematical framework was derived to describe the changeof a nuclear fuel as a function
of irradiation, cool down and reprocessing. A new definitionof Breeding GainBG is proposed,
taking into account irradiation, cool down and reprocessing. Corresponding reactivity weights
~w are defined. An adjoint formalism is derived to estimate the effect of initial changes of the fuel
mixture on the reprocessed fuel, regarding both the total amount of reprocessed material and its
reactivity weight. This theory is applied to an integral fuel cycle for a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor
running on uranium, plutonium and MA. It is found that a fuel with uranium, plutonium and
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Figure 5.8 - BG calculated using new weights for each cycle, i.e. equation(5.38) for the two
fuel cycle schemes presented in the text. The low values in the earlier cycles are explained in
the text.

5% MA yields a positiveBG during irradiation, and aBG close to zero over the entire cycle of
irradiation, cool down and reprocessing.

A series of 15 consecutive fuel cycles was calculated. The result is that aBG close to zero
can be obtained if an integral reprocessing scheme is adopted. If the reprocessing efficiency is
high enough (99%), it is possible to obtainBG = 0 by adding depleted uranium only. If the
reprocessing efficiency is somewhat lower (95%) it is possible to add a mix of depleted uranium
and a small amount (10%) of MA. Transmutation of the MA will then give an overallBG close
to zero. The evolution of the fuel composition over the 15 cycles seems to indicate that an
equilibrium fuel contains mostly238U (≈ 81%), a small portion of Pu (≈ 15%), with the rest Np,
Am, and Cm.

The cell calculations cannot fully capture all effects of changing the nuclide composition be-
fore or during irradiation. For example, perturbing the fuel composition can cause power peaks,
or change the burnup reactivity swing. A fully coupled eigenvalue and nuclide depletion pertur-
bation could capture these effects in more detail. However, the Generation IV GCFR, which has
no blankets and a self-breeding target, has special properties. The reactivity of the homogenous
fuel stays more or less constant during irradiation, and thereby the spatial flux profile is approx-
imately constant during the irradiation. Zoning becomes somewhat arbitrary. Because of this,
the decoupled nuclide perturbation approach is especiallysuited for the Generation IV GCFR.
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A Nuclide perturbation theory

In this section nuclide perturbation theory will be developed, following [5-9]. The transmutation
equation is given by:

∂~N0

∂t
= M0

~N0 + ~Q0 (i)

with the initial condition

~N0(t = 0) = ~Ni . (ii)
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A. Nuclide perturbation theory

Define the general response functionRas:

R0 = 〈~h, ~N0〉 (iii)

With ~h a response selection vector (for instance,~h can containσaφ at positioni to give the
time integrated absorption rate of nuclidei, or contain a Dirac deltaδ(t − t0) at positioni to
give the density of nuclidei at timet0). The transmutation matrixM0 contains the nuclear cross
sectionsσx, decay constantsλx, and the fluxφ. M is space-time dependent through the cross
sections and flux.~Q0 is an independent source term (e.g. adding and extracting material from
a tank during reprocessing). This system is an example of a much broader class of functionals
and responses for which a perturbation development is possible (see for instance [5-10]), ifR is
functional of the data and the variable governed by the functional (in this case~N), but~h may not
be dependent on~N. In our definition ofR in equation (5.1),~w takes the place of~h. As seen from
equation (5.10),~w depends on~N throughφ, φ∗ and the normalization factor in the denominator.
Neglecting the dependence of~w on ~N introduces a first order error, but one that may be small for
most variations under consideration. Assume a reference calculationR0 = 〈~w0, ~N0〉 and a small
perturbation givingR:

R= 〈~w0 + ∆~w, ~N0 + ∆~N〉 = 〈~w0, ~N0〉 + 〈~w0,∆~N〉 + 〈∆~w, ~N0〉 + 〈∆~w,∆~N〉 (iv)

In the first-order approximation the term〈∆~w,∆~N〉 is neglected. Neglecting〈∆~w, ~N0〉 com-
pared to〈~w0,∆~N〉 is in fact comparable to the quasi-static approximation used in burnup calcu-
lations, where it is assumed that the nuclide density~N changes (much) quicker as a function of
the neutron fluenceφt than the equivalent one-group cross sectionsσx appearing inM0. The
validity of the quasi-static approximation is checked in section 5.8.5 . To fully treat the variation
in R due to∆~N, Generalized Perturbation Theory must be used, such as illustrated in [5-8]. For
the current study, a simplified approach is deemed instructive and sufficient.

The initial condition for (i) can be removed by adding the initial condition (ii) to (i) as a delta
function:

∂~N0

∂t
= M0

~N0 + [ ~Niδ(t) + ~Q0] (v)

with initial condition

~N0(t = 0) = 0 (vi)

The initial condition is treated as an extra term to source~Q0. Now assume that we have some
perturbation in the independent source:~Q = ~Q0 + ∆ ~Q, resulting in perturbed densities~N. The
perturbed system is given by:
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∂~N
∂t
= M0

~N + ( ~Q0 + ∆ ~Q) (vii)

and the corresponding perturbed response

R= 〈~h, ~N〉 (viii)

Using the general properties of adjoint equations the adjoint to (i) is defined:

−∂~N∗0
∂t
= M∗0~N

∗

0 +
~Q∗0 (ix)

It can be shown, e.g. as in [5-10], that in order to obtain a meaningful interpretation of the
adjoint equations, the adjoint boundary conditions and source must be chosen as:

~N∗0(t = t f ) = 0 (x)

~Q∗0 =
∂R

∂~N
= ~h (xi)

Now form the scalar products of (vii) with~N∗0, and of (ix) with ~N, insert (xi) and subtract:

〈~N∗0,
∂ ~N
∂t
〉 = 〈~N∗0,M0

~N〉 + 〈~N∗0, ( ~Q0 + ∆ ~Q)〉

〈~N,
−∂~N∗0
∂t
〉 = 〈~N,M∗0~N

∗

0〉 + 〈
~N, ~Q∗0〉

〈~N∗0,
∂ ~N
∂t
〉 + 〈~N,

∂ ~N∗0
∂t
〉 = 〈~N∗0, ( ~Q0 + ∆ ~Q)〉 − 〈~N, ~h〉

(xii)

Here the adjoint property〈~N∗0,M0
~N〉 = 〈~N,M∗0

~N∗0〉 is used. The LHS can be written as
d
dt(
~N(t)~N∗0(t)) and integrated as indicated by the〈, 〉-operator:

∫ t f

0

d
dt

(
~N(t)~N∗0(t)

)
dt = ~N(t f )~N

∗

0(t f ) − ~N(0)~N∗0(0) = 0 (xiii)

because of the boundary conditions~N(t = 0) = 0 and~N∗0(t = t f ) = 0. What remains:

〈~N∗0, ( ~Q0 + ∆ ~Q) = 〈~N, ~h〉 = 〈~N0, ~h〉 + 〈∆~N, ~h〉 = R0 + ∆R

and thus:

∆R= 〈~N∗0,∆ ~Q〉 (xiv)
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A. Nuclide perturbation theory

This is an exact relation between a perturbation of the source ~Q and the resulting perturbation
of the responseR. Until now,~h and∆ ~Q are completely arbitrary. Remember that according to
eq. (v) a perturbation in the initial condition can be written as a perturbation to the source term:

∆ ~Q = ∆~N0δ(t) (xv)

then, from (xiv), the resulting change in response at the final time t f is given by:

∆R= [ ~N∗0(t = 0)∆~N0]x (xvi)

where the []x indicates that the integration is over the entire phase space exceptt. From
(xvi) the change in a final time response caused by a perturbation of the initial conditions can be
readily calculated.

Equation (xiv) gives∆R for a perturbation of the source~Q and/or the initial condition. An-
other possible perturbation is a perturbation of the nuclear data appearing in the transmutation
matrix M0. M will lead to a perturbed solution~N, but the initial conditions~N0(t = 0) are not
affected. InsertingM = M0 + ∆M, ~N = ~N0 + ∆~N into (i) gives:

∂

∂t
(~N0 + ∆~N) = (M0 + ∆M)(~N0 + ∆~N) + ~Q0 (xvii)

which is expanded to

∂~N0

dt
+
∂∆~N
dt
= M0

~N0 + ~Q0 + ~N0∆M + ∆~NM0 + ∆
~N∆M (xviii)

from which (i) can be subtracted to give

∂∆~N
∂t
= ∆M ~N0 + M0∆

~N + ∆M∆~N (xix)

Now forming the same scalar products as in (xii) leads to a LHSd
dt

(
~N∗0(t)∆~N(t)

)
, which can

be integrated to give zero because of the boundary conditions ~N∗0(t = t f ) = 0 and∆~N(t = 0) = 0.

Neglecting the second order term∆M∆~N, ∆R becomes:

∆R= 〈~N∗0,∆M ~N0〉 (xx)

Taking together the effects of a change in source~Q, initial condition ~N0(0), andM gives:

∆R= [ ~N∗0(t = 0)∆~N0]x +

∫ t f

0

~N∗0[∆ ~Q+ ∆M ~N0]xdt (xxi)

In the scope of this work, we are dealing with the final time responseRas defined by equation
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(5.17), which can be written as a sum of two final time responses involving ~Ncool (5.18). Thus,
from (xxi) only the first term on the RHS remains for each response, and we find that we have two
solve 2 adjoint calculations to correctly estimate the perturbation ofRcaused by perturbations to
the initial nuclide inventory. First, the perturbation toRrepro, the total reactivity of the reprocessed
material, must be calculated.Rrepro is given by:

Rrepro= 〈~w,S~Ncool〉 (xxii)

and thus the corresponding adjoint problem to evaluate∆Rrepro is defined by the final condi-
tion:

~N∗0(t = t f ) = S~w (xxiii)

Secondly, the amount of feed material~Nfeed is perturbed, leading to a perturbation inRfeed.
SinceRfeed is given by

Rfeed∝ −Nfeed= −|S~N| (xxiv)

the corresponding adjoint problem is defined by the final condition:

~N∗(t = t f ) = S~I (xxv)

Note that it is assumed that~S and~vfeed, the reprocessing efficiency and vector of feed mate-
rial, do not change because of the perturbation. Also note that in these calculations the fluxφ,
and not the power, is kept constant, so the final burnup also changes as a function of composition.
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